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PREFACE

This Annual Report covers the activities at the Kernfysisch Versneller

Instituut (KVI) during the year 1980.

The KVI is a laboratory that is jointly sponsored by the University of

Groningen and FOM, the national agency for the support of fundamental research

on the properties of matter. The main lines of research at the KVI are on

experimental nuclear physics and on nuclear theory. The experimental work of the

laboratory is centered around a large and modern, k=160 MeV AVF cyclotron that ., ji

became operational at the end of 1972.

The experimental work in 1980 concentrated on high-resolution nuclear

structure studies via transfer reactions and inelastic scattering, on the decay ,

properties of giant resonances, on elastic and inelastic breakup of light and

heavy ions, on the investigation of continuum y rays, on in-beam y~ray a n d

conversion electron spectroscopy, and on weak interactions .

High-resolution studies of inelastic scattering and transfer reactions were i

performed in the platinum mass region to test predictions of the supersymmetry i

scheme of Iachello. In inelastic scattering studies on Nd, Sm and Gd a search f '

was done for possible f(L=3) and g(L=4) boson degrees. The investigation of the ;

anomalous 0 + states in germanium via four-nucleon pick-up reactions was - '•>

completed. ;

Earlier searches in this laboratory for the Gamow-Teller resonance via the >

("Tle,t) charge-exchange reaction were supplemented by proton decay studies in

coincidence with tritons. From these studies important information on the ;•}
orjo '£

microscopic structure of the Gamow-Teller resonance in Bl could be derived. j

This investigation has been extended to light nuclei to locate the individual ?

isospin and spin-isospin modes. j

Very extensive He-breakup studies were performed involving particle- i

particle correlation measurements. From d-p and t-p coincidence measurements it A.

was possible to identify the different reactions that contribute to the

inclusive deuteron and trlton spectra, respectively, and in fact to j

quantitatively account for these spectra. Most important processes are elastic %

and inelastic break-up as well as a process In which part of the projectile is i

captured by the target. In the case of the t-p coincidences the dominant process ;i

appears to be a breakup transfer reaction. All the observed processes can be |

consistently described in the frame-work of quasi free reactions. |

The studies on incomplete fusion reactions and heavy-ion breakup have been 1

continued. A sum-rule model for hard-grazing heavy-ion reactions incorporating ;

j

1
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critical angular momenta for the various reaction channels and a Qgg-dependence

of the particle reaction cross sections has been introduced. HI-a correlation

studies showed that the double-differential cross sections can be divided into a

part due to uncorrelated (inelastic) breakup and a second part due to sequential

ejectile decay.

Quasi-continuum y-ray studies employing a 16-detector multiplicity array

ware focussed on the differentiation between features due to nuclear structure

and those due to reaction mechanism effects (e.g. non-equilibrium neutron

emission, comparisons between complete and incomplete fusion reactions). Entry

lines in the quasi-continuum of 1->'»15°Dy also were located (in collaboration

with the Free University of Amsterdam) with a large sum-energy detector.

Measurements of y-y energy correlations with two Compton suppression

spectrometers (in collaboration with the University of Utrecht) revealed

information on band crossings and moments of inertia in 167»168Hf at high

rotational frequencies.

From in-beam conversion electron measurements with (a,xn) reactions on

actinide nuclei fast monopole transitions were found that connect the members of

the p-vlbrational band (up to J^IO"1") with the ground state rotational band. The

in-beam study of conversion electrons, including electron-electron coincidences,

offers new possibilities for the investigation of actinide nuclei for which

conventional y-ray measurements are hampered by intensive y-ray background from

fission products.

A Bhabha polarimeter for electrons and positrons has been built and tested.

The polarimeter is being optimized for an investigation of super-allowed Fermi |3

transitions to search for a possible V+A component in weak interactions.

Much of the theoretical effort again was directed towards the Interacting

Boson Model (IBM). In addition to the continuing work on the phenomenological

applications of the model, several new developments are worth mentioning. On the

basis of the properties of the boson-fermion hamiltonian a supersymmetry scheme

has been proposed for a unified description of even-even and odd-even nuclei. So

called mean field techniques have been applied to establish a direct relation

between the IBM and the geometrical models of nuclear collective motion. These

techniques haven proven to be a powerful tool to obtain static and dynamic

properties of quasi-spin systems. An algebraic approach, similar to that of the

IBM, has been suggested for the description of diatomic molecules.

Another major effort was done on the theoretical description of

relativistic heavy-ion reactions via a Boltzmann equation approach. With this
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approach a systematic and consistent description of many of the experimental

results could be obtained including the formation of composite particles.

In conjunction with the axial injection system, for which funding has

become available in 1980, approval was given for the purchase of an Electron-

Cyclotron Resonance-Ion Source (ECRIS) for the production of highly stripped

heavy-ions. The source is being built by Dr. Geiler at the CEN-G in Grenoble and

is expected to be delivered in the first half of 1982. Lay-out and beam optics

for the axial injection system have been specified, and most components have

been ordered. For the vertical beam-line between the external ion sources and

the cyclotron a periodic focussing system is planned. Much effort has gone into

the design of the central region of the cyclotron to optimize its

characteristics for the operation with internal as well as with external ion

sources.

The cyclotron has operated reliably also in 1980. The total running time

amounted to 5010 hours. As in previous years, a sizeable fraction of the beam

time was made available to groups from outside the KVI. Isotopes have been

produced for medical purposes as well as for off-line nuclear spectroscopie

work, and for the study of hyperfine interactions.

Very fruitful collaborations with groups from inside and outside the

Netherlands have been continued. We again had many scientific guests who spent

from a few weeks to several months at our laboratory, and there have been many

visitors passing through.

In the course of 1980 Professor H. Brinkman, founder and first director of

the KVI, retired. It has been his strong personal engagement and vision that

laid the foundations for the KVI and which created the generous frame of the

laboratory that enabled it to grow into what it has become. On the occasion of

his retirement a symposium was held with talks on recent advances in atomic,

nuclear, particle, plasma, astro- and X-ray physics, reflecting the broad

scientific interests of Prof. Brinkman. In his honour a plaquette was dedicated

by the University and FOM, that is placed in the entrance hall of the

laboratory.

The Beleidscollege (advisory board) of the KVI met three times in 1980. Its

members were Prof. J. Borgman (R.U. Groningen, chairman), Prof. D. Atkinson

(starting Sept.l, 1980), Prof. H.L. Hagedoorn (T.H. Eindhoven), Prof. C.C.

Jonker, Prof. C. van der Leun (R.U. Utrecht) and Prof. W.G. Mook (R.U.

Groningen, until Sept.l, 1980)

The operation of a large accelerator laboratory is a joint venture of many
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people, not all of whom are explicitly mentioned in this Annual Report. We

especially acknowledge here the contributions by the technical and

administrative staff members of the KVI, who are playing such an essential role

in the performance of the whole laboratory. It is further a pleasure for us to

ackowledge again the strong financial support as well as the good cooperation

that we have received, especially in these trying days, from the University of

Groningen, from FOM and its "Werkgemeenschap Kernfysica", from Z.W.O. and from

the Ministry of Education and Sciences.

April 1981 Rolf H. Siemssen
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I, REACTIONS WITH CHARGED PARTICLES

I.I. ELASTIC AND INELASTIC SCATTERING

Coupled channel effects In single and mutual excitation with q particles

J, van Driel1, M.N. Harakeh, R. Kamermans and R.J. de Meijer

In a previous experiment ' projectile excitation in inelastic oc-scattering

on a wide range of nuclei has been measured at Ea=65 MeV for the excitation of

the a particle to its first excited state, <x*(J=0+, &x=20.1 MeV). In addition to

transitions in which the target nucleus remains In its ground state (single

excitation), strong mutual excitation of both target and projectile has bean

observed. The DWBA calculations, carried out to understand this unexpected

result, gave cross sections which were strongly forward peaked and which dropped

off rapidly towards larger angles. This is in clear disagreement with the

experimental data which showed a tendency to fall off at forward angles. At the

very forward angles, for which the discrepancy shculd be most evident, no data

were available.
if

This year we measured the (a,a ) reaction at very forward angles (near to

0°) using the special feature in the detection of unbound ejectiles-. Moreover,

24 24
Mg(u,a*) Mg

28Si(a.a-)28Si

Ea=65MeV

Fig.l.
Angular distributions for single
and mutual excitation cross sec-
tions for the (a,a*) reaction in
2^Mg and ^^Si. Dashed lines repre-
sent DWBA calculations as des-
cribed in ref.l)- Open circles
indicate results obtained in this
work, other data have been taken
from ref.I). Solid lines are
results of CC calculations.

40
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we have carried out coupled channels (CC) calculations in which we were able to

describe both single and mutual excitations in the same frame work with

parameters that were obtained from or found to be in agreement with other

experiments.

The observed differential cross sections for both single and mutual

excitation are displayed in fig.l. The data from the present Investigation are

given as open circles. Since it is not possible to treat a reaction process that

involves simultaneous excitation of both final nuclei with the existing CC-

codes, we have assumed that the excitation of the projectile can be considered

as a loss of kinetic energy Into the excitation of the total system (see fig.2

for a schematic representation). The calculations were performed with the code

i

" M g <E,'t.3a.3**2*) a (E«'3Q,I,3*'O4')

81Mg(g.s.,3%0*) E,« 80.1.3T« 0*1

a(g.s.,3'=O*)

Ê
Fig.2.
Coupling scheme used in CC calculation,
assuming all excitations in one system^

CHUCK 4) and a more extended description of the details in calculations and

results is presented in ref.5). The final results of the calculations have been

indicated in fig.l by solid lines.

It can be concluded that by using the breakup features of unbound ejectiles

it is possible to measure differential cross sections for the (a, a*) reaction

at very forward angles. An overall consistent picture emerges of single and

mutual excitations in which CC effects play an important role.

1. Present address: Nationaal Luchtvaart Lab., Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
2. Present address: Robert van de Graaff Lab., university of Utrecht, Utrecht,

The Netherlands.
3. R. Kamermans et al., Nucl.Phys. A314(1979)37.
4. P.D. Kunz, Univ. of Colorado, unpublished.
5. J. van Driel et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 46(i981)525.
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Proton excitation of y bands in 2*Mg, 26Mg and 32S

R, de Leo1, G.D. Erasmo1, M.N. Harakeh, S. Micheletti2, A. Pantaleo1 and

M. Pignanelli2

The low-lying levels of even-even deformed nuclei in the 2s-ld shell can be

grouped into rotational bands built on the ground state (g.s.) and on p- and y-

vibrations. Inelastic proton and alpha scattering to the states of the g.s. and

the Y bands of e.g. "Mg could in principle be described in the asymmetric

rotational model where couplings between the g.s. and the Y bands are properly

taken into account. Such calculations for inelastic proton scattering from 2*Mg

failed3' to reproduce the cross sections of the 3 and 4+ members of the Y band.

This failure especially to the unnatural parity 3 state was attributed3' to the

neglect of contributions from doorway excitation of the giant resonances.

Recently, the excitation of the y band by inelastic a scattering at Ea=120

MeV was investigated*'. Here, no doorway couplings to the giant resonances are

expected especially at this high bombarding energy. However, the strong

excitation of the 4 state could be well explained by the inclusion of a direct

hexadecapole coupling in addition to the asymmetric-rotor couplings. In this

scheme the relati\~iy strong excitation of the 3 state was also reproduced.

Similar calculations including this direct hexadecapole coupling to the

4 state were performed ' for inelastic proton scattering from 2T!lg, 2^Mg and
3 2S. The 26Mg and 32S data, which were taken at E =23.95 MeV and 20.37 MeV,

respectively, were nicely fitted except that the 3 state was underestimated.

However, the discrepancy was less important than for 2Ttg.

.001

Fig.l.
Direct spin-flip (AS=1), compound nucleus (CN)
and coupled channel (CC) contributions and
their incoherent sum for the inelastic proton
excitation of the 3+ state of 2^Mg at the
quoted energies. ^

Fig.l. shows the cross sections for the 3 + state of 24Mg for three

bombarding energies: 17.17 MeV, 35.24 MeV and 49.5 MeV. In addition to the
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coupled channel (CC) contribution (solid curve), calculated by using the

asymmetric rotational model with direct hexadecapole coupling to the 4 state,

contributions from compound nuclear (CN) reactions at low bombarding energies

and from direct spin-flip (AS=1) at high bombarding energies are significant.

Estimates for these contributions are indicated in fig.l. Their incoherent sum

with the CC contribution seems to reproduce the data at the high bombarding

energy. At bombarding energies around 20-25 MeV, where more data exist, the

discrepancy between the total incoherent sum of the various contributions and

the data persists. A renormalization factor is needed to obtain agreement

between the theoretical calculations and the experimental data. This is shown as

a function of excitation energy in fig.2. The dashed area around the crosses

20

Fig.2.
Energy dependence of renormalization
factors discussed in the text.
Triangles, circles and crosses corre-
spond to inclusion of various contri-
butions in the calculations as indi-
cated in the figure and explained in
the text.

35 40 45

E p I MeV)

represents the uncertainty in the renormalization factor due to the unknown

relative phase between the CC and the AS=1 amplitudes. The shape of the

dependence of the renormalization factor as a function of excitation energy is

similar to the shape of the GQR as deduced from inelastic proton and a-

scattering. This may indicate that the missing contribution to the 3 excitation

comes from the doorway excitation of the GQR.

1. Permanent address: Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita di Bari, Italy.
2. Permanent address: Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita di Milano, Italy.
3. R. de Leo et at., Phys.Rev. C20 (1979)13.
4. K. van der Borg, M.N. Harakeh and B.S. Nilsstfn, Nucl.Phys. A325 (1979)31.
5. R. de Leo et al., Phys.Rev. C23 (1981)1355, and references therein.

Imaginary term of the Coulomb correction in nucleon scattering from Si

R. De Leo and W.A. Sterrenburg

The analysis ' of Rapaport ' for *°Ca provided the first support for a

Coulomb correction term AWC for the absorbing part of the nucleon optical-model

potential (OMP). Here we present further evidence for this term from an analysis

of Si data. This is the only self-conjugate nucleus, other than 40Ca, for

which at the moment both proton and neutron elastic scattering data are

available in a large ene,gy range (up to 40 MeV). For selfconjugate nuclei the
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Coulomb correction term is simply the difference between yiDton and neutron

potentials at the same incident energy. In f ig. l the * Ca volutae integrals per

r
1

o u u

550

500

450

400
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i

-

1
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I

I I
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1 1
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40_ . .
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Fig.l.
Values of the volume integrals per
nucleon of the real part of the nucleon
optical-model potential for ̂ °Ca obtained
from literature (see ref.2).

5 15 25 35
INCIDENT ENERGY (MeV)

45

nucleon of the real well, calculated with the same geometry as used by

Rapaport2', are plotted against incident energy. In the energy range from 17 to

25 MeV the proton OMP integrals markedly deviate from the linear behaviour.

This may be due to coupled reaction channel (CRC) effects which affect strongly,

OMPs for spherical nuclei like Ca (see ref.3). It can be expected that the

well-deformed nucleus 28c will not suffer as much from CRC effects as Ca. It

can be seen from the upper part of fig. 2 that this is the case. Here the 2 aSi

Fig.2.
Values of the volume integrals per nucleon of
the real (upper part) and imaginary (middle
part) nucleon optical-model potentials for
Z8Si obtained from analysis of data in refs.4-6.

5 15 25 35 45

INCIDENT ENERGY (MeV)

volume integral per nucleon of the real well is plotted versus energy. These

values have been deduced from data in refs.4-6 with a standard OMP code,

searching on the real and imaginary depths and keeping the other OMP parameters

fixed at the following values taken from ref.6: rQ=1.17 fm, ao=O.673 fm, rw=1.33

fin, a^O.575 fm, Vso=6.0 MeV, rso=1.07 fm, ago=0.78 fm. The obtained real volume

integrals in the explored energy range can be well described by a linear

behaviour without anomalies. Moreover the linear fits to the proton and neutron

r'-Wffflifi
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data (full and dashed-dotted lines, respectively) are separated by a quantity

which, in terms of the real depth, is AVc=0.47 Z/A
1/3 f(r) MeV. This is in good

agreement with many determinations of this quantity in other nuclei * '. The

Woods-Saxon radial form factor of the OMP is f(r).

In the middle part of fi£.2 the corresponding volume integrals per nucleon

of the imaginary depth, obtained in the analysis, are reported. The errors were

determined either as the difference between our volume integrals and literature

values obtained with different OMP geometries, or by assuming a 5% uncertainty

in the adopted OMP geometrical parameters. In fig.2 compound nucleus (CN)

contributions have been ignored because it was found ' that they are at 14 MeV

already < 10% even for the smallest differential cross section value. However

since CN contributions increase exponentially with decreasing energy (a factor

of 10 every 5 MeV) we did not include the available proton and neutron data at

11 MeV.

The difference between neutron and proton imaginary volume integrals for
no

Si are shown as squares in the lower part of fig.2. The data points fall in a

linear pattern, more than in the case ) of Ca. It is tempting to ascribe this

to the effects mentioned above. The full line represents a linear least-squares

fit to our data of the form:

/ A = -{(57±13)-(1.4±0.6) MeV.fm*

which intersects the energy axis at about 40 MeV. Below this energy the surface

imaginary depth dominates over the volume term, so we can assume that the tadial

dependence g(r) of AWC is the same as that of the surface depth. Then we can

write for 14<E<4O MeV:

AW (r.E) = -{(0.69±0.16)-(0.017±0.007) E}Z/A^3 g(r) MeV

At higher incident energies it can be assumed that AWc=0, because the slope of

the imaginary volume integrals has been found to be essentially zero for proton

energies between 40 and 200 MeV. If we assume that the dependence of AWC on

nuclear mass and charge is completely described by the Z/A1'3 term, we can

compare our result with the corresponding value obtained by Rapaport ' for 40g

(dashed line in the bottom part of fig.2):

AW (r,E) = -{(0.5±0.1)-(0.014±0.003).E}Z/A1/3.g(r) MeV
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As can be seen, both determinations are consistent although our value is

slightly higher. This new result for AWC gives further evidence for the energy

decrease of Wi, the imaginary part of the isovector term of the nucleon OMP.

1. Permanent address: Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita di Bari, Italy.
2. J, Rapaport, Phys.Lett. 92B(1980)233.
3. E. Fabric! et al..Phys.Rev. ̂ 21(1980)844 and 021(1980)830.
4. J. Rapaport et al., Nucl.Phys. A286(1977)232.
5. R.P, DeVito, thesis, Michigan State University, 1979.
6. R. De Leo et al., Phys.Rev. C19(1979)64(5.

DWBA calculations on the vector A^ and tensor A ^ and A„„ analyzing powers of

the continuum spectra

fl, Sakai1

The analyzing powers Ay, A ^ and A y y of the continuum energy spectra from

the ^Nb(dBOn, d'X) reaction at E,j=56 MeV have been measured in Osaka '.

Unexpectedly large values were observed at backward angles. For example, at 137°

the Ay, A^x and Ayy values at an excitation energy bin Ex=10-20 MeV are as large

as 46%, 20% and 17%, respectively.

In order to try to understand this characteristic feature DWBA calculations

were performed similar to those in rcf.3. The cross sections and the analyzing

powers were calculated with the DWBA code DWUCKV*'. A collective form factor

with constant strength p-̂  for the various multipolarities was assumed. Then, the

analyzing power is expressed as

Ai(0)
L

DW
where aQ= £ c£"(0) and Ai

L and a L
D W are calculated by DWUCK. Here i stands for

y, xx and yy. Up to and including 1^10 momentum transfer was considered. The

optical potential parameters were taken from ref.5, but were slightly modified

to reproduce the backward-angle analyzing power data.

Fig.l compares experimental data with the calculated results (dashed lines)

for the angular distribution of the vector and tensor analyzing powers at the

Ex=10-20 MeV bin and with the analyzing powers at 137° as a function of

excitation energy. The agreement between calculations and experimental results

is strikingly good, with room for improvement only at a pronounced dip in Ay at

0~7OO. The overall success indicates that the simple DWBA approach is capable of

explaining the characteristic features of the vector and tensor analyzing powers

of the continuum spectra for a wide range of angles and excitation energies.

1
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Fig.l. Comparison of the present calculation with data of ref.l. Sight side:
angular distributions. Left side: cross-section and vector and tensor
analyzing powers.

1. Permanent address: RCNP, Osaka University, Osaka Japan.
2. H. Sakai et al., Proc. of 1980 RCNP Int. Symp. on Highly Excited States in

Nuclei, Osaka Japan, May 12-16, 1980.
3. H.C. Bhang, I. Halpern and T.A. Trainor, Nucl.Phys.Lab. Annual Report 1980,

Univ. of Washington, p.60.
4. P.D. Kunz, unpublished.
5. K. Hatanaka et al., Nucl.Phys. A340(1980)93.
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Inelastic proton scattering from 150Nd and 152Sm

L.W. Put, M,N, Harakeh, J. van der Plicht, S.Y. van der Werf and F. Zwarts

DWBA and coupled channels calculations were performed for Inelastic

scattering of 50 MeV protons from 150Nd and 152Sm with transition densities

Fig.l.
Angular distributions for 50 MeV proton
scattering from the 0+, 2 +, 4 + and 6+

members of the g.s. band in 15ZSm. Curves
are the results of a coupled channels
calculation in terms of the rotational
model.

20 40 60 80 !00

1

J
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obtained from an analysis in terms of the IBA of electron scattering data. These

calculations have not yet been succesful in reproducing the details of the

experimental data 1^. One of the reasons is probably the insufficiency of the

used optical model parameters as given by Woollam et al i/. With the presently

available coupled channels program ECIS 3', including a parameter search

routine, parameters were determined which results in a good C.C. description of

the data for the 0+, 2+, 4+, and 6+ members of the g.s. band in terms of the

rotational model. The result for 152Sm is shown in fig.l. Whereas there was no

need to change the geometrical parameters of ref.l, the potential depths had to

be readjusted. The main change is that the depth of the surface imaginary

potential had to be reduced to essentially zero. Further analysis of the data is

in progress,

1. K.V.I. Annual Report 1979, p.6
2. P.B, Woollam et al., Nucl.Phys. A109(1968)489
3. J. Raynal, Program ECIS, unpublished

Inelastic proton scattering from

P.B. Goldhoorn, M.N. Harakeh, Y. Iwasaki, L.W. Put and F. Zwarts

In studies1' of the collective bands in Gd,various groups used different

reactions to populate states belonging to the many collective bands in this

nucleus. This resulted1' in a comprehensive picture where definite spins and

parities were assigned to all states below Ex~2.0 MeV. These states were grouped

into bands which exhibit strong collective intraband E2 transitions. Most of ;•;

these bands could be described by the IBA model ' in the limit of the s- and d- vj

boson approximation. However, a good description of negative parity bands and >

some other bands at higher excitation energies seems to require the introduction

of f- and other bosons. We studied inelastic proton scattering from Gd at •

Ep=40 MeV in order to estimate the distribution of various multlpole strengths j

(dipole,quadrupole, octupole, hexadecapole, etc.) at excitation energies below rj

\ A self-supporting l56Gd target of 1.2 mg/cm was bombarded with a 40 MeV |

i analysed beam of protons. The scattered protons were detected using the j

v 1

\; spectrograph with an overall energy resolution of about 24 keV. I

I Angular distributions were measured from 0iat,=12° to 51" in steps of 1.5°. j

I Three additional measurements were performed at 54°, 57° and 60°. The solid ]

| angle subtended by the spectrograph for all these measurements was 1.82 msr with |

| an opening angle in the reaction plane of 1°. In order to get sufficient

I statistics for weakly excited states for angles below 21° where elastic
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scattering is intense , separate runs were performed with the elastic peak

outside the range of the detection system.

Very many states up to 1^3 MeV were observed with the resolution of 24

keV. The analysis for these states is still in progress but we can already

present results for the ground state band (g.s.b.).

300

200

I

100

8

Ep=40 MeV

8LAB=3I5°

to

AJ
400 500 600

CHANNEL NUMBER

156rFig.l. l:>oGd(p,p') spectra taken at 0iab=31.5°. In addition to members of the
gsb clearly excited up to the 6+, many other states are observed at
higher excitation energies. Contaminant peaks are labelled.

In fig.l, a 156Gd (p,p') spectrum taken at Qiab
=3l-5° i s shown. The 2+, 4+

and 6+ members of the g.s.b. are clearly observed at EjfO.089,0.288 and 0.585

MeV, respectively.

The differential cross sections for the g.s.b. states are shown in fig.2.

While the 2 + state angular distribution could be reasonably fitted by a DWBA

calculation (dashed curv "* using the collective form factor for L>2, the DWBA

prediction (dashed curv.. xa out-of-phase with the data for the 4+ state. For

the strongly deformed nucleus *^Gd a coupled channel (CC) calculation is

necessary for the description of the excitation of the g.s.b. We used the

program ECIS ' to perform CC calculations in which the optical model parameters

and the deformation parameter S2 were adjusted to fit the differential cross

sections to the 0^ and 2j+ states. The values of 64 and B6 were then determined

by fitting the data for the 4 + and 6+ states. The results of the CC calculations

are shown as solid curves in fig. 2. They fit the data rather well, with a

negative value of B6.

."'51
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96Gd(p,p') E.=40 MaV
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Fig.2. Differential cross sections for gsb states . Solid and dashed curves
represent predictions of CC and DWBS calculations. Deformation parameters
in CC calculations are indicated.

1. J. Konijn et al., Nucl.Phys. A352(1981)191.
2. A. Aritna and F. Iachello, Ann.Phys. (N.Y..) 123(1979) 968 and references

therein.
3. Program ECIS, J. Raynal, private communication.

Inelastic proton scattering from nuclei in the Pt region

M.N. Harakeh, P. Goldhoorn, Y. Iwasaki, J. iukasiak, L.W. Put, S.Y. van der Werf

and F. Zwarts

Elastic and inelastic proton scattering from the nuclei Ir, x'JIr and

Pt have been studied at E =50 MeV. The scattered protons were detected in the

focal plane of the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph with the standard detection

system. The overall energy resolution varied between 22 and 27 keV. This was

good enough to resolve the transitions of interest for comparison with the

predictions ' of the supersymmetry scheme except for a few cases • Angular

distributions were measured between ©iab
=15° and 0iab=51° in steps of 3°.

Relative elastic and inelastic cross sections were calculated using collected

charge and dead time correction. The elastic cross sections were further

normalized to optical model calculations to obtain absolute cross sections. The

internormalization of the data with respect to the elastic cross sections yields
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inelastic cross sections for the three target nuclei with relative errors < 5%.

Deformation parameters p L for the various transitions were obtained by

comparisons with DWBA calculations performed with the collective form factor

FT=RdUQ/dr for L>2, where LLQ is the optical potential. For E2 transitions the

quadrupole deformation parameters P2 were used to obtain relative E2 transition

rates for the three nuclei studied. These were compared with predictions of the

supersymmetry scheme and it was found ' that the deduced E2 transition rates for

191193 ^Pt were in qualitative agreement with thethe nuclei and

*'predictions*' of the supersymmetry scheme. In that respect, the results

supported this scheme for nuclei in the Pt region.

In the earlier report1", only a few angular distributions were shown for

Fig.l .

110°

Jr(n,p'r'lr

«attic ;VS'

0 ' ZO ' 40 '"&"

10°-

\ /V 0.460:3/2"
\l \ &-0.045

K?L

0.621 :7/2'

0 ZO 40 BO

s'o«llc;0*

0.811 ;4*

0 ZO 40 GO

c and inelastic proton scattering cross sections leading to states
in 1"1»1»Jir and ls*pt at E =50 MeV. The curves are results of DWBA
calculations with the collective form factor for L>2. The deformation
parameters used to fit the cross sections are indicated.
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L<=2 transitions to states which are of interest in view of the supersymmetry

scheme. Here, we report on all the transitions observed up to an excitation

energy of ~1 MeV in the l 9 M 9 3 l r and 19*Pt nuclei. The differential cvoss

sections are shown in fig.l. At many angles no cross sections could be extracted

because of the presence of contaminant peaks.

For Pt, the 2j + state is very strongly excited; its angular distribution

is well described by BWBA. On the other hand, the 2 2
+ state is weakly excited

and the existing data points seem to be out of phase with the 2^ angular

distribution indicating coupled channel contributions to this state. The 3 ^ and

4j* states seem to be well described by DWBA calculations. For all states the

deformation parameters ^ that have been obtained by comparing the experimental

data with DWBA calculations are listed in fig.l. In general, most of the strong

E2 transitions are rather well described by DWBA calculations. We have checked

that coupled channels contributions to these states are negligible.

1. F. Iachello, Phys.Rev.Lett. ̂ 4(1980)772, and to be published.
2. M.N. Harakeh et a!., Phys.Lett. 97B(1980)21.
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1,2. TRANSFER REACTIONS

Analysing power measurement of the 1 1 6Sn(d*,t) 1 1 5Sn and 1 1 6Sn(d*, 3He) 1 1 5In

reactions and observations of a "new", deeply-bound hole component in 1 1 5 S n

C. Foster 1, W, Jacobs 1, W. J o n e s 1 , D. Miller 1, M. Saber 1, R.H. Siemssen and

F. Soga 1.

In pick--,p reaction studies on tin nuclei the removal of neutrons from the

next inner shell has been observed 2» 3'. The deeply-bound hole states were found

to manifest themselves as a giant resonance-like gross structure in which the

hole strength is spread over many states. Approximately 45% of the combined

2Pl/2» 2p3#2 a°d 189/2 strength has been located ' in the gross structure peaks

of 1 1 5 S n , the nucleus that has been most extensively studied. Since from

differential cross sections the total angular momentum j of the picked-up

nucleon cannot be determined, the present analysing power measurement was

attempted to investigate whether the gross structure in tin can be further

decomposed into its ^P\/2 an<* ^P3/2 components. Similar analysing power

measurements of deeply bound hole states have been reported recently ^""', but

the present investigation differs from those by covering a much wider range of

A (9)

Fig.l.
Differential cross section
and analysing powers from
the ''"Sn(d,t) '•'Sn indi-
cates the "new" deep hole
component.

10° E0° 30°
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excitation energies in the residual nucleus. A bombarding energy of 50 MeV was

chosen in order to facilitate comparison with the previous data of van der Werf

et al.3>.

Vector polarized deuterons from an atomic beam source of the Indiana

University Cyclotron Faacility were accelerated through the injector and main

cyclotrons to 50 MeV. Reaction products were recorded and identified with two

detector telescopes placed on separate arms on opposite sides of the beam.

Measurements were done in the angular range from 6° to 16°, 16° to 22°, and 22°

to 26° in 1°, 1.5° and 2° steps, respectively.

In addtition to the data for the deep-lying hole states in 115Sn

transitions to low-lying states in 115Sn (Fig.l) and In resulting from the

pick-up of valence shell neutrons and protons, respectively, were studied via

the 116Sn(d\t) and Sn(t,Tle) reactions. DWBA calculations with standard

optical model parameters in general were found to give a good account of the

analysing powers for the pick-up of the valence shell nucleons. For a few

excited states of 115In new spin assignments could be made on the basis of the

analizing power measurements. Except for the narrow gg/2 bump at 5.2 MeV in

Sn, the analyzing powers for the deeply-bound hole states were found to be

rather non-distinctive. They indicate a strong overlap of the different subshell

orbitals.

KVI 2144

400 -

300-

200-

Ex (MeV)

Fig.2 Triton spectrum from the 116Sn(d,t)115Sn reaction at 15°. Area V
indicates the "new" deep hole component.

From the 116Sn(d,t)115Sn spectra (Fig.2) evidence was found for a "new"

deep-hole component, containing most likely f$/2 strength in addition to p

strength. Its excitation extends to about 18 MeV and its centroid is located at

about 12 MeV. The observation of this new hole components leads to an

approximately 40% lower "background" under the gross structure peaks than was
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previously assigned. With this additional cross section the total sum rule

strength for pick-up from the lgg/2i *Pl/2» ^3/2 an(* lf5/2 n e u t* o n subshells

can be accounted for.

1. Indiana University Cyclotron Facility, Bloomington, Indiana
2. M. Sakai and K.I. Kubo, Nucl.Phys. A185(1972)217
3. S.Y.. van der Werf et al., Phys.Rev.Lett, 33(1974)712,

Nucl.Phys, A289_( 1977) 141
4. A. Stuirbrink et al., 5th Int.Symp. on polarization phenomena in nuclear

physics, Santa Fe, 1980
5. G,M. Crawley, preprint
6. G. Perrin et al., Nucl.Phys. A356(1981)61

! \

Inclusive particle spectra from deuteron-lnduced reactions on llsSn at 50 MeV

N. Blasi, E.H.L. Aarts, P. Grasdijk and S.Y. van der Werf

In all light-ion induced particle-spectra one observes a continuous

component together with the more structured cross-sections that arise from

direct reactions. Studies of the latter are often hampered by the presence of

the first and by the lack of knowledge of its origin and spectrum shape. The

present study was motivated by the fact that in neutron pickup reactions in the

tin region typically only half of the spectroscopie strength of the subshells

just below the valence shells is observed above an apparently flat background.

By measuring the continuum part of the triton spectrum from the ^6Sn(d,t)

reaction over an energy range as broad as possible we hope to gain some

understanding of the continuum component and there with to get a handle on tha

background subtraction procedure pertinent to the region of deep lying hole

states.

A self-supporting 116Sn target with a thickness of 500 (ig/cm was bombarded

with a beam of 50 MeV deuterons. Outgoing particles were detected with a surface

barrier detector telescope, consisting of a 50 urn thick AE detector and a 5 mm E

detector. With this setup it was possible to measure energy spectra down to very

low energies while at the same time a sufficient separation between the

different particle groups was achieved. Energy spectra for tritons, ^He-

particles and alphas are shown in fig.1 for different angles. For all groups a

strong asymmetry around 90° is observed. The spectra at backward angles show a

temperature-like behaviour with two temperature components for the ^He- and

alpha spectra.

Calculations have been carried out in terms of the socalled coalescence

model ', where essentially the particles are assumed to be emitted from a moving

frame. So far we have found that this model seems to give a satisfying
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20 40

E (MeV)

Fig.1•
Energy spectra for tritons, 3He particles and
alphas from reactions induced by 50 MeV
deuterons on 116Sn.

description of part of the data but descrepancies remain, especially for spectra

at forward angles.

1. T.C. Awes et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.45(1980)513.

"' 5t

i
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The 45Sc, 63Cu(d1
3He)44Ca,62Ni reactions at 50 MeV

"ï. Iwasaki, E.H.L. Aarts, R.K. Bhowtnik, M.N. Harakeh, J, Janecke ,

S.Y, van der Werf, J.G. Yang2 and F. Zwarts

The 45Sc,63Cu(d,3He)44Ca,62Ni reactions have been studied with 50 MeV

deuteron beams of the KVI cyclotron. Spectra taken with the QMG/2 spectrograph

have an energy resolution of 18 to 20 keV (flgs.l and 2). Individual states are

3 400

Ed'5O MeV

CHARGE =42,4 ^ C

*^-Ji YH-'W»-'**-'

533 pC

425 pC

O

tc
it!

20U 300

CHANNEL NUMBER

63Cu(d,3He)62Ni
Ed=50 MeV |

CHARGE=l53,7fiC §

8 1.1

1425 pC g S

162.4 |iC

F i g . l .
Momentum spectrum of the 3He particle
from the 45Sc(d,3He)^^Ca reaction.
Numbers above peaks indicate excita-
tion energies in MeV.

2OO 300

CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig-2. 3

Momentum spectrum of the He particles
from the 63cu(d,

3He)62Ni reaction.
Numbers above peaks indicate excita-
tion energies in MeV.

observed up to high excitation energies because of the selectivity of the

(d, He) reaction. The target nuclei "Sc and Cu have one valence proton

outside the proton closed shell at Z=20 and at Z=28, respectively. If the

mechanism of the (d. He) reaction is a single-step proton pick-up, the reaction

selectively populates states of simple configurations:

1) The pick-up of the valence proton leads to collective states of the core
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or 62Ni that have been present in the ground state of the target

or 63Cu.

nucleus

nucleus

2) The proton pick-up from the closed shells produces one hole and leads to

particle-hole-core states formed by the coupling of one proton hole, one proton

particle and the collective degrees of freedom of the core consisting mainly of

neutron excitations. Angular distributions of differential cross sections have

been measured with 2° steps at 0lab=6°-42° for
 45Sc(d,3He)44Ca and at 0lab=6" to

36° for 63Cu(d,3He)62Ni.

The ^5Sc(d,3He)^Ca reaction was previously studied at Ed=52 MeV with

energy resolutions of 250 to 350 keV 3\ The proton pick-up from Sc was also

studied by the ) Ca reaction at Et=13 MeV with an energy resolution of

30 keV I A shortcoming of the (t,a) reaction at the above energy' is that the

experimental angular distributions are not sufficiently characteristic of the

transferred angular momenta JL to make unambiguous A assignments by comparisons

between the experimental angular distributions and DWBA predictions '. In

contrast, the (d.^ie) angular distributions are sufficiently characteristic of

the transferred A. Therefore, unambiguous X assignments have been made for most

of the observed transitions. For example, the transition to the 3.308 MeV

(3~) state in "Ca,which was previously assigned to be A=2, ' has been assigned

to be A=0 + 1=2 with a substantial contribution of 1=0. Thus, the hole

strength extends to an excitation energy as low as 3.308 MeV. On the other hand,

the angular distributions for the 21 and 2^ states at Ex=1.157 and 2.657 MeV

indicate the occupation of the 2pg<2 proton orbital in the ground state of Sc.

These observations point to the presence of a strong configuration mixing in the

Ca-Sc region.

The 63Cu(d,3He)62Ni reaction was studied previously at Ed=52 MeV with an

energy resolution of 250 to 350 keV,3^ and at' Ed=34.2 MeV with an energy

resolution of 100 to 150 keV.5) The superior energy resolution obtained with the

present experiment has led to a number of new results. For example,

the 2 2 and 4j states at Ex=2.302 and 2.336 MeV in
 62Ni have been resolved for

the first time. The angular distribution for the 2* state in 62Ni is A=l + A=3

with a substantial contribution of A=3 pick-up, in agreement with earlier

observations '^• In contrast, the angular distribution for the 2* state in ̂ 2Ni

is pure &=1.

1. Permanent address: Dept. of Physics, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
U.S.A.

2. Permanent address: Inst. of Atomic Energy, Peking, China
3. G. Mairle et al., Nucl.Phys. A134(1969)180.
4. 0. Hansen et al., Nucl.Phys. A128(1969)527.
5. J.C. Hiebert and E. Newman, Nucl.Phys. A113(1968)176.
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Investigation of low-lying states of praseodymium isotopes via the (d,3He)

reaction

A.M. van den Berg, M.N. Harakeh, Y. Iwasaki, R.H. Siemssen and S.Y. van der Werf

As a supplement to our previous study of deep-hole proton states in the

odd-A praseodymium isotopes the present experiment was intended to determine the

valence hole strength of low-lying states. Approximately 100 jig/cm2 thick

targets of enriched 146,150N<j isotopes in metallic form evaporated onto thin

carbon backings were bombarded with 50 MeV deuterons. Spectra of ^Sjl^Pr w l t h

a typical energy resolution of 25-30 keV were taken with the QMG/2 spectrograph.

To separate % e particles from a particles and deuterons use was made of the AE

detector in the focal plane. With this detector, described in the previous

Annual Report , clean spectra could be obtained as can be seen from fig.I.
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In addition, spectra of 141Pr were taken with a thicker target, resulting

in a poorer energy resolution. Differential cross-sections were measured between

9lat,=6° and 30°. Absolute cross-sctions were determined by comparing the angular

distribution of the elastically scattered deuterons with optical model

calculations. The energy calibration of the spectra was obtained with the aid of

the previous (d, He) experiment2^, which was performed with counter telescopes
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and consequently poorer energy resolution. In the following we briefly summarize

the main results obtained for the various targets.
14^Pr; The 1*2Nd(d,3He)1*1Pr rection has previously been studied by Baer and

Bardwlck"*). As was shown by these authors the L=2 strength is mainly distributed

over the ground state and the excited state at 1.61 MeV. The L=4 strength is

almost completely concentrated in one level at Ex=0.14 MeV. The summed

differential cross-section at a laboratory angle of 12.5° for the L=2 and L=4

transitions is listed in table 1.

Table 1. Summed differential cross sections, du/dQ in mb/sr, for
Nd(d,3He)Pr reactions with 0^=12.5°

L transfer 145'Pr 149Pr

1.0

0.75

1.04

0.70

0.51

0.26

145

I'

I

Pr: The ground state and only a few excited states are strongly populated by

the reaction with this isotope. Several new states and the transferred angular

momenta with which they are populated could be determined. The strength of the

L=2 transitions is distributed over at least five levels, that of the L=4

transitions over at least two levels. As can be seen from table 1, the summed

differential cross-section for each L transfer at 6^a^=12.5° is equal to that of

the lighter 11+1Pr isotope.
149,Pr; The level scheme of this isotope has not been reported before. From fig. 1

it is seen that almost the whole strength is concentrated in a cluster of states

at very low excitation energies. The summed strength of the analysed L=2,4

transitions is not in agreement with those for the lighter isotopes. This

probably is due to a fragmentation of the strength over a large number of

excited states. Each of these states is only weakly excited, and could not be

analysed properly.

The analysis of the angular distributions is still In progress.

1. P. Nammensma et al., KVI Annual Report 1979, p. 144
2. A Saha et al., KVI Annual Report 1977, p.14
3. H.W. Baer and J. Badwick, Nucl.Phys. A129 (1969)1
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T h e 142,144,146,148,150^
r e a c t i o n s at 40 MeV

Y. Iwasakl, R.K. Bhowmik, M.N. Harakeh, R.V.F. Janssens, L.W. Put and H. Sakai

A systematic study of the (p,t) reaction is being performed on nuclei with

neutron members N>82 at E =40 MeV by using the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph with

an energy resolution of 18 to 20 keV. Figs. 1 and 2 show typical momentum

spectra. Angular distributions of differential cross sections are being measured

at 0lni,«»6" to 42* with steps of 3".

, , , , - r —, iöu^aï

'48Nd(p,t)'46Nd
Ep=4OMeV 9Lt

I600

O

1200

eoo
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MMtill Ï
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CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig.l.
Triton momentum spectrum
with 1HBNd target.
Numerical values above
peaks indicate excitation
in MeV.

150 ZOO 250 300
CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig.2.
Same with 16l*Dy.

A remarkable feature observed for the target nuclei 1^~ 1 5 0Nd and ^ D y l s

the strongly oscillating angular distribution for transitions to some 2 + states,

including the 2^ state, in the residual nuclei. The same diffraction-like

angular distribution was observed also for the samarium isotopes. ' This angular

distribution is anomalous in the sense that it cannot be reproduced by the DWBA

calculation with conventional potential parameters. '

There is no transition to a 2 + state in the 142Nd(p,t)1Z*°Nd reaction that
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exhibits the anomaly, whereas the angular distribution for the 2. state in *^2Nd

in the - ̂ ld(p.t) Nd reaction shows the anomalous diffraction-like pattern.

Therefore, it is concluded that the anomalous angular distribution suddenly

appears at the target neutron number N=84, i.e. just after the neutron shell

closure at N=82, in agreement with an earlier observation of Yagi et al. at

E =52 MeV '. The superior energy resolution of the present experiment, however,

has led to a new observation that more than one 2 states in each of the heavier

Nd isotopes are reached by transitions having the anomalous angular

distribution. It Is of interest to ascertain the upper limit of the mass region

where the anomaly persists»

1. A. Saha et al., KV1 Annual Report 1978, p.12.
2. K. Yagi et al,, Phys.Rev. Lett.29(1972)1334,

Proton particle-hole states in Sn studied via the ^In(a,t) Sn reaction

N. Blasi, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh and S.Y.. van der Werf

The ground-state of In has spin Jw=9/2+ and its proton configuration

corresponds to a gg/2 hole in the closed Z=50 core. Proton stripping, therefore,

will populate multiplets of one particle-one hole states in 11*Sn. The (2If+l)-

dependence of the partial sum rules will enhance the high-spin members of these

multiplets.

We have studied the 113In(a,t)114Sn reaction at Ea=75 MeV using the (JIG/2

spectrograph. In fig.l the momentum spectrum of tritons, recorded at Qiatj
=5° is

OKVIJOSJ;

Fig.l. Momentum spectrum of tritons from the ^1%n(a,t)11Z*Sn reaction at
0lab=5°'
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shown. Angular distributions (not shown) have been taken in steps of 5°. They

are very uncharacteristic for the transfered Jt-values. We envisage to supplement

them by data from the (3He,d) reaction. The ground-state, however, is populated

by gg/2 transfer and this may safely be assumed to be the leading contribuant

for the first excited state also. Using a normalisation constant N=24, we derive

C2S=6.25 for the ground state, in fair agreement with a previous

ll^Sn(d,3He)115In study1) and C2S=0.68 for the first excited state. These two

states therefore exhaust (almost) completely the gj^2~sum rule-

Below 4 MeV excitation energy other states are not populated with

appreciable cross section. Above Ex=4 MeV an abundant particle-hole structure is

observed. This is to be attributed to the shells above the gap,i.e. the 205/2»

lg7/2>
 2d3/2» lnll/2 a n d 3sl/2 s n e l l s -

1, W.H.A. Hessellrik et al., Nucl.Phys. A226(1974)229.

20,Ne

Study of 20»22Ne(d,6Li)16'18O reactions at 55 MeV

J. Janecke , E.H.L. Aarts, A.G. Drentje, Y. Iwasaki, R.V.F. Janssens and

L.W. Put

The a-particle pickup reaction (d, Li) has been studied on targets of

and Ne to obtain information on many-particle/many-hole excitations in the

nuclei 0 and 0, respectively. Spectra for states in ^ 0 and 180 were

measured up to excitation energies of 24 MeV and 18 MeV, respectively, and

angular distributions from 11° to 54° were measured for states up to about 10

MeV. An energy resolution of ~65 keV was obtained using a gas cell and magnetic

analysis. Fig.l displays the low-energy regions of 18° spectra.

2ONe(d.BLi)'6O
Ed=55MeV 5
9 ' 8 ° "

X2

r o g

0 1 +

HNe(d.6U) l

Ed=55MeV
e 8 °

x2

CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig.l . Spectra of the 20Ne(d,6Li)16O and 22Ne(d,6Li)180 reactions.
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The 0 spectrvnn displays very selective excitations of discrete states up

to about 11 MeV followed by a few broad structures to about 17 MeV. The cross

section remains weak and is practically constant from 17 MeV to 24 MeV. Broad

structures due to selective excitations near 19 MeV which have been reported '

could not be confirmed. In 1 8 0 , selective excitations are observed up to about

9,5 MeV followed by a weak background up to 18 MeV with approximately constant

cross section.

Data reduction and analysis are presently in progress. It is intended to

analyze the angular distributions with finite-range DWBA using an established

relative-motion wave function for ^ i = a + d and simple a-cluster wave

functions for 20»22Ne = l6>180 + a. Only states with J**^ in 160 and 180 should

be populated in lowest order, and this indeed seems to be observed. The 2 + state

in 160 at 9.8 MeV is strongly excited as expected3', in contrast to the
l2C(*huL,d)*6O reaction in which it is extremely weak^. This in agreement with

theoretical predictions5'. The spectroscopie factors and reduced widths will be

compared to earlier more limited results ' as well as to theoretical predictions

from SU(3) and shell model calculations3»5»7\

1. Permanent address: University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, U.S.A.
2. W. Oelert et al,, in Clustering aspects of nuclear structure and nuclear

reactions, eds. W.T.H. van Oers et al. (AIP Conf.Proc.No.47,1978) p. 708.
3. K.T. Hecht and D. Braunschweig, Nucl.Phys. A244_( 1975)365.
4. F.D. Becchetti, D. Overway. J. Janecke and W.W. Jacobs, Nucl.Phys.

A344(1980)336.
5. M. Ichimura et al, Nucl.Phys. A204(1973)225; K.T. Hecht, priv.commun.;

Y. Suzuki, Prog.Theor.Phys. ̂ 5(1976)1751, 56(1976)111.
6. A. van der Molen, J. Janecke and F.D. Becchetti, in Clustering phenomena in

nuclei II, eds. D.A. Goldberg et al., Report ORO-4856-26 (1975) p.413.
7. W. Chung, Ph.D. Thesis, Michigan State University (1976)

First excited O + states in the Germanium isotopes via the Se(d,6Li) reaction.

A.M. van den Berg, G.T. Emery1, R.V.F. Janssens, A. Saha2 and R.H. Siemssen

In the previous Annual Report ' the first results of the (d, Li) reaction

experiments on the even-A selenium isotopes have been presented. In the course

of 1980 more experimental data were taken in order to be able to lower the upper

limits for the strength of the first excited O+ states in 74»76>78Ge. Although

these 0 + states could not be separated from a transition to a 4 + state, it

nevertheless was possible to derive upper limits smaller than 2 % of the ground

state strength for all three nuclei. A paper on the Se(d,^Li) reaction is

presently being written.

1. Permanent address: Indiana University Cyclotron Facility, Bloomington,
Indiana, U.S.A.

2. Present address: Northwestern University, Evenston, Illinois, U.S.A.
3. A.M. van den Berg et al., KVI Annual Report 1979, p.21.

'i
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1,3. REACTIONS WITH CHARGE EXCHANGE

Isobaric analog states in rare-earth nuclei

J, Janecke1, E.H.L, Aarts, A.G. Drentje, C. Gaarde2 and M.N. Harakeh

The (^He.t) charge-exchange reaction to ground-state isobaric analog states

(IAS) has been studied on nineteen strongly deformed rare-earth targets to

measure precision Q values, hence Coulomb-displacement energies, as well as IAS

widths and cross sections. The measurements were carried out at 0=0° and

E(3He)=.6O MeV on targets of 152,154,156,158,160Gd> 160.162Dy|

162.164,166,168.170Er> 170,172,174,176^ a n d 176,178,180^ Ttie r e a c t l o n

^SiC-Htejt)28? (fig.l) was used for energy calibration. A typical IAS spectrum

is displayed in fig.2. The Laurentzian line shape is apparent. Background from

420 500 S80
CHANNEL NUMBER

660

50 ISO 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950
CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig.2.
160Dy(3He,t)160Ho(IAS) at 0°
and E(3He) = 60 MeV.

Fig.l. 28Si(3He,t)28P at 0" and E(3He) = 60 MeV.

T<- states is present but weak. The 2" state in 1°F at E x = 424 keV from oxygen

contaminant interferes with a few of the states. The Q-value for 1^0( He.t) 1^

was measured as Q=-15430±10 keV which differs from the known value ' 0/5-

15447.6±14.0 keV. The centroid energies of most IAS were determined with an

accuracy of ±5 keV. This accuracy required a careful study of small corrections

due to target thickness (measured via PIXE) and finite solid angle.

Coulomb-displacement energies were extracted from the measured Q-values.

They are plotted in fig.3 (filled circles) as differences with respect to

predictions for spherical nuclei, AEcoul(exp)-AE^ul(calc). The data are lower

by typically 100 keV than the valus expected fo spherical nuclei since deformed

shapes result in increased rms radii. The curves shown in fig.3 were calculated

for nuclei along the line of stability. An analytical expression^ was used to

describe the dependence of Coulomb energies on the quadrupole and hexadecapole

deformation parameters p 2
 a n d P4» respectively. A simple parameterization of

these deformations was used to describe their dependence on proton and neutron
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numbers Z and N, respectively. The hexadecapole deformation p^ is positive in

the region A=145 to 160 which leads to a reduction (lower curve) in Coulomb-

displacement energies by up to about 20 keV. Negative values of f5̂  for the

region A > 170 are found to have practically no effect on the Coulomb-

displacement energies.

The overall agreement between the data and the calculated curves is quite

good. The low experimental values in the region A=150 seem to confirm the

influence of hexadecapole deformation. The local maximum, already noticed

earlier5) near A=166 and thought"' to arise from the fact that p^ changes sign

here, is not explained. Other problems, some serious, remain in the

interpretation of the data: i) The influence of the diffuse surface is not

completely known. It seems to slightly reduce the deformation effects '• 11) It

is not obvious that the proton core and the neutron excess must have the same

deformation as is assumed in the calculations. In fact, the rotationally

invariant core model (RIC), which assumes that only a fraction of the nucleons

participate in the rotational motion, successfully describes**) electric

quadrupole moments, iii) It is difficult to estimate the Coulomb-displacement

energies for assumed spherical shapes. A simple equation somewhat arbitrarily

based on the experimental energies of Sm and Pb (filled squares) was used

to construct fig.3. The latter nucleus was chosen because the experimental

+ 100

-200 L

140 170 180
Mass Number A

Fig.3. Difference of Coulomb-displacement energies for deformed and spherical
nuclei as function of A. Data from this work are shown as filled circles.
The calculated curves are for nuclei along the line of stability and
include effects of quadrupole and hexadecapole deformations (see text).
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isotope shifts of the Coulomb-displacement energies and of the charge radii for

the Pb isotopes appear to be at variance with each other. They can be reconciled

by introducing an unreasonably large isotope shift of the radius for the excess

neutrons or by assuming that there exists for the Pb isotopes a strong

dependence on N of one of the many additional contributions to the Coulomb-

displacement energy including the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly.

The total IAS widths are generally in the range 50 to 100 keV and they

increase with neutron excess, as expected, except for the sequence of Yb

isotopes. A similar Yb anomaly is observed for the 0° cross sections which were

found to be in the range 5 to 10 |a.b/sr. Attempts to explain this anomaly have
been made.

1. Permanent address: Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.
2. Permanent address: Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark.
3. A.H. Wapstra and K. Bos, At.Data and Nucl.Data Tables 19(1977)215.
4. R. Hasse, Annals of Physics j>8(1971) 377.
5. N.H. Merril, et al., Nucl.Phys. A216(1973)61.
6. J. Janecke, Proc.Int.Conf.Nuclear Physics, Berkeley, California (1980).
7. J.P. Draayer and J. Janecke (unpublished).
8. P.C. Zalm and P.J. Brussaard, Z.Physik A287(1978)265.

Isospin and spin-isospin modes in 12N excited via the 12C(^He,t) reaction

W.A. Sterrenburg, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, S.Y. van der Werf and

A. van der Woude

The possibility of exciting spin, isospin and spin-isospin modes in charge-

exchange reactions like (p,n) and ( He.t) has been explored extensively very

recently1) In addition to the Gamow-Teller resonance observed for many nuclei

in the (p,n) reaction at high bombarding energies, evidence has been reported

for a structure with a characteristic 1>1 transfer. The structure may correspond

to a 0~,l~ or 2~ collective excitation. To explore these various possibilities

it is interesting to study the decay of this resonance to identify its spin. We
1 9

studied the excitation and decay of isospin and spin-isospin modes in N using

the 12C(3He, t) reaction at E(3He)=81 MeV. Outgoing tritons were detected using

the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph. Two focal plane detectors each covering an

energy bite of AE/E~8.A% were used. Two spectrograph field settings were

necessary to cover excitation energies from 0 to 13 MeV. The singles angular

distributions were measured between 0iab=0° and 28°. Two spectra, at 0° and 25°,

are shown in fig.l. For the decay measurements the spectrograph was set at 0°

where mainly low L-transfers contribute. The protons, resulting from the only

particle-decay possibility of 12N states up to Ex~8 MeV, were detected with a 5

mm solid-state detector at Qiab=l45°,
 120° a n d 90°. The spectrograph and the
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12 3

Triton spectra from C( He, t) reaction
at Qt=0° and 25° obtained with two
different field settings in the spectro-
graph•

40 80 120 160 ZOO 840 280 320

CHANNEL NUMBER

proton detector subtended solid angles of 6 and 73 msr, respectively. Decay to

the first 5 states in 11C was observed. Angular distributions obtained for

several states from the singles measurements are shown in fig.2. Also included

is the distribution for a structure around Ex=1.8 MeV which has not been

reported before. Its maximum lies between the maxima for an L=0 (E =2.42

MeV;Jll=0+) and 1̂ =2 (Ex=0.96 MeV; J
11 "̂1") distribution. This strongly suggests

30 40

Fig.2• Angular distri
12C(3He,t)12N

trlbutions for transitions to states observed in the
" reaction at E(3He)=81 MeV. The solid lines are drawn to

guide the eye.
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that L=l which means that this state is the analog of tl.d lowest 1~ (T=l) states

in 12B and 1 2C. The bump around 1^=4 MeV at ©iak=0° is decomposed into three

well-separated peaks at Qia-b-25" (see fig.l). The energies are consistent with

the reported2^ values: Ex=3.12, 3.5 and 4.25 MeV. The probable assignment J
lt=2+

for Ex=3.12 MeV is supported by the present angular distribution (see fig.2).

The distributions for the Ex=3,53 and 4.25 MeV states peak at lower angles and

thus correspond to lower L-transfers, although the latter may contain higher L-

components as well. The angular distribution for Ex=5.32 MeV corresponds to L>2.

The analysis for the decay is still in progress.

1. IUCF Annual Report 1979, p.27-46.
2. F. Ajzenberg-Selove and C. Langell Busch, Nucl.Phys. A336(1980)l.
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1.4. BREAKUP REACTIONS

The continuum part of the (3He,d) spectra at 52 MéV

E.H.L. Aarts, P. Grasdijk, R.J. de Meijer and S.Y. van der Werf

At forward angles (3He,d), (3He,p) and (3He,pp) spectra show In addition to

the sharp peaks corresponding to transitions to discrete states, a bell-shaped

continuum centred around the energy related to the beam velocity (see fig.l). At

more backward angles (50°) this bell-shaped continuum has decreased so far in

intensity that it is not recognizable on the evaporation-like spectrum. The

shape of the (3He,p) and (3He,d) spectra has been indicated in fig.l by a dashed

line.

With two detactor telescopes a coincidence experiment has been carried out

in which one telescope was kept fixed at G=-10°, while with the other a complete

in-plane angular correlation was taken in the angular range -155°<9<155°. The

forward-angle data with Q <90" were obtained with telescopes consisting of 0.1

and 5 mm detectors. With these telescopes also data were taken at 0^-10° and

30 SO

Ep(MeV]
Fig.l,,
Spectra for the reactions
ZBSi(3He,pp), 28Si(3He,d)
and 28Si(5He,p).

Ï
5

- 9d«-l0°
Singles

i
Z.C

i

ÜJ 1.5
1

Q5

28Si(3He.d)

MeV

2 BSi(0)

Fig.2.
Singles deuteron spectrum at 0,j=-10 °
with the deuteron spectra in coinci-
dence with protons. The conditions
have been indicated.
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02=+153
11. With deuterons detected at Qd=-10° predominantly protons were found to

be coincident with protons at 0 =153°. This can be understood as a Q-value

effect. From this result it was concluded that for the (p,d) coincidences at

backward angles single detectors could be used. Besides the advantage of a

larger available solid angle this set up allows the detection of protons to much

lower energies. These protons would otherwise have been stopped in the AE

detector.

The total-energy spectra (En+Ed) show *•' the excitation of the ground state
it + + + —

and the states at Ex=1.78, 4,62 and 6.88 MeV with J =0, 2, 4 and 3,

respectively. These states are also the strongly excited states in inelastic-

scattering reactions.

Figure 2 shows several spectra with deuterons detected at 0d= -10°. The top

part presents a single spectrum; the four other ones are deuteron spectra in

coincidence with protons at several angles and with several gates in the two-

dimensional E d vs E spectra. The three middle spectra are obtained by

projecting events belonging to the 28gj ground-state locus on the Ed axis. In

all three spectra the evaporation-like compound is absent. At 0 =10° the

spectrum is dominated by a bump centred at an energy of about 2/3.E(3He)-

Ejj(3He), which corresponds to a 3He breakup process in which the proton is the

spectator '. At 0 =40° the bump is shifted slightly to a somewhat higher energy

and is also less broad (FWMH ~HMeV at 0_=1O°, ~9 MeV at 0 =40°). It should be

pointed out that both in this spectrum as in the one at 0 =10° the centroid of

the bump is considerably lower in energy than in the singles spectrum. In

addition the spectrum shows discrete peaks arising from the decay of proton

unstable states in 29p, populated via the (3He,d) reaction. The spectrum rt Qp=~

145° is dominated by the sharp peaks arising from the proton decay of states in
2 9P. The broad breakup bump has disappeared and some structure shows up at £^=33

MeV. This spectrum has been taken with the single detector set up which causes

the deuteron spectrum to extend to energies about 3 MeV higher than in the cases

with 0p=lO° or 40°.

Fig. 3 shows the two-dimensional spectrum at 0d=-lO° and 0 =+145°. In

addition to events on the loci of the ground state and the state at EX=1.7R MeV

"uncorrelated" events show up around Ed=33 MeV with a maximum intensity at small

proton energies. Projecting all events, except those on the two loci, onto the

deuteron axis one obtains a bell-shaped spectrum with a maximum around Ej=33

MeV. This spectrum is shown in the bottom part of fig.2. The position of this

peak corresponds very well with the one in the singles spectrum and indicates a

breakup process in which the deuteron is the spectator. Fig.4 shows several

projected proton spectra at 0d=-lO° and 0 =-145° obtained for different vertical

gates in the Ed versus E_ spectrum. All projected proton spectra show a maximum

1

4 '
a
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The two dimensional E, versus E spectrum
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Fig.4.
Projected proton spectra at 0 =+145° in
coincidence with deuteron at 0 =-10°.
Corresponding deuteron energy intervals
have been indicated.

around 3 MeV and an exponential decrease towards higher energies. This behaviour

strongly suggests that the protons are statistically evaporated from a compound

nucleus which, based on the coincidence requirements is formed by the fusion of

the proton in the projectile and the target nucleus. Such a process is called

absorptive breakup ) .

For the loci corresponding to the ground state and the state at E =1.78 MeV

the angular correlation pattern shows an asymmetry around the beam axis. The

cross sections for the two other loci, 1^=4.62 and 6.88 MeV, are rather flat and

are the same at the two sides of the beam. The coincidence yields have been

intergrated over $, the azimuthal angle, under the assumption of a lineair <)>

dependence*»5'. The angular distributions of the incomplete fusion process have

been taken as the total cross section in the E +Ed spectrum minus the cross

section in the peaks of the ground state and the states at Ex=1.78, 4.62 and

6.S8 MeV. The angular distribution is rather flat and is the same for $=0 and

4>+18O°. The integration over $ has been carried out under the assumption that
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the cross-section is (((-independent. The cross sections obtained in this way have

been compared in table 1 to the continuum cross section in the singles spectrum.

Table 1. Cross sections for singles and coincidence spectra at 0^=10°

singles; Evaporation-like tail
Bump

Total continuum

coincidences: Direct elastic (g.s.) and
inelastic ^He-breakup
Incomplete fusion (~160)i
Complete fusion (~15) '

Total continuum

do/dQ(mb/sr)

30
• 195

225

29
176

±
±
*

±
±

5
25
25

5
25

205 ± 25

The indicated errors are due to statistics only and do not include the

uncertainties arising from the integration over <t>.

As can be concluded from the table the continuun cross section is almost

completely due to reactions in which the deuteron is associated with a proton.

The processes that have been identified to contribute to the singles deuteron

spectrum at ^d=10° are:

1) the direct (3He,d) reaction; for states above the proton threshold

this process is followed by mainly proton emission

2) the direct elastic and inelastic ^He-breakup process. Such processes

belong to a family of quasi-free reactions likewise5^ the (3He,pd)(pd,pt)

reaction.

3) the absorptive breakup, in which the proton fuses with the target

nucleus and is subsequently remitted. The deuteron is in this process the

spectator.

4) the complete fusion process in which the projectile fuses with the

target nucleus and in which subsequently deuterons, sometimes followed by

protons, are emitted.

1. J. van Driel et al., KVI Annual Report 1978, p.40.
2. E.H.L. Aarts et al., KVI Annual Report 1979, p.29.
3. N. Matsuoka et al., Nucl.Phys. A337(1980)269
4. R.W. Koontz et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 43(1979)1862
5. E.H.L. Aarts et al., subtimmed to Phys.Lett., and this Annual Report, p.40.

I
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Quasi-free one-nucleon transfer reactions in HeH-28Si at 52 MeV

E.H.L. Aarts, R.K. Bhowmik, R.J. de Meijer and S.Y. van der Werf

This work has been initiated about two years ago with the aim to determine

the contributions of different mechanisms that play a role in the inclusive

triton spectra in %e-indueed reactions. In the Annual Report 1979 ' we have

shown such triton spectra for a broad range of target nuclei. Triton-proton

coincidence experiments have been carried out with a natSi target. From these

data it is concluded that the inclusive triton spectrum is due to mainly three

processes:

i) the (%e,t) charge-exchange reaction,

0.4

0.2

2 -

2 -

1 1 r

" natSi(Wd) v

. E 3 H a=S2 MaV

nafSi(3He.p*t)

- E3H.=52 M«V

" 8,=IO"

"SHO)

2BSi(0}|

HlJ

27S,(1)

Si(01 % • » )

i :
i ™ 1

notSi(3He.p*3He)
- E3 (u-52 MaV

|Z7AI(O)

30

E (MeV)
50

Fig.l.
Total-energy spectra for the ( 3He,dd),
(3He,pt) and (3He,p3He) reactions with
n a t S i at 0j=-lO0 and e 2=10°.

Fig.2. Coincidence spectra gated on the ground state and/or first excited state
in the final nucleus for the (^e.dd), (^e.pt) and ( 3He,p 3He) reactions
on z öSi at 0^-10° and 02=10°. Dashed curves indicate the PWIA
predictions, normalized to the data. Excitation energies in Tie and Li
are indicated above each spectrum together with known resonances. The
solid line in the (-%e,dd) spectrum corresponds to 4 H e * decay. The
structure observed in the high-energy part of the triton spectrum
( Si(g.s)) arises from proton decay of states in 2°P.
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li) a process that is either a quasi-free (d,t) reaction, in which a proton

from the He projectile is a spectator, or a (He,a ) reaction in which

the unstable a decays into p+t,

iii) an evaporation process.

In fig.l total-energy spectra from the reactions (3He,d+d), (3He,p+t) and

(•Hle,p+3He) on natSl are shown. These spectra are very similar to one-nucleon

pickup spectra as at this angle-setting, 0^=10 and 02=-lO', the spectra are

dominated by process 11).

The different kinematical characteristics of the two possible mechanisms

mentioned under ii) together with the expected analogy between the three

different reactions, makes it possible to distinguish between one and the other.

Indeed, In the quasi-free reaction picture, one expects for the (3He,d+d)

reaction a fast deuteron (the spectator) and a slow one (from the (p,d)

reaction). Similarly one must find, with a proton as spectator, quasi-free

proton-pickup, ( He,p+JHe), next to quasi-free neutron-pickup, (He,p+t). Since
2®Si is a self-conjugate nucleus these reactions must all give similar spectra.

On the other hand the (d+d) and (p+t) spectra could be due to decay of an

excited Tie-nucleus, formed in a (̂ le,a ) reaction. By analogy one would expect

the (p+^le) to correspond to decay of Li' ', following a (He, Li ) reaction.

In fig.2 are shown the projected deuteron, triton and He spectra gated on

the 27Si(27Al) ground state or/and first excited state in the total-energy

spectra. Along the top of each figure the known resonances in Tie(Li) are

indicated along a relative energy scale together with their excitation energies.

As dashed lines are indicated simple predictions in a FWIA model of quasi

free reactions. The basic formula is

dEdQ|dQ2
space

Here, particle 1 is the spectator. Ï£^ is the T-matrix of the interaction between

particle 2 and the target A. $ 2 is the relative momentum distribution function

of the proton and deuteron within the 3He projectile. For simplicity T 2 A has

been replaced by a constant in these calculations.

The (%e,a )(a*,d+d) reaction can only proceed through the Ĵ O"*", T=0

resonance at Ex=25.5 MéV, r=2.9 MeV. The corresponding spectrum has been

calculated and is drawn as a solid line in fig.2. It shows a striking

disagreement with the data. Also the He spectra cannot be due to decay of

Til' ' as there are no states in the relative energy range where the spectrum

has a pronounced maximum. At first sight the (p+t) data do not exclude the

("Tie,a )(a ,p+t) process but this mechanism would imply that the spectrum would

]

I
A
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shlft upon changing the relative angle (p) between the two detectors, since the

relative energy scale shifts with respect to the projected particle energy. No

such shift, however, has been observed. The projected triton spectrum appears to

be independent of p.

We have shown that all projected spectra are inconsistent with the

sequential decay picture. On the other hand the quasi-free reaction model, even

in rough approximation reproduces the essential features of all spectra. We

conclude that the continuum part ii) of the triton spectrum is due to the quasi-

free reaction (3He,pd)(pd.pt). This reaction has other analoges, viz,

(^e.dpXdp.dd) and (^e.pdXpd.d^e).

In another contribution to this Annual Report (p...) it is shown that also

quasi-free (in)elastlc scattering, (A,Z)(%e,p+d)(A,Z) and absorbtive breakup,

belong to the family of quasi-free reactions.

1. E.H.L. Aarts et al., K.V.I. Annual Report 1979, p.33.

Description of elastic binary breakup of 3He particles in a quasi-free-

scattering framework

E.H.L. Aarts, P. Grasdijk, B. ter Haar, R. Malfliet, R.J. de Meijer and

S.Y. van der Werf

It has been shown in last years Annual Report ' that the p-d angular

correlations of the 28Si(3He,pd)28Si(g.s.) reaction at E3He=52 MeV, with 0

fixed at 10", has the following characteristics:

1) The correlation shows a large resemblance to the angular distribution of

elastically scattered deuterons at Ed=34 MeV.

2) The energy spectrum of protons coincident with deuterons leaving the final

nucleus in its ground state peaks at about the energy corresponding to beam

velocity.

The (3He,pd) elastic breakup angular correlations at E(3He)=90 MeV on 1 2 C , 5 1V

and 90Zr measured by Matsuoka et al.2^ show hardly any dependence on the target

charge Z. This result excludes long-range interaction mechanisms, such as

Coulomb excitation and Coulomb dissociation of the 3He projectile, as major

contributors to the elastic breakup cross-section. Together with 1) and 2) this

supports a reaction mechanism in which the breakup of the 3He particle is caused

by a short-range Interaction between the target nucleus and the deuteron within

the 3He, leaving the proton as a spectator; that is a Quasi Free-Scattering

(QFS) mechanism. In the impulse approximation (plane-wave) the transition matrix

element for this reaction is given by:

(1)
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Here $(p) describes the internal momentum distribution of the 3He particle as a

function of the difference in proton momentum between the incoming and outgoing

channel: P=Pn ~P? • Ifc i s tlie Fourrier transform with respect to p of the

internal 3He wave function, which is well represented by a Hulthën wave

function3^.

T..($) describes the short-range interaction between the deuteron and the

target nucleus as a function of the momentum transfer from the deuteron to the

target nucleus;

(2)

with Xj and X:+' the distorted optical-model wave functions and F(<$,$) the

form factor containing the short range potential. F(Q,R) can be calculated from

the free deuteron scattering form factor by introducing a smooth A-cutoff:

(3)

with:

(4)

free
Here F. (Q.R) contains the full optical potential for deuteron scattering and

is obtained from a DWBA calculation with the code DWUCK-IV (ref'4). The

parameters Jlo and A depend only on the geometry of the 3He particle and the 3He

optical potential. They can be calculated from the 3He transmission coefficients

and the 3He geometry. The smooth A cutoff provides a small bit of JL values that

contribute to the partial wave summation since for the lowest J!-values

absorbtion is taken into account via the T matrix; T^. For this small range of

JL values the effects of the proton distortion is taken into account classically.

The proton distortions turn out to be important to obtain a good fit to the

data. The coincidence cross section in the lab.system is given by:

2u
dQ.dQ dE.
d p d

(5)

where u=m,.m /(m.4in ) , fik is the relative momentum of the 3He projectile and

target and p(E2) is the phase-space. The cross sections are calculated with the

program QFS5'.

Fig.l. shows the result of the calculation compared with the data for the

angular correlation. The absolute value of the calculated cross section is nine
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40 60

Fig.l.
Angular correlations from the 2 8Si( 3He,pd) 2 8Si(gs)
reaction at 0 =-10°. The solid line represents
the result of the calculation in a QFS model
(see text).

0d Weg.)

Fig.2.
Coincident deuteron energy spectra from the
28Si(3He,pd)2eSi(gs) reaction at 0D=-1O° and
0d=10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, 40° anS 50°.
Solid lines represent results of the calcu-
lation in a QFS model (see text). 10 20 30 40

Ed (MeV)

times higher than the experimental one. This discrepancy is related to the

assumption that elastic breakup is the only dominant reaction channel. As shown

elsewhere in this Annual Report ' the absorptive breakup provides already a six

times larger cross section than the elastic breakup process.

I
1.
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Fig.2. presents the projected deuteron spectra at several angles together

with the results from the calculations. As can be seen from the two figures both

the angular distribution and the projected deuteron spectra are well reproduced

in shape, indicating that the QFS mechanism contributes significantly to the

elastic breakup channel.

1. E.H.L. Aarts et al., K.V.I. Annual Report 1979, p.29
2. N. Matsuoka et al., Nucl.Phys. A337(19RO)269
3. W.J. Thompson and W.R. Herring, Phys.Rev.Lett. 24(1970)1970
4. P.D. Kunz, University of Colorado, unpublished
5. E.H.L. Aarts and S.Y. van der Werf, K.V.I, internal report no,72
6. E.H.L, Aarts et al., this Annual Report, p.36.

f:
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1.5. DECAY STUDIES AND INDUCED FISSION

Decay of the isoscalar giant-resonance strength in Tig

F. Zwarts, K. van der Borg1, A,G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, W.A. Sterrenburg,

A. van der Woude

400

We continued our study of the decay of the giant-resonance strength. A

Hg/cm2 2Sig target was bombarded with a 120 MeV analysed alpha beam.

Inelasically scattered alpha particles were detected with particle

identification in the OMG/2 spectrograph at 14° (maximum of Lu=2+ angular

distribution) using a solid angle, of 7.3 msr. Two magnet settings of the

spectrograph were used: one covering excitation energies from 12 to 20 MeV, the

other energies from 17 to 25 MeV, The charged decay particles were detected with

AE, E, veto detector telescopes. Thicknesses of AE and E detectors were about

15 um and 2 mm, respectively. The solid angle was about 5 msr defined by a 4mm

diameter circular collimator at about 45 mm from the target. With this setup

alphas and protons could be identified in the decay counter. Decay particleis

were detected at 9lab=61°, 65° (recoil), 69', 73°, 86°, 93°, 111°, 145°, 216'

and 250° for the low-excitation energy region, and at: 59° (recoil), 72°, 87°,

108°, 141°, 216° and 239° for the other setting. By plotting the energy of the

decay particle against the position of the scattered alpha in the spectrograph

one can identify the state to which the excited Tig nucleus decays. In this way

angular correlations were measured for the aQ decay. From these angular

correlations we conclude that the continuum is suppressed in the coincidence

spectra for 24Mg, as it also is for 28Si (ref.2).

The a Q branching ratio is found to fluctuate with the excitation energy and

shows a maximum between 17 and 18 MeV. Most angular correlations are as expected

for L1t=2+ strength, but some evidence is found for (0+, 1"). For instance, the

peak at 13.9 MeV has a relatively high yield at 111°, where a minimum for 2 + is

expected (see fig.l). With increasing excitation energy the forward-backward

asymmetry of the angular distributions is found to increase. This indicates that

mixing with odd parities and/or quasi-elastic knock out becomes more important.

The analysis for this experiment is still in progress. We also want to

extract angular correlations for cti and proton decay.

A similar experiment with a *^Ca target has been performed for one setting

of the spectrograph. Analysis of this experiment is still in an early stage.

1. Present address: University of Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands.
2. F. Zwarts et al., KVI Annual Report 1979, p.40.
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Fig.l. Spectra of the Mg(ot,a') reaction.
a) Singles measured with the GMG/2 spectrograph.
b) Coincidences with the a o decay at 65° (recoil). Note the high yield

between 17 and 18 MeV compared with the singles spectrum after background
subtraction.

c) Coincidences with the aQ decay at 111° (±55,5°; minimum of L
1Ï=2+). From

these data it is clear that the peak at 13.9 MeV has a different angular
correlation.

d) Coincidences with aQ decay at 250° (±180° in centre of mass). The ratio
d) over b) changes over the spectrum indicating a change in forward-
backward asymmetry.

r
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The gamma decay of the hole state at E„=2.4 MeV in 101Pd

H. Sakai1, R.K. Bhowmik, K. van Dijk, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, Y. Iwasaki,

R.H. Siemssen, S.Y. van der Werf and A. van der Woude

An interesting topic in nuclear physics is the spreading of the deeply

bound hole state and of the giant resonances. Different mechanisms have been

suggested for this spreading: 1) Fragmentation of the strength over the

collective 3qp and 5qp states, acting as doorway states2,3) followed by

spreading over the non-collective 3qp and 5qp states, or alternatively 2)

spreading over Isospin core-polarized states which act as doorway states in the

initial stages of fragmentation '.

To study the spreading mechanism in more detail we have measured the y

decay of the deep-lying hole states. The 101Pd nucleus is especially suitable

for this because the lgg/2 single-hole strength is divided into two components,

both lying below the neutron emission threshold ^: i) a sharp peak at E =2.4 MeV

with a large percentage of the hole pickup strength, and ii) a broad peak at

Ex=4 MeV with a rFWHM=l MeV.

spectrum
by2.4MeVpeakin'ulPd

Fig.l.
Gamma-ray spectrum taken by a Nal(Tl) detector in
coincidence with a-particles corresponding to the
deep-lying hole state at E *2.4 MeV in the reaction
102Pd(3He,aY)101Pd. X

100 200

Er (NalXCHANNED

The decay properties following the 102Pd(3He,a)101Pd reaction at 70 MeV

were studied by measuring the y rays in coincidence with a particles detected in

the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph. The spectrograph was set at Qiat=O° with an

opening angle of 6.9 msr. Here, the beam was stoppedin a Faraday cup positioned

behind the first dipole magnet. Gamma rays were detected with a 12.5 cm $ x 15

cm Nal(Tl) detector and by a 110 cm3 Ge detector positioned at -135°. With the

Nal(Tl) detector an angular correlation was measured at 90", 120°, 135° and

150°. The data are still being analysed but it is now already possible to

describe in detail the decay for the strong 1=4 transition in the

Pd(JHe,a) Pd reaction leading to the state at Ex= 2.4 MeV. The y-tay

spectrum obtained with the Nal(Tl) detector gated by the 2.4 MeV peak in the a

>;•'%

1
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spectrum is shown in fig.l. The strong 2.14 MeV y-ray line feeding the low lying

7/2+ state at 0.261 MeV is clearly observed. Combined with the A =4 assignment

from the (d,t) reaction^, this indicates the spin and parity of the Ex=2.4 MeV

state to be 9/2+. The angular correlation of the 2.14 MeV y rays gives an M1-E2

mixing ratio5) 6=-0.34±0.10 as indicated in fig.2.

2.0

1,5

W(0y)
W(90Q)

1.0

0.5

0

1 1 r

IOIPd (9/2+) 7/2+

Ba-.(JP
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•
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L
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i /

1 A
r I
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Fig.2.
Angular correlation of the 2.14-MeV y ray.
Dashed curves show the correlation patterns
for the 9/2+ ->7/2+ decay for 6=0 (pure MI)
and <S=°° (E2). The placement of this y~ray
transition is shown in the inset.
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The decay pattern of the Ex=2.4 MeV, 9/2
+ hole state, shown in fig.3, was

obtained from the energy and intensity relations of the y rays measured by the

Ge detector referring to the known levels°' at lower excitation energies. About

60% of the decays feed the 7/2+ state at 0.261 MeV which has a large single-hole

character3^. Together with the absence of the direct transition from the 9/2+

state to the 5/2+ ground state, this suggests that the 9/2+ state decays mainly

by an Ml transition to its 7/2+ spin-orbit partner at 0.261 MeV. In the Nal(Tl)

spectrum the expected y-rscy transition from the 9/2+ state to the 5/2+ state is

indicated by an arrow in fig.1.

The investigation of the y decay of the component of the go/2 deeply-bound

hole at Ev=4 MeV is still in the stage of analysis.

1. Permanent address: RCNF, Osaka University, Osaka Japan.
2. T. Koeling and F. Iachello, Nucl.Phys. A295J 1978)45.
3. 0. Scholten et al., Nucl.Phys. _A348(1980)301.
4. M. Nomura, Prog.Theor.Phys. 55(1976)622.
5. We used the phase convention of H.J.Rose and D.M.Brink, Rev.Mod.Phys.

j}9_(1967)306.
6. Nucl.Data Sheets 28(1979)343.

Fission probabilities and fission barrier characteristics J

J.van der Plicht1, P. David2, J. Debrus2, M.N. Harakeh, H. Janszen2, J. Schulze2 ;

and A. van der Woude

The study3) of the (a,oc'f) reaction on 232Th and 238U has been completed4^ ,

with in-plane a-fission correlation measurements for both target nuclei and an :•

out-of-plane ' measurement for 2 3 8U. This makes it possible to obtain the |

fission probability as a function of excitation energy from about 4 MeV to 14 $

MeV. Moreover, evidence for positive- and negative-parity subbarrier resonances ;|

has been found, the negative-parity ones occuring at the same excitation energy f

where photofission resonances have been observed '. ;

The fission probability data were analysed using the two-humped fission :j

barrier model7'. The details of this analysis will be published elsewhere^. J

Fission probabilities were calculated using the program FISALL7) in two |

; versions: I
f j'
I i) The resonant version which is applicable at and below the barrier region I
t j

is ii) the non-resonant version for excitations above the fission barrier. J

I Fission barrier parameters for 232Th and 2 3 8U are already known6'8) from (t,pf) |

I and/or (y,f) reactions. For 2 3 8Ü, where (y,f) data exist for excitation energies '

I up to about 12 MeV, the analysis in terms of the two-humped barrier model 1

I indicated a mass-symmetric and axially-asymmetric second outer barrier which is I

I needed to explain the large fission probability between 8 and 12 MeV. 1
Y, i
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Fig.l.
Fission probability calculations for 238U in the
barrier region using parameters of table 1. Solid
curve is obtained with one outer barrier; dashed
and dashed-dotted curves with two outer barriers,
the second outer barrier being of different sym-
metries. Experimental data are represented by
histogram.

EXCITATION ENERGY (MeV)

We tried to analyse in a consistent way with the same fission barrier

parameters both regions of excitation (near the barrier and above the barrier)

using the resonant and non-resonant versions, respectively. Moreover, the

barrier parameters were restricted to yield fission resonances at the

experimentally observed energies. This resulted in parameters for 238U very

similar to those reported in the literature. The fit to the barrier region is

shown in fig.l. A fit to the large fission probability at high excitation

energies (fig.2) could be obtained only by including a second outer barrier,

~ 0.5 MeV higher than the first one.

Fig.2.
Results of non-resonant calculations for 232Th
and 238U. Solid circles are experimental data.
Solid curve for Z38U is obtained with para-
meters listed in table 1; pointed curve with
same parameters but with one cuter barrier;
dashed-dotted curve with a mass-asymmetric,
axially-asymmetric second outer barrier of
6.8 MeV. For Z32Th (solid curve) only one
outer barrier is used.
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The upper part of fig. 2 shows the fit to the fission probability of 232Th

using the non-resonant calculation. Only one outer barrier was necessary in this

case. The same parameters were used to fit the barrier region using the resonant

version of FISALL (fig.3). It is interesting to note that the fit to the barrier

0.6

CO Fig.3.
Fission probability calculations for 232Th
(see caption fig.l) solid and dashed curves
are obtained with one outer barrier but with
and without damping in the second minimum,
respectively.

55 6,5

EXCITATION ENERGY (MeV)

and higher regions could only be obtained by raising the outer barrier to ~6.6

MeV and increasing i t s curvature to 1.2 MeV. The final fission barrier

parameters used in these calculations are l is ted in table 1.

Table 1. Fission barrier parameters for 232Th and 2 3 8U obtained from the
present analysis (all heights and curvatures in MeV).

K i t
E B1 B2 5 b )

II

0"

232Th

5.9
6.4

5.7

6.7

1.1

1.1

0.9

0.9

6.
6.

6.

6.

1
1

6

6

6
7

-

.5

.0

_

_

0.75
0.75

1.2

1.2

2.
2 .

3.

3 .

55
50

0

0

0
0

1

1

.75

.95

.5

.35

a) Figs.l and 2 show additional fits to fission probability of 2 3 8U obtained
with outer barrier heights, which differ ' slightly from those reported
here.

b) The parameters used for damping in the second well were W=0.05 and AW=0.15.

• 'I

!
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The population amplitudes for the various spins and parities were obtained

from a reasonable assumption on percentages of EWSR exhausted in this region by

the various multipolarlties. With these and the fission probabilities calculated

for the various spins and parities it was possible to reproduce^) th e angular

distributions in the barrier region.

1. Present address: Los Alamos Scientific Lab., Los Alamos, New Mexico, U.S.A.
2. Permanent address: Institut für Strahlen-und Kernphysik, Bonn, W. Germany.
3. J. van der Plicht et al., K.V.I. Annual Report 1979, p.42.
4. J. van der Plicht et al., Nucl.Phys. A346(198Q)349, and to be published.
5. R. De Leo et al., this Annual Report, p.53.
6. P.A. Dickey and P. Axel, Phys.Rev.Lett. 35(1975)501.
7. Program FISALL, by B.B. Back and H.C. Britt, to be published, and references

therein.
8. H.C. Britt, Proc.Int. IAEA Symp. on Phys. and Chemistry of Fission, Jiilich,

Germany, 1979(IAEA, Vienna, 1980) Vol.1, p.3.

Experimental test of the hypothesis of axial symmetry around the recoil axis for

the 238U(a,a'f) reaction at 120 MeV

R. De Leo1, P. David2, M.N. Harakeh, H. Janszen2, S. Micheletti3,

; J. van der Plicht and A. van der Woude +

- In a previous experiment we measured ' fission decay induced by inelastic a ?

scattering from 232Th and 2 3 8U at Ea=120 MeV for excitation energies ranging
 :

from 4 to 14 MeV. The inelastically scattered o particles were detected by the

QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph set at ©iab
=18° with a full opening solid angle of

10.3 msr. The fission fragments in coincidence with the inelastically scattered J

/ a particles were detected in the reaction plane for angles ranging from 0° to "j

]., 90" in the recoil center-of-mass system of the recoiling 232Th or 2 3 8U nucleus. |

i. In this experiment fission decay probabilities (Pf) were calculated from the 'i

I fission angular distributions assuming rotational symmetry around the recoil ;

f' axis. Moreover, the fission decay of the giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) was ,|

? found to be inhibited and could at most have a Pf value about half of that of £j

\- the giant dipole resonance (GDR). |

\- Rotational symmetry around the recoil axis is only an approximate symmetry 71

I which can be grossly broken due to the distortion of the incoming and the

Ï outgoing waves. We therefore decided to check on this by measuring fission decay

I In a plane perpendicular to the reaction plane and containing the recoil axis.

I The same setup for detection of the inelastically scattered a-particles was used

here. Fission-coincident a spectra from 238U(a,a'f) at E =120 MeV were measured

at 0RCM=O°,3O°, 45°,60° and 90°. These are shown in fig.l. At 0RCM=O°

contributions due to recoils of carbon from the supporting foil and from light

!
ji
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Fig.l. Fission-coincident a-particle spectra where fission fragments have been
detected out of the reaction plane at several angles with respect to the
recoil axis. Statistical errors for different excitation energies are
indicated»

contaminants are present in the spectrum. The spectra show the features already

seen in the in-plane data:

i) strong anisotropy of the peak near the fission barrier indicating large

contributions from low K values,

ii) no clear evidence for any of the GQR components in any of the spectra.

Differential fission probabilities were obtained from the experimental

spectra as discussed5' previously and are found to be in agreement with the ones

measured in-plane. The total fission probability as a function of excitation

energy E x was then deduced assuming rotational symmetry around the recoil axis.

This is shown by full circles in fig.2. The total fission probability Pf(E ) as

obtained ' from the in-plane data is plotted as triangles. The total fission

probabilities as obtained from the in-plane and the out-of plane data are in

agreement within the experimental uncertainties. They, moreover, show a dip in

the region between 11 and 13 MeV, possibly indicating the hindrance of the decay

of the GQR into fission. They thus support the conclusion from the fission-

coincident a spectra that no peak in these spectra could be found which would

correspond to the decay of one of the GQR components.
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fig.2.
Fission probability determined from out-of-
plane (full circles) and inplane (triangles)
data. The hatched area represents the experi-
mental fission probability of the GDR (ref.6).

1. Permanent address: Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita, Bari, Italy.
2. Permanent address: Institut für Strahlen-und Kernphysik, 8onn,W. Germany.
3. Permanent address: Istituto di Scienze Fisiche dell'Universita, Milano,

Italy.
4. Present address: Los Alamos Scientific Lab., Los Alamos, New Mexico, U.S.A.
5. J. van der Plicht et al., Nucl.Phys. A346(1980)349.
6. I.T. Caldwell et a l . , Phys.Rev. C21(1980)1215.
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1.6. REACTIONS WITH HEAVY IONS

Incomplete fusion and binary Jl-matched reactions In the 159Tb + 11>N system

J, WUczynskl1, K. Siwek-Wilczynska2, J. van Drlel, S.Gonggrijp,

D.C.J.M. Hageraan, R.V.F. Janssens, J. tukasiak , R.H. Slemssen and

S.Y. van der Werf

Our previous studies of incomplete fusion rectlons ' have been continued

and extended to a wider class of "binary" reactions that can be selected

experimentally by measuring y-charged particle coincidences. Simultaneous

identification of target-residue nuclei (via y rays) and projectile-like

ejectiles makes it possible to check for each event whether the total charge of

a colliding system is balanced within the two detected products. For asymmetric

l59Tbv l4N,a6n) l63Yb

8

singles a

40 60
E(a),MeV

80

Fig.l.
Energy spectra of a-particles from the
incomplete fusion reaction 159Tb(1(*N,a)Yb
gated by specific y-transitions in 162Yb
and Yb. The spectrum measured inclusi-
vely is shown below. The optimum Q value 6)
following the ^-matching condition corre-
sponds to E =32 MeV.

160

so

o

240

1200

800

400

IS9Tb<V2C3n) l58Dy

l59Tb(14N, l2C2n) l59Dy

l59Tb( l4N,12Cn) l60Dy

singles I2C

E(l2C),MeV

Fig.2. Energy spectra of 1 2 C ions from the "binary" reaction 1 5 9 T b ( l t f N , 1 2 C ) D y
gated by specific y transitions in 1 5 8 D y , 1 5 9 D y and 1 6 0 D X t The spectrum
measured inclusively is shown below. The optimum Q value**' following the
A-matching condition corresponds to E ( 1 2 C ) Z110 MeV.
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systems one observes at ~10 MeV/A a definitely directed flow of mass and charge

from the light nucleus to the heavy one. The transfer of mass is usually

associated with a considerable excitation of the heavy products. They evaporate

a number of neutrons followed by a y-dexcltation cascade that can be traced

experimentally•

In incomplete fusion reactions a massive fragment of a light projectile is

captured by a heavy target nucleus. By studying the 14N+159Tb reaction at 140

MeV bombarding energy we ahve demonstrated that the incomplete fusion reactions

have no clear limitation in the ejectile mass spectrum. It turns out that all

"binary" reactions, including typical incomplete fusion reactions, show similar

kinematical features (they follow the optimum Q-value systematics) and can be

explained on the common grounds of the sum rule model '•

Figs.l and 2 show examples of the energy spectra for two very distant

reactions (from the point of view of the mass transfer). The 159Tb(1'*N,a)Yb

reaction, in which a massive *°B fragment is captured, can be considered as the

best example of the incomplete fusion reaction. On the other hand, the

15^Tb(llfN,12C)Dy reaction closely approaches the region of the direct few-

nucleon transfer reactions. For both reactions the energy spectra are peaked at

energies corresponding to the optimum Q value0' calculated by assuming a hard-

grazing collision.

From the y-particle coincidence data we deduced absolute cross sections for

a number of "binary" reactions listed in Table I. Additionally, average y-

multiplicities have been measured for those reactions (a coincidence between an

identified charged particle and a specific Y~ t r a n si ti° n *n a target-residue

nucleus was used as a gating event signal). The average angular momenta

deposited in the residual nuclei (deduced from the Y~multiplicity data) are

shown also in Table I.

The results are compared with predictions of the sum rule model '. Briefly,

it is assumed in the model that for a certain range of impact parameters a di-

nuclear system is formed that attains partial statistical equilibrium. The

system either splits into two fragments or fuses completely. Probabilities for

various final channels are assumed to be proportional to the phase-space term

that follow the concept of partial equilibrium ''. These probabilities are

modulated additionally by angular momentum limitations, individually for each

channel, in accordance with the generalized concept of critical angular momentum

for multi-nucleon capture reactions '.

Predictions of such a model are illustrated in fig. 3. It is seen that the

model predicts different localizations in the SL space for various reaction

channels. All "binary" reactions are localized in the peripheral region, above
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Table I, Comparison of the results on binary reactions in the 14W-l59Tb system
at 140 MeV with predictions of the sum-rule model5' for T=3.5 MeV,
AA-1.7 and qc-l(Atl'

3+Ap
l/3)'l=1.5 fm.

Reaction

Fusion
(***N,a)Yb

(̂ "*N,É>He)Yb

( l l ( N, 6 U)Tm

( l l % 7 Li )Tm

( 1 ( % 7 Be)Er

( l l»N,8Be)Er

( 1 4N, 9Be)Er

(1'»N, l oBe)Er

( l l ( S, 1 0 B)Ho

(»lI, l lB)Bo

(ll»N,12B)Ho

(l'»N,11C)Dy

(11(N,12C)Dya)

(11(N,13C)Dy

("H.^ODy
( m N > 15 ,16 0 ) G d

°e*pt<"b

84 ±16

l.fcfc 1.4

<3.5

<6

<1.5

36 ± 8

5.6± 1.1

5.8± 1.3
5.3db 2.2

11 ± 4

3.5± 1.2

2.4± 0.7

45 ± 6

22 ± 2

7.6± 1.5

3.0± 1.0

28 .

21 .

23.

21.

13,

12,

16

4

xpt(
es

7±1.

6±1.

,2±1,

2±2.

.Oil.

.3±1.

.1±2.

.5±0.

n)

1

4

6

1

0

2

,1

,5

acalc(mb <

1022
95

1.0

2.5

1.4

1.5

30.4
6 . 2

2 .1

3 .7

15.8
7 . 2

2 .5

50.7
33.0
29.4

7 .4

^ i n 1

36.

49.

48.

53.

52,

55.

55.

55.

54,

57.

58,

59,

59,

59

59,

59

59

c

8

6

3

,1

9

,6

6

,3

,6

.8

.7

.1

.1

.2

.2

.2

.2

35.

23.

19.

15.

8 .

4.

4.

0

4

8

8

6

,5

2

,2

1

a) Includes the cross section of the (̂ •'*,3a)Dy reaction

the angular momentum limit for complete fusion. Reactions involvong capture of

heavy fragments, e.g., the (14N,<x) reaction, appear at relatively low angular

momenta. With increasing angular momentum reactions involving capture of lighter

fragments became more important. As the consequence of that, the excitation

functions (fig.3, bottom) show the energy thresholds located well above the

entrance-channel Coulomb barrier, in a sequence correlated with the mass of the

ejectile. The model predicts that incomplete fusion reactions (i.e., the heavy

fragment capture reactions) should be mostly visible in a limited range of

bombarding energies, 8-12 MeV/A. At higher bombarding energies heavier ejectiles

are expected to be produced with large cross sections. It should be pointed out,

however, that the model predicts the cross sections integrated over all possible

excitations of the reaction products and should in principle also be able to

describe reactionsleading to unbound states of the ejectiles. Very probably, at
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Fig.3. Predictions of the sum rule model for the ̂ •'*N+1^9Tb system. Calculations
were done for T=3.5 MeV, A«=1.7 and q-1.(A1/3+A1/3)"1=1.5 fm (see
ref.5). * p

high bombarding energies heavy ejectiles are formed predominantly in highly

excited unbound states. These processes would lead then to breakup reactions.

Results of our experiment on the ̂ ^IH-159^ reaction at 140 MeV are compared

in Table I with predictions of the sum-rule model. The absolute cross sections

deduced from the exoerimental data agree quite well with those predicted by the

model. From y-^ltipHcity measurements we deduced also the average angular
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momenta of the target-residue nuclei prior to the n,y deexcitation cascade,

<I>expt. They can be compared with the predicted average angular momenta in the
res

entrance channel <1>. for various channels» reduced by the corresponding mass
in

ratio factor that reflects teh assumption that the reactions are matched in X

space. Both experimental and calcualted <I>reg-values show the same trend and

agree reasonably. The largest discrepancies are observed for reactions involving

capture of a very light fragment (one or two nucleons). Obviously, the

calculations based on the idealized ^.-matching condition cannot be taken

literally for these one- or two nucleon capture reactions.

Having demonstrated a reasonable agreement between predictions of the sum

rule model and the experimental results we consider other predictions of the

model as being worth to be checked experimentally. A critical test of the model

consists in verifying oneof the main assumptions that the dominance of complete

fusion at low partial waves results from the same phase-space factor,

exp[(Q -Q )/T] , that governs the competition of other channels between each

other at higher angular momenta. Experiments in this direction are in progress»

1. Permanent address: Institute of Nuclear Physics, Cracow, Poland
2. Permanent address: Institute of Experimental Physics, university of Warsaw,

00-681 Warsaw, Poland
3. Permanent address: Institute of Nuclear Research, Swierk, Poland
4. K. Siwek-Wilczynska, E.H« du Marchie van Voorthuysen, J. van Popta, R.H.

Siemssen and J. Wilczynski, Phys.Rev.Lett. ̂ 2_(1979)1599 and Nucl.Phys.
A330(1979)150

5. J. Wilczynski, K. Siwek-Wilczynska, J. van Driel, S. Gonggrijp, D.C.J.M.
Hageman, R.V.F. Janssens, J. Lukasiak and R.H. Siemssen, Phys.Rev.Lett.
_45.C 1980) 606

6. P.J. Siemens et al..Phys.Lett. 36B(1971)24
7. J.P. Bondorf et al., J. Phys. (Paris), Colloq. 32(1971)C6-145

Incomplete fusion reaction in the 16oGd+1'*N system at 140 MeV

R.K. Bhowmik, D.C.J.M. Hageman, S.Gongrijp, R.V.F. Janssens. J. Lukasiak ,

R.H. Siemssen, K. Siwek-Wilczynska2, J. Wilczynski3

This particle-y coincidence experiment has been performed as an extension

of the 159Tb+1'»N studies4»5^ in order to facilitate investigation of reaction

channels with the emission of Li and B particles, leading to well-known even-Z

Dy and Er residual nuclei. The experimental technique resembled that used

previously5^. Ejectiles ranging from H to 0 ions (mass-separated for 2<Z<7) were

identified in a AE-E telescope positioned at 20" with respect to the beam axis.

The Ge(Ll) detector was placed at 90° at about 7 cm from the target and was

surrounded by four 7.5 cm x 5 cm Nal(Tl) crystals forming a multiplicity set-up.

Besides coincidences between the telescope and the Ge(Li) multiplicity set-up
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(including 0-fold events in Nal's), singles particle spectra were measured

simultaneously. Examples of Ge(Ll) y spectra recorded in coincidence with Li and

B Isotopes are shown in fig.l. One should note that in the ( N, Lly) spectrum y

zoo

I
ü
cc
LU
°~ ZOO

O
O o

O I6Z1
• 161
v 160
* »9>Dy , t
o 158 SJ g

• «dm * T

16OGd(wN. l ler)

o 160. J/14,.. 8. . .
Gd( N, Liy)

500

100

160- .,14., 6, . .
Gd( N, Lly)

100 200 300

ENERGY (keV)

400

Fig.l. Gamma spectra in coincidence with Li and B particles detected at 20° in
the 16oGd+llfN reaction at 140 MeV. Transitions are labelled with isotope
assignment and Initial level spin and parity.
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lines from Dy are visible besides those from Er. Presumably, these Dy lines

result from the two-step 16OGd+ll*N -»• 16<*Dy*+
10B* -»• 16*»Dy+6Ll-hx process, where

the non-captured projectile fragment is left with an excitation energy higher

than the 4.46 MeV threshold for a evnission. The relative intensities of Dy lines

in coincidence with 6Li and 1 0B indicate that

o[(l'»N,l0B*)iE*>4,46 MeV]/a[(1'tN,l0B*);E*<4.46 MeV]=0.12
The preliminary analysis yielded the absolute cross-section data summarized in

table I. There seems to be a discrepancy between these data and those for the

do-Table I. Differential cross sections —• [01 ,=20° ] measured in the
 1*'W-160Gd

reaction at 140 MeV.

Ejectile

"He
sHe
8He

8Li
9Li

9Be
l°Be
11 Be

do7dQ[mb/sr]
singles incomplete
(inclusive) fusion (from

particle Y )

66.1
6.6
2.9

13.8
27.7
3.8
1.0

3.1
18.5
18.5
3.0

2.7
7.2
2.8

Ejectile

l°Be
llB

13B

3
15N

0

singles
(inclusive)

25.9
71.5
16.3
3.2

147.0
99.0
25.6

127

11.3

mb/sr]
incomplete
fusion (from
particle Y )

19.5
53.1
16.7
3.6

l59Tb target. For the latter case the differential cross section for incomplete-

fusion at 20° is equal to 60% and 40% of the inclusive differential cross

sections for Li and B isotopes ', respectively. This is in contrast with the

results for the l60Gd target, where these ratios are 40% and 90%. The reason for

this difference is not clear at this moment.

1. Permanent address: Inst. of Nucl. Research, Swierk, Poland
2. Permanent address: Inst. of Exp. Physics, Univ. of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland
3. Permanent address: Inst. of Nucl. Physics, Cracow, Poland
4. J. Wilczynski et al., This Annual Report, p.56.
5. J. van Driel et al., KVT Annual Report 1979, p.50
6. J. van Driel et al., PhD thesis, University of Groningen, 1980
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The 1'*N+l59Tb reaction at 210 MeV

R.K Bhowmik, G.Balster, S. Gonggrijp, Y.. Iwasaki, H. Sakai, R.H. Siemssen and

W. Sterrenburg

In the previous Annual Report ', the cross-sections for the inclusive

reaction 159Tb(l4N,heavy ion) at 112, 140 and 168 MeV were discussed. These

measurements have now been extended to 210 MeV.

The outgoing charged particles were detected in AE-E^Hi^ solid state

counter telescopes with thicknesses of 50 (j.m, 500 (im and 5 mm, respectively.

Complete isotope identification could be obtained for particles ranging from 3He

up to N. Angular distributions were measured for Z = 2 to 8 particles between

10° and 140°. These were found to be quite similar to those at 168 MeV.

Most differential cross sections increase exponentially with decreasing

angle: da/dQ « exp(-e/90) where e0=ll
o, 8°, 6.5° and 5° for He, Li, Be and B

isotopes. For C isotopes, the angular distributions flatten off at angles more

forward than the grazing angle.

The energy spectra of alpha particles show two components at forward

angles: a peak at 25 MeV corresponding to the Coulomb energy and a broad bump

corresponding to beam-velocity particles. The angular distribution of a

particles is forward peaked, but is essentially constant for angles larger than

90°.

20

' 4 N + l 5 9 T b INCLUSIVE
CROSS SECTION

Fig.l.
Inclusive cross sections for the 11(N+159Tb
reaction with particles having Z=2 to 6
at 112, 140, 168 and 210 MeV.
Curves are drawn to guide the eye.

120 140 160 180 200

PROJECTILE ENERGY (MeV)

The energy- and angle-integrated cross-sections for isotopes with Z=2 to 6

are shown in fig.l as a function of bombarding energy. A rapid increase of

cross-section with energy is observed for elements further removed from the

projectile.

1. J. van Driel et al., K.V.I. Annual Report 1979, p.50
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Alpha-HI angular correlations for 1**N+159Tb reaction

R.K. Bhowmik, G. Balster, S. Gonggrijp, Y. Iwasaki, H. Sakai, R.H. Siemssen and

W. Sterrenburg

A preliminary measurement of <x-HI angular correlations for the reaction

14N+159Tb a t H 2 , 140 and 168 MeV1) indicated that the correlations have two

components: i) a narrow peak in the HI direction arising from the sequential a

decay of projectile-like fragments and ii) a broad distribution which is

apparently symmetric around the beam direction. To establish the nature of this

broad component, we have taken additional data with good statistics for a study

of the energy and angular distribution of individual elements.

The in-plane oc-HI angular correlations have been measured at an incident

energy of 168 MeV. The heavy ions were detected at a fixed lab angle of 20°

while the a angle was varied between -50° to 70°. The target was a self-

supporting Tb foil with a thickness of about 4 mg/cm2. This foil was rolled in

an Argon atmosphere and transported in vacuum. From a measurement with C and

mylar targets, the impurity contribution in the coincidence measurements is

estimated to be <20%.

The energy-integrated angular correlations divided by the corresponding

singles-HI cross sections are shown in fig.l. For comparison, the singles-a

angular distributions are shown as solid curves. The agreement is reasonably

good for negative 0g. Comparison with a factorization prescription '

k. do do

gives k=0.5b for a, Li, Be and 0.25 for B. For C, the measured a-C

correlations are broader than the singles correlations. A value K=0.12 is

obtained from the data at forward angles. The energy spectra of Li, Be and B in

coincidence with a particles at -20* are found to be similar to the

corresponding singles energy spectra. The factorization prescription is found to

give a reasonable agreement with the energy correlation data for elements

lighter than C and for negative 0 angles.

For positive 0a, a strong enhancement in cross section is seen for angles

close to the HI axis. The observed correlations are consistent with sequential a

decay from a projectile-like fragment ̂ .

To study the out-of-plane dependence of the angular correlations, three

triple detector telescopes were mounted at a same polar angle 0=20° but at

different azimuthal angles Q>. Measurements have been completed at E(14N)=l40

MeV. The out-of-plane coincidence cross sections as a function of $ are shown in
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fig. 2. The data are consistent with a flat back-ground arising from

preequilibrium a particles together with a strong increase in cross section at

small angle $ due to sequential a decay. In the case of ̂ B+a coincidences, the
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Fig.l. Differential a-multiplicities for the recation 159Tb(ll4N,HI a) at 168
MeV. These are obtained by dividing the HI-oc coincidence cross-sections
by the coresponding singles HI cross-section at 20°. The solid lines are
factorization predictions fitted to the date points for negative 0 (see
text).

I

correlations for Q3>-28 MeV and Q3<-28 MeV are shown separately. The first

component decreases rapidly with increasing $ while the deep inelastic component

has a slow variation with $.
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In conclusion, the coincident alpha particles are found to come from two

different origins. One is the sequential a decay from the excited projectile-

like fragments, which is concentrated around the HI direction. The other is the

preequilibrium component, which is concentrated in the forward direction and is

adequately described by factorization prescription.

1. KVX Annual Report 1979, p.50 and J. van Driel et al., Phys.Lett. 98B(1981)351
2. R.K. Bhowmik et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 43(1979)619

Optimum Q values for the 11>N+159Tb system above the Coulomb barrier

J. van Driel, S. Gonggrijp, R.V.F. Janssens, R.H. Siemssen, K. Siwek-Wilczynska

and J. Wilczynski2

Heavy-ion reactions for asymmetric target and projectile combinations are

dominated by stripping-like processes. The final kinetic energy distribution of

the reaction products is mainly characterized by a continuous bell-shaped form

(bump). Several models * ' ^ have been proposed to explain the mean or optimum Q

value, Q O ü C (calculated with the assumption of a binary reaction). Siemens et

al. ' derived an equation for Q o p t by matching the relative momenta immediately

before and immediately after a transfer reaction in a grazing collision.

Defining Qejf as the Q value corrected for Coulomb energies in the entrance and

exit channels, one finds4).

rViJ <»
with sin^p being roughly proportional to the total number of transferred

nucleons. The data, partially presented in the 1979 Annual Report, support the

more sophisticated model proposed in ref.4.

Fig.l shows Q for isotopes with Z=2 to 6 observed near the grazing

angles for three different incident energies. The observed Q values are

consistently lower than the line predicted by e.q. (1). By increasing the slope,

Mikumo et al. ' could describe in a phenomenological way the optimum Q values

for few-nucleon transfer in several similar systems, but for large-mass transfer

(5 or more nucleons) the linearity broke down. The consistently less negative Q

values of Q e f f predicted by (1) may be due to friction. This could also explain

the decrease5^ of the most probable final velocity to about half the incident

velocity in the case of many-nucleon transfer. Alhassid et al.^ proposed to

include tangential friction:

^eff r•
opt H> c o sP exP<« sinp)] (\-Vp (2)

where a is some measure of the friction (ot=0 in the absence of friction). Taking
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a the same for all exit channels, a rather good agreement with the data can be

obtained (fig.l) using only one fitting parameter. Note that for large mass

transfer (sin2f5+l), the optimum effective Q value saturates and the

corresponding kinetic energy approaches the Coulomb barrier of the exit channel.

-60

I4 M I59-.N* Tb

140 MeV

00 Ql

Fig.l,
Effective optimum Q values vs. sin 3-N/y.
with N the number of transferred nucleons
and y. the reduced mass number in the
entrance channel. Solid line: eq.(l).
Dashed line: eq.(2) with indicated value
of a, Q for a fully relaxed collision is
indicated with a solid arrow.

At scattering angles different from the grazing angle one may expect radial

friction to become important. Wilczynski et al.6^ observed in the 58Ni(16O,12C)

reaction more negative Q values at backward angles. These could be explained

with some succes by introducing infinitely strong radial friction along with a

weak tangential friction. We find the angular dependence of Q o p t to be strongest

at the highest beam energy. Fig.2 shows that the dependence on angle is most

pronounced for particles close to the projectile, i.e. few nucleon transfer.

Note that for carbon and boron the most probable final kinetic energy peaks near

the grazing angle and falls off again at forward angles. Due to the dependence

of Q t on the scattering angle one should be careful in speaking about "the"

It is very legitimate to question the assumption of a binary reaction in

the present models. There is evidence7^ that at 140 MeV incident energy other

processes are as important. At higher energies one expects a decrease of the

relative contribution of binary reactions to the total cross section. It is

interesting to see if a breakdown of the Q value model4) will be found indeed in

the analysis of the 210 MeV data.

I
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The l6Q+208Pb reaction at 150 MeV
1 2

R.K. Bhowmik, S. Gonggrijp, R. Kamermans , R.H. Siemssen, J* Wilczynski

The reaction 208Pb(16O,12Ca) has been studied previously at 140 MeV and 310

MeV '. The a-HI angular correlations are found to be peaked in the HI directon.

This finding has been interpreted in terms of sequential a decay from particle-

unstable states of * 60.

To test quantitatively whether such a process is important, we have

measured the energy correlation between the outgoing particles in the reaction
208Pb(160,12Cot). This has been done with high precision in order to identify the

states of 160 that are populated in this reaction. The experiment was performed

by bombarding a 1.5 mg/cm2 isotopically enriched 208Pb target with a 150 MeV 1 60

beam. The 12C and a particles were detected at 25° and 42.5" in two AE-EJ-EJ

telescopes with Si detectors of thicknesses 50 (im, 1000 urn and 5 mm,

respectively. In both telescopes the central counter was a position sensitive

one.
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The relative energy between two particles of masses m ^ n ^ and energies E p

E 2 is given by: Ei2=(m2El+mlE2~2^miro2ElE2"c°s p)/( m i^ 2) f where p is the angle

between the detected particles* In the present experiment, f3 ranged from 13° to

22*. Normally this range would completely smear out the peaks in the E 1 2

spectra» By using the position information, however, p could be measured with an

accuracy of 0.2", resulting in an overall resolution of 150 keV in E 1 2*

The three-body Q-value spectra for the reaction 208Pb(160,12Coc) is shown in

fig.la. The peak at Q3=-7.2 MeV corresponds to the' case where all produced
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Fig.l.
Q 3 spectra for the reaction

208Pb(16O,12Ca) at
150 MeV. E]2 spectra gated by Q3=-7.2 MeV and
QvC-20 MeV are shown separately in figs 1(b)
and l(c).

4
E(2(MeV)

particles are in their ground states. Fig.lb shows the E ^ spectra gated by the

ground state of 2 0 8Pb while fig.lc corresponds to E j 2 spectra for the deep-

inelastic events (Q3 < -20 M e V ) . The four peaks seen in fig.lb correspond to the

a decay of the 9.85(2 +), 10.35(4 +), 11.09(4+) and 11.52(2+) states of 1 6 0 . It is

interesting that the same set of states are also observed in the inelastic

excitation 1 60(a,a') and in a+* 2C resonances.

By comparing the E ^ 2 spectra for small and large negative Q3, two types of

processes could be inferred:

a) The population of low-lying states of the target by inelastic excitation of

the projectile which then decays into 12C-hx.

b) The association of deep-inelastic events with a emission from the target-like

fragments which give rise to a continuous E 1 2 distribution. The shape of this

distribution could be qualitatively reproduced in a simple kinematic

calculation by folding in the uncorrelated energy spectra for the C and a

particle.
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The E,, spectra for a particles in coincidence with ^ C , 1 3 C and U B are

shown in fig.2. Clear evidence of a decay from discrete states of projectile-

like fragments is seen in all three cases. (The excitation energies of the

90

60

30

30
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'T

I3C

" "8

3b('60,HIa) 150

I Sr

JL

MeV
(a)

•

•

(b)

fl„„.

te) Fig,2.
spectra for the reactions (a) (i60,1'*Ca )
l ^ ^ 208

Ej2 spectra for the r e a s ( ) ( , )
(b) (l6O,13Ca ) and (c) (^O.^B a) on 2 0 8 P b
at 150 MeV. These spectra have been gated by
Q 3>-25, -25 and -35 MeV, respectively, to
suppress the continuum background.

E[2(MeV)

nuclei 1 8 0 , * 70 , *% m a y b e calculated from the corresponding Ej2 spectra by

adding the a separation energies of 6.2, 6.4 and 11.0 MeV). The peaks in ̂B-hr

channel correspond to states of 1 5 N at E*=12.5, 13.0 and 14.0 MeV.

The peaks in the 1 3C+a channel correspond to E*(170)=8.5, 8.9 and 9.7 MeV.

The. same set of states are also seen to be populated strongly in the inverse

reaction •* ̂ 3C(a,n)^ 60. Due to the lack of two-neutron transfer data on an * 60

target in the excitation region of interest, the peaks in 1'*C4tt could not be

directly correlated with known levels in 1 8 0 .

1. Permanent address: Robert van de GraaffLab., University of Utrecht
2. Permanent address: Inst. of Nucl. Physics, Cracow, Poland
3. M. Bini et al., Phys.Rev. C22(1980)1945
4. J.K. Blair et al., Phys.Rev. C7_< 1973)1356
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II. ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSITIONS

II. 1. QUASI GAMMA-RAY CONTINUUM

Study of the gamma-ray quasi-continuum

D.C.J.M. Hageman, R.V.F. Janssens, H. Koeslag, J. iukasiak , W.J. Ockels ,

Z. Sujkowski1 and M.J.A. de Volgt

Studies of the reaction mechanisms and nuclear ' structvtre effects at high

angular momenta have been continued. The technique employed was to compare the

deexcltation mode of two nuclei with largely different properties, **°Dy and

l^Dy, produced under similar experimental conditions. The C induced complete

and Incomplete fusion reactions were used and the observed quantities were the

y-ray angular and multiplicity distributions. These were measured with and

without coincidences with outgoing a particles. Also neutron energy and angular

distributions were measured. The main experiments and some preliminary results

are described below.

1. Nuclear structure effects observed in y-ray deexcitation of ( C,6n) reaction

residues

The y-ray multiplicity distributions have been measured for 15ONd(12C,xn)

reactions at bombarding energies of 80, 90, 95 and 101 MeV and for ^^Nd^C.xn)

reactions at bombarding energies of 90, 100 and 110 MeV. The experimental setup

consisted of a multiplicity array with sixteen 3" x 2" Nal(Tl) counters in

combination with a Ge(Li) detector placed at 90° with respect to the beam. The f

19 ^

data analysis has been completed for the ( C,6n) reaction channel leading to ••>
156Dy and Dy, respectively. The Nal(Tl) y-ray spectra were obtained In i

coincidence with discrete transitions in the final nuclei. After peeling, these j

spectra were divided into four energy bins: three below 1400 keV and one '•)

covering higher energies with Ey > 1400 keV. For each bin several properties ;

were deduced, such as side-feeding multiplicities and angular anlsotropies. v;

It was found that 70% out of the total y~ray flux originating from the i

entry states feeds yrast states above I = 17 in 152Dy, whereas this feeding |

amounts only to 20% in 156Dy. The measured angular anisotropies (^6Dy) are ]|

consistent with predominantly stretched E2 character for the low-energy (< 1 ]

MeV) region and a mixed stretched and unstretched dipole character for the high 'f

energy (> 1.4 MeV) region. Both findings agree with many previous investigations 1

which include the determination of the character of the high-energy component ]

(statistical cascade) as being predominantly El. We observed a striking j

difference in the properties of the quasi-continuum in terms of these two II
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components in 152Dy and 156Dy» At beam energies close to the maximum of the

(12C,6n) cross section the multiplicities of the statistical cascades appeared

to be rather similar in both nuclei (- 3 to 5 transitions) whereas the low-

energy E2 cascades amount to ~ 8 to 11 transitions in Dy and to only 3 to 5

transitions in 152Dy. These features lead to the conclusion that in Dy a

number of collective bands exists in the quasi-continuum which funnel the main
152

part of the Y~ray f*ux away from the high-spin yrast states. In Dy, however,

short statistical casc&d23 feed directly high-spin yrast states up to nearly the

maximum angular momentum disposed in the final nuclear system.

The same set of data is also used to derive the location of entry states in

the energy vs, spin plane. The results for °Dy are summarized in fig. 1. One

Fig.

('!C,6n>

KW

1. Entry regions for C induced reactions leading to Dy compared with
(<z,6n) data at 70 MeV. The contour lines contain all experimental points
at each beam energy derived from measured multiplicities and y-ray
energies for each discrete yrast state. Entry centroids of average
values are indicated by shaded circles. M^ and M> are mean values for
sidefeeding multiplicities of IL < 1 MeV and E > 1 MeV, respectively.
Known yrast states are plotted with sidefeeding intensities represented
by widths of vertical arrows.

should notice that at the highest bombarding energy of 101 MeV the entry region

is located at lower E x and lower X with respect to measurements at 95 MeV.

Processes other than compound-nucleus formation may be responsible for this

lowering and for the resulting smaller multiplicities at the highest bombarding

energy. An important competing reaction channel turned out to be the incomplete

fusion discussed in the following section.
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2. Multiplicity measurements in *2C-induced incomplete fusion reactions

The well investigated nucleus ""Oy (see above) was studied with the

incomplete fusion (ICF) reaction (12C,a4ny). The outgoing a particles were

detected by an annular surface barrier detector. The beam energy of 95 MeV was

chosen such that the excitation energy in the final nucleus was about 21 MeV,

that is to within 1.5 MeV the same as in the complete fusion (GF) reactions
l5OSm(12C,4n)158Er at 70 MeV and 15ONd(12C,6n)156Dy at 80 MeV. The final

excitation energy in the ICF channel was obtained by assuming that the <x-

particle removes about 1/3 of the beam energy, which is close to the measured

<E„v = 28 MeV.
cm»

The experimental arrangement consisted of the previously described multi-

plicity array around the scattering chamber with the annular detector at 0° and
1 9

2,3 cm from the target. A 0.2 mm aluminium foil stopped the scattered C Ions

and caused a lower cut-off In the a-particle spectrum at about 21 MeV. A coin-

cidence was required between the particle detector and a Ge(Li) detector placed

at 90° with respect to the beam axis and 8 cm from the target.

A Ge(Li) spectrum measured in coincidence with a particles and y rays

detected in 2 to 4 Nal(Tl) detectors and the corresponding a spectrum are shown

in fig. 2. Total y-ray multiplicities for the yrast levels up to the 18+ state

8 1500

8
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Go (Li) y-RAY SPECTRUM

2--O'
139

• izoo
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\
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Sm( l2C.(2)axn) l60- ltDy( l56- l lGd)

| f561 7-a-MULTIPUCITY

400
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600

Fig. 2. Ge(Li) y~ray and a-particle spectra measured in triple coincidence
with the multiplicity filter (2-4 fold). The y lines corresponding to
(<z,4n) and (2ot,2n) incomplete fusion channels are indicated.

in Dy are rather constant as a function of spin and scatter within one unit

around the value of <M>ICF = 16.0 ± 1.0. The multiplicity widths scatter around

a value of <o*>ICF 5.0 ± 1.5. These values are within the large experimental
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uncertainties the same as measured for the above mentioned CF reactions. Fig.3

shows the same features in the multiplicities of the separate low- and high-

energy Y rays. The similarity of the y~ray multiplicities can be interpreted as

Fig.3.
Mean multiplicities for low- and high-energy y rays
plotted as a function of the spin of gating discrete
yrast transition. Comparison is made between CF (solid
line) and IFC (dotted line) reactions.

TRANSITION

an indication that the average angular momentum left in the final nuclear

systems after CF and ICF is rather similar. This can be quantitatively verified

by assuming reasonable spin releases by individual quasi-continuum Y~rays» The

multiplicity data yield the following total angular momentum releases by quasi-

continuum y-ray cascades: <A > - 23, 28 and 23 t) for the (12C,4n), the (12C,6n)

and the (*2C,a4n) reactions, respectively (all data obtained with gates on the

8 + -> 6+ transition). If one adds to <A > I C F = 23 fi the mean angular momentum

carried off by the a particles A Z 15 fi (calculated from the measured mean

energy) and by the neutrons SL " 2 fi then one obtains an input angular momentum
ICF

of 1 - 40 fi. This value is close to the critical angular momentum for

complete fusion A » 42 ft as calculated according to ref. 3.

3. Neutron time of flight (t.o.f.) measurements

In order to construct a consistent picture of the total decay of a compound

nuclear system in terms of energy and angular momentum releases, the neutron

spectra have been studied with the reaction 15ONd(12C,6n)156Dy at 100

MeV beam energy. Four NE-214 liquid scintillators of 5" x 3" dimensions were

positioned at - 75 cm from the target at 0lafe = 15°, 70°, 120° and 162°. The

neutrons were measured in coincidence with y rays detected in a Ge(Li)

positioned at - 6 cm from the target at 90° in order to specify the exit

channel. Time signals were obtained from four small Nal(Tl) crystals located

close to the target. Pulse shape discrimination was applied in addition to the

t.o.f. measurement in order to reduce the y background in the neutron spectra.
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Neutron t.o.f. spectra obtained at the four angles and gated on discrete y-

ray transitions in ^ D y are shown in fig. 4. The data have been analyzed so far

in terms of the two-temperature concept assuming the existence of two components

in the spectrum. For the low-energy bump an average temperature

100
o l5ONd( C,6n) Dy 101 MeV

Fig.4.
Neutron en'-̂ -gy spectra at four (lab) angles in
coincidence with known discrete transitions in
156Qy, Solid lines are the fits of two Boltzmann
distributions with T e = 0.8 MeV and Tn"e> = 3.5
MeV to the data. Experimental uncertainties are
indicated in the lowest spectrum.

Te « 0.8 MeV was obtained and for the high-energy tail Tn*e* « 3.5 MeV . The

latter is ascribed to non-equilibrated neutrons. From the relative cross

sections of the two components one obtains the number of emitted equilibrated

neutrons as ne = 2.85 ± 0.6 and nn-e' = 3.15 ± 0.5. The average total kinetic

energy carried off by the neutrons is thus found to be E(1 = 27 ± 5 MeV. The

total y-ray energy has been measured as IL, = 15 ± 3 MeV (see fig. 1) which

yields an excitation energy of E = E + E„ = 42 ± 6 MeV in the compound nucleus
x Y n

1OADy. This is in a nice agreement with the value of 40 MeV calculated from the

reaction kinematics and neutron separation energies. It is thus concluded that

the present methods of obtaining the y-ray and neutron decay energy are correct

within an accuracy of -20%. The measured angular distributions show forward

peaking due to the high-energy component. In a simple geometrical picture •' the

average angular momentum I of the neutrons can be determined from the measured

asymmetry coefficient Aj. This results in Jln « 1.5 fi for 6 neutrons if they are
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assumed to be emitted from all positions at the nucleus and in A « 4.2 fi if

they are emitted at half-density radius. These numbers are far too low if one

compares the average angular momentum dissipated in the system <A.> M 39 fi

(optical model estimate) and that carried off by the y r ay s <A > » 27 fi (see

fig. 1). The difference of 12 fi units must be carried off by the neutrons unless

the derivations of <A.> and/or <l > are largely in error or other processes

influence JL for this exit channel. Further analysis on this and related

questions is in progress.

1. Permanent address: IBJ, Swierk, Poland.
2. Presently employed by the European Space Agency.
3. J, Wilczynski et al. Nucl.Phys. A216(1973)386.
4. H. Ejiri et al., Nucl.Phys. A3O5(1978)167.

Entry states in 152»15°Dy studied with a sum spectrometer

M.J.A. de Voigt, J. van Ruyven » W.H.A. Hesselink , P. van Nes , J. iukasiak,

H. Sakai, F. Schuling, Z. Sujkowski1, and H. Penninga1

In the second half of this year a sum spectrometer has been obtained for a

joint project with the p-y spectroscopy group of the Free University, Amsterdam.

The spectrometer consists of six identical Nal(Tl) segments of 40 cm length

which form a cilinder of 40 cm diameter with an axial hole of 8 cm diameter. The

geometrical efficiency was measured as 96% for y rays of 1 MeV emitted in the

centre of the crystal and the full-energy efficiency as «80%. The energy I

resolution is "10% at 662 keV for all separate segments. A gliding-rail support ;

was constructed at the Free University. At the KVI the crystal and its support "

were placed on a mechanical support above the centre of a heavy construction 5 \

goniometer (see fig. 1). Special scattering chambers were constructed from thin • j

walled aluminium suitable for beams which are stopped in the target pass through

the spectrometer.

A first experiment has been carried out with a 95 MeV 12C beam and = [

' ^Jd targets in order to determine the average excitation energies of entry | . '|

states in 1 5 2» 1 5 6D y final nuclei. We also examined the reaction channel 'i

selectivity for reactions with high neutron multiplicity. The signals of the six ^

segments were processed by mainly fast electronics and connected to six ADC

inputs of te KVI pace-system. Two additional ADC inputs received signals from I

two Ge(Li) detectors placed at the entrance of the sum spectrometer and viewing :

the target in the center. Events were stored on magnetic tape only when a \

coincidence occurred between one of the two Ge(Li) detectors and between at |

least two segments of the spectrometer. 1
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Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement of the sum spectrometer on the gliding-rail
support.

The number of 1- to 6-fold coincidences between the segments was monitored

by a separate analyser. The resulting "multiplicity" spectra are shown in fig. 2

Fig. 2. Multiplicity spectra of 1- to 6- fold coincidences between the six
separate segments gated by a Ge(Li) detector (left ) and ungated (right)
obtained in the ^ eNd + 95 MeV 12C reaction.
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in the case that no coincidence with a Ge(Li) was required (upper part) and in

the case of coincidences (lower part). The, on first sight, surprisingly high 1-

fold countrate in the upper spectrum is understood mainly as due to X-rays from

target ionizations and radioactive decay. The lower spectrum shows the ex-

pected high count-rate in the 6-fold mode due to high multiplicity reaction y-

ray events. The Ge(Li) spectra updated on-line with a low- and high-energy gate

on the sum spectrum clearly exhibit the selection power of the instrument for

reaction exit channels (see fig. 3). The low-energy gate favours the 7n channel

—r
Nd( C.xn) Dy 95 MeV

Gamma-X ® Sumspectometer

51, Low-sum gate

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Ey(keV)

Fig.3.
Spectra from a gamma-X detector in
coincidence with high-energy events
in the sum spectrometer (below) lea-
ding to the 156üy final nucleus and
with low-energy events (above) lea-
ding to '55Dy.

leading to 155Dy and the high-energy gate the 6n channel leading to 15°Dy. A

detailed analysis of the data has been started. Future experiments

concerning the study of the discrete as well as the quasi-continuous Y~ray

spectra are being planned.

1. Physics Laboratory, Free University, Amsterdam.
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I I . 2 . SPECTROSCOPY OF DISCRETE STATES

Search for a 60-ms t r ans i t i on of low energy in

P.E.M. Huygen, J . van Klinken, V. Lakshminarayana1, S.M van Netten and

W.Z. Venema

1

Recently, J.W. Nelson from Florida State University (USA) brought to our

attention ' a perhaps interesting feature in the feeding and decay of the

isomeric 1+ state in '°Nb. This Isomer lies at an excitation energy of 382 keV

and decays via an E3 transition of 257 keV with a halflife of 6.2 ms. It may be

populated by another isomeric transition of unknown but very low energy from a

slightly higher lying 0 + state with a halflife of about 60 m s 3 \ If existing,

such a transition could become a probe for studying external influences on its

halflife, e.g. as due to chemical bonds or temperature.

We made a search for the suggested 60-ms feeding of the keV transition

by following its decay rate after short Zr(p,n) activations.The irradiations

were done with 7.8 MeV protons by using the KVI cyclotron in its extreme low-

energy range. The K- and L- conversion electrons of the E3 transition were

observed and well separated from each other with a Mini-Orange spectrometer '.

Cyclic activation and subsequent multi-spectrum scaling was controlled by a PDF

15 computer with external clock interrupts. The spectrum of fig.la clearly shows

the 6.3 ms component of the E3 transition. However, the transition disappears in

the background without showing a trace of 60 ms decay (Fig.lb and lc). We

presume that the origin of the longer halflife component in fig.3 of ref.l is

somehow of instrumental origin.

KVI 2037

0

100

0

I24-I72ms

76-l24ms

IO-l6ms

M0.I22)
19 S.

K
'0.2571

1 MeV
I62ms

F i g . l .
Spectra of conversion electrons
accumulated during indicated
counting periods after activa-
tion periods of 100 ms. The K
(257) and L(257) lines are
lost in background in the two
upper spectra taken after 76
ms, but would have been visi-
ble there in case of an appre-
ciable 60-ms component.

100 200 Ee(keV)
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1. Permanent address: Nucl. Physics Dept., Andhra University, Waltair, India.
2. J.W. Nelson, KVI seminar, June 1980.
3. W.J. Courtney, C.I. Delaune, J.W. Nelson and J.D. Fox, Phys.Rev.C10(1974)
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High-spin states in the doubly odd nuclei 114Sb and 116Sb

P. van Nes1, W.H.A. Hesselink1, M.J.A. de Volgt, H. Verheul1

Preliminary results of the> study on the ioubly odd nuclei 11^»*16sb were

already presented in the Annual Report of 197S».. This study is concluded with

measurements of conversion electrons with the dual mini-orange set-up of Van

Klinken et al. using the reaction 113'115In(a,3n)114'116Sb at Eff = 40 MeV. The

obtained conversion coefficients, together with the results from measurements of

angular distributions and excitation functions were used for spin and psrity

assignments. The level schemes of 11*»m>Sb, deduced from this spectroscopie

study are given in fig. 1. In both nuclei all newly found levels decay to the

low-lying J11 = 8~ isomeric state. As in the adjacent odd mass Sb isotopes, two

separate decay sequences can be distinguished in the level schemes. The AJ = 1

bands in ^»llbSb are described satisfactorily in a two-particle plus rotor

model. The energy spacings within the bands indicate that the coupling of the

89/2 P r o t o n hole is the same as in the odd Sb isotopes. The hji/2 neutron is

decoupled from the odd core and has a projection a = 7/2 of its angular momentum

along the rotational axis. To distinguish this case from a particle decoupled

from an even core, this nucleon is named an "idling" nucleon. The reason why the

neutron is idling with projection a = 7/2 is not obvious since at maximum

alignment, a = 11/2, the energy gain due to the Coriolis interaction is the

largest. Qualitatively, the preference for a = 7/2 can be explained as a result

of the residual interaction between the proton and the neutron. An analogous

situation occurs in 1 1 2 > 1 1 4In, where the

(TC gcj/2 x v ^n/2) multiplet members are experimentally established. In this

case the lowest member is also the J11 = 8" state and the excitation energy is

more than 700 keV less than that of the J11 = 10" state.

The second group of states (the left part of the level schemes) carries in

both nuclei 60% of the intensity to the J% - 8~ states. No quantitative

comparison has been made yet, but this part of the level scheme has also strong

similarities with the non-rotational part of the adjacent odd Sb isotopes.

1. Free University, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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Gamma-gamma energy correlations In » °Hf

M.J.A. de Volgt, H.J.M. Aarts1, C.J. van der Poel1, H.F.R. Arciszewski1,

D.E.C. Scherpenzeel1, G.A.P. Engelbertink*, R.V.F. Janssens, J.F.W. Jansen,

J. tukasiak, and H. Sakal

Gamma-gamma spectroscopie studies on 167»168Hf have been performed at the

KVI with the reactions l59Tb(14N,xny)173~xHf at 95 MeV beam energy. The experi-

ments consisted of an angular—distribution measurement and a y-y energy-correla-

tion experiment with a coincidence set-up of two antl-Compton spectrometers (one

of the University of Utrecht2»3^ both at 0latl =90°.

0548

0.205
O

Ex(MeV)

4.942 —

750.2

673.6

627.4

553.6

459.2

343.4

205.0

33'
2

29*
T

21'

17'

Fig. 1. Levels in 167Hf and 168Hf observed in 159Tb(14N,xny) reactions,
deduced from the present y-ray singles, coincidence spectra, from
preliminary angular distribution results and from previously measured )
excitation functions.

•'•4

Fig. 1 shows the resulting decay schemes [figs. 1-4 are taken from the

thesis of Aarts ' ] . Spin and parity assignments are based on very clean coinci-

dence spectra, on preliminary results of the angular distributions and on

excitation functions measured in Louvain-la-Neuve \ Our work extends the level

schemes*'5^ from the 20+ to the tentative 28+ yrast state in 168Hf and from the

41/2 to the A9/2 one in 167Hf. The yrast sequences exhibit a distinct back-

bending at the 14+ level in 168Hf and an upbending at 41/2 in 167Hf, as shown in

fig. 2. No second backbending in 168Hf is observed up to the (28+) level.

More information on the average properties of collective bands, also in the

quasi-continuum, is expected from the energy-correlation matrix (fig. 3). The
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Fig. 2. Backbending plots of 167Hf and obtained from the data in fig, 1,

I > 50 court» '>ZT
I

I MTb(MN/ny)'6 7 l l 6 9W 95 MeV
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Fig.3. Contour plot of the symmetrized y~Y coincidence matrix, corrected with
three steps of the iteration procedure (see text). Six different inten-
sity thresholds have been used indicated by the numbers on the right and
above. Enhanced intensities in the valley are indicated by 0)c^ c^ (see
also fig.4). The known discrete yrast band transitions in
i67,i6eHf a r e indicated on the left and below by the spin of the initial
level.
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use of two Compton suppression spectrometers yields »35% true full-energy

coincidences compared to only a few percent for two bare Ge(Li) detectors.

Nevertheless, a background subtraction has been applied according to ref. 6 with

ANi:) = I ± j - d-PlP2) S Nlk J 1^/Z^ N r k ,

where N ^ represents the number of counts corresponding to channel 1 of detector

1 and channel j of detector 2. The Compton suppression arrangement yields photo-

peak probabilities p. « p „ » 0 . 6 . A three-stage iteration procedure as proposed

in ref. 7 has been applied to correct for too much subtracted events.

The vertical and horizontal ridges correspond to discrete transitions in

167,168jjf> .fjjg rotational structure of the final nuclei is confirmed by the

absence of counts along the diagonal, i.e. the central valley. The contour plot

of fig. 3 contains only events above a threshold of 50 counts (due to computa-

tional limitations). If this threshold is lowered at higher E , one observes

structure up to E " 1300 keV. This structure is shown in fig. 4 up to ~1 MeV.

Band-crossing phenomena show up in such cuts perpendicular to the diagonal as an

enhanced intensity in the valley region. Indeed, the first back- and upbending

mentioned above, are clearly seen at fiu « |E » 0.26 and 0.34 MeV, respectively.

O
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Fig.4.
Cuts through the energy correlation
matrix perpendicular to the diagonal
Ey. = Ey2« The energy region over
which is summed is indicated in keV.
The enhanced intensities in the val-
ley found at four rotational frequen-
cies are indicated by an arrow and
the frequency on the right. The esti-
mated width of the central valley is
indicated by W.
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The observed discrete transitions do not show further irregularities but the

correlation data indicate several "banderossing-like" phenomena at higher

rotational frequencies. These are indicated in fig. 4 at fiu = 0.42 and 0.52

MeV.

The width of the central valley is indicative for the collective moment of

inertia. One sees in fig. 3 that the valley becomes more narrow at higher y~ray

energies. This can be interpreted as in Increase in the average moment of in-
-2 • l

ertia. A preliminary analysis yields 2Jcollfi = 60 to 90 MeV A up to

hm = 0.3 MeV, = 100 to 130 MeV~ at fiu> = 0,3 to 0.5 MeV and reaches the value

of a rigid sphere (-.150 MeV ) at fiw » 0,6 MeV. These results may thus be regar-

ded as indicative for drastic shape changes when the rotational frequency in-

creases from zero to the highest possible value in this reaction.

1. Robert van de Graaff Lab., university of Utrecht,
2. H.J.M. Aarts et al., Nucl.Instr.Meth. 177(1980)417.
3. H.J.M. Aarts, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Utrecht, January 1981.
4. Y. El Masri et al., Ann. Report, Inst. de Physique Corpusc., Louvain-la-

Neuve, 1977, p, N19, and private communications.
5. A. Johnson et al., Ann. Report Research Inst. of Physics, Stockholm, 1977, p.

83.
6. 0. Anderson et al. Phys.Rev.Lett. 43(1979)687.
7. B. Herskind, Int. Conf. on Nucl. Behaviour at High Angular Momenta,

Strassbourg, 1980.
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Precise observation of spin-dependent mixing ratios of 1<oHf transitions

W.Z.Venema, G.T. Emery*, P.E.M. Huygen, R.V.F.Janssens and J. v. Klinken

A spin-dependent amount of Ml admixture to predominantly E2 transitions in

a ^=8" band of *'°Hf points at an I-dependent value for the matrix element two-

quasi neutron and an 8~ two-quasi proton configuration. This has been reported

in the 1979 Annual Report2^.

In order to learn about the intrinsic structure of the high-K band we tried

to measure the mixing ratios (6 ) as accurately as possible and along as many

ways as are conceivable with our 4 nCi electron- and 25 nCi gamma-ray sources.

As expected, the best results were obtained from K-conversion coefficients otR.

Several prolonged measurements of conversion electrons were undertaken with the

Mini-Orange spectrometer as well as with a small (1 cm2) Si(Li) detector without

Mini-Orange filter. The spectra yielded further independent information via

partly resolved L-triplet lines. Fig.l illustrates the good resolution of the 1

cm2 detector on hand of the L(217) subshells. Detailed line-shape analyses

yielded L3/(Lj+I^) ratios. However, these ratios are not very sensitive to small

Ml admixtures, as can be noted from the summary of results given in table 1.
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Following a third way we deduced 6~?' values from y"ray branching ratios as

described in ref.2, but now by taking advantage of internal y-ray efficiency

calibration with the E2 cascades in the decay of 178mHf. Assuming that there is

no significant cross-over E4 and M3 radiation, it is possible to arrive at

remarkably precise I values, leading to the also remarkable precise 6 " values

of table 1. However, we do propose to adopt the 6~2 values resulting from the aR

observations, because we do not know to which extent one is allowed to rely on

the y-xay intensities with the underlying use of the Alaga rules. A perhaps

safer conclusion may be that the Iy results are consistent with the ot̂  results

and that the Alaga rules hold in this case of 178Hf to a high degree of

accuracy.

Table 1. Results of mixing ratios 6~2 from three types of observations,
propose to adopt the values deduced from the a^ measurements.

We

transition

9 -f

1 0 •>

1 1 •>

12 *

13 *

8

9

10

U

12

6

0

0

0

0

*• trom

.42

.18

.00

.13

0.

0.

0.

0.

aK

03

04

02

06

from 1*3/(1^+1*2) 6"2 from

0.42 0+12

0.10 0.10

< 0.2

0.071

-0.003

-0.037

0.041

0.016

0.007

0.024

0.006

All methods clearly show a decrease of the mixing with increasing spin. We

noticed ' before that this trend was already implicit in earlier work of de Boer

and of Helmer and Reich, but the present specific measurements are more accurate

and detailed. The outline as given in the 1979 report ' and the results of the

1980 measurements are prepared for publication.

1. Present address: Indiana Univ. Cyclotron Facility, Bloomington, Ind., USA.
2. KVI Annual Report 1979 p.83.
3. J.van Klinken, W.Z. Venema, R.V.F. Janssens and G.T. Emery, Nucl.Phys.

A339(1980)189.

Analysis of 228Ra levels from earlier decay studies

E. Ruchowska

Experimental results for the p~ decay of 228Fr and the a decay of 232Th

have been analysed using the Groningen computer facilities. These decays

populate states in 228Ra, in particular a 1~ state at 474 keV and 0+ states at

720 and 1041 keV. The p" experiments, done at ISOLDE-CERN, resulted in a decay

scheme with about 35 levels, where only the 2. state was known before. Gamma
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rays following the 10^-y a decay of " 2 T h were measured In the Inst. of Exp.

Physics in Warsaw (Poland) from a liquid source which was purified every six

hours from contaminating decay products of Th, These measurements showed the

existence of transitions of 64, 140 and (weaker) 474 keV, which deexcite the

2., 4j and 1? states, respectively.

For Sa, Th and U isotopes with neutron numbers close to N = 136, 1^ states

occur at unusually low excitation energies, perhaps as a result of an octupole

deformation of their ground states. To check the possibility of such a stable

octupole deformation potential energy and octupole mass parameters in ^ j P3«

coordinates were calculated. The potential energy was obtained as a sum of

liquid-drop energy and shell, pairing and Coulomb corrections. Mass parameters

were calculated using the cranking model method. As a result maps of potential

energies and octupole mass parameters were obtained for 30 nuclei. A stable

octupole deformation has not been found in any of these nuclei.

As a next step maps of energy and mass parameters were used to calculate

energies of 1, states by the WKB method. Resulting energies are at least twice

as high as experimental values. This may be caused by too low values of mass

parameters given by cranking model of by unrealistic potential wells given by

Strutinsky method. Nevertheless, our results do show a similar (although weaker)

dependence of E(l.) on neutron number as revealed by experimental data.

1. Present address: Inst. of Exp. Physics, University of Warsaw, Poland.

Observation of strong monopole transitions between higher-spin states in

actinide nuclei

P.E.M. Huygen, J.F.W. Jansen, R.V.F. Janssens, J.van Klinken, S.M.van Netten,

S.P. Steendam1,- W.Z. Venema and W.E.M.P.E. Wempe

Performing in-beam electron spectroscopy with " 2 T h and 2 ™ U targets, we

found striking patterns of prompt electric monopole transitions. They appear to

proceed between levels of quasi-beta bands and levels with the same spin J„=JQ

belonging to the ground state rotational bands. The occurence of the enhanced

monopole transitions is remarkably regular and can only be assigned to

transitions of the type Jg^g' T h e observations include assignments to so far

unknown higher-spin members of beta-bands: up to Jo=10 in 2^2U and up to Jg=8 or

tentatively 10 in 23*U. The E0 components are reflected in large conversion

coefficients a , because the monopole transitions proceed totally via internal

conversion as long as their energy is not too far above the 1-MeV threshold for

internal pair creation. The transitions were observed with (a,2n), (a,4n) and

(ct.ot1) reactions, of which the specific (ot,4n) case will be reported in the

following contribution.

•i
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The investigations made use of two Mini-Orange spectrometers ' on both

sides (at 135°) of an a beam (25 to 45 MeV) hitting a thin target of 232Th (0.5

to 1.5 mg/cm2) or 2 3 8U (1 mg/cm2). A Ge(Li) detector was added to this set up to

observe y rays as well. The electron spectra were time-differentiated with

respect to the cyclotron beam with a resolution of 6 ns. All discrete actinide

transitions appeared essentially to be prompt (faster than 5 ns) so that

contributions from non-prompt fission can be discriminated. The use of two Mini-

Oranges not only allows the observation of electron-electron coincidences, but

also proved to be of importance for taking simultaneously singles spectra with

different spectrometer settings.
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Spectrum of conversion electrons from

activated by 25-MeV a particles.

Fig.2. "e ^
Illustration of near-equality of
level spacings of ground states
and corresponding beta bands as
described in the text.

As an example fig.l presents a part of a singles electron spectrum obtained

with 25 MeV a particles and a 232Th target of 1.1 mg/cm2. All strong lines in

the spectrum belong to EO transitions in 2 3 2Th and 23^U. They are induced by

(a,a') and (<x,2n) reactions, respectively. Their monopole character follows from

various considerations:

i) No corresponding y rays were observed. The upper intensity limits indicate

that the conversion coefficients are too large for El, Ml or E2 multipolarities.

(Higher multipolarities are inconsistent with the observed fact that the

transitions are prompt within 10 ns)

ii) Weak Op-K)g and strong 2R->-2g and Ap->-4_ transitions are recognised from known

reaction and decay studies.

iii) No converted E2 transitions of type Jg+J =Jp+2 are visible, as would have

been the case according to Alaga rules when the transitions were mainly of E2

character.
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A clear understanding of systematic features can be gained from the cluster

transitions are followed with regular spacings by those labeled 6, 8 and

(10) .forming an extension to the 6g+6g >8p+8g iand (lOn+lOg) transitions. The

narrow spacing is related to the near equality of the moments of inertia of the

ground state band and beta band. By plotting the small differences AE(J) =

Et._((J-2)ft-(J-2)„)-Et._(JR-J„) = (E(J )-E(J_-2))-(E(Je)-E(JB-2)) versus the spin

jfl=j , one obtains the smooth patterns of fig.2. The *
JTJ data of this figure

' 940

are obtained as explained in the following section; those of iHUPu are

preliminary results with the reaction 238U(oc,2n) with 25-MeV a, particles.

It is interesting that the spectrum also shows some interband transitions

from the gamma band to the ground state band. These transitions are not expected

to be admixed with an E0 component, because such a component would be twice K-
forbidden. In the figure the transitions from the gamma band are labeled x (for

232Th) and y (for 2 3 ^ U ) . Furthermore, we remark that the 0o->0 transition of

both 232Th and 234U are visible.

Future measurements await the completion of a Mini-Orange-four system '

system which may enable continued singles and coincidence measurements with

other actinide targets and with heavier ions from an ECRIS source.

1. Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen
2. R.V.F. Janssens, J.F.W. Jansen, J. van Klinken, S.F. Steendam,

J. Lukasiak, W.Z. Venetna and W.E.M.P.E. Wempe, in preparation.
3. This Annual Report, p.151.

TOO

In-beam observation of higher-spin states in the beta-bands of ^Th and

J.F.W. Jansen, R.V.F. Janssens, J. van Klinken, W.Z. Venema, and W. Wempe

In-beam gamma-ray spectroscopy on fusion-evaporation type reactions in the

actinide region is difficult due to the background from fission reactions.

However, we found that in-beam electron spectroscopy can solve the problem of

observing discrete lines. E.g., we have observed ' conversion lines of the

ground state band (g.s.b.) transitions in 2 3 2U up to the 18+ -> 16+ one in a

spectrum taken with a mini-orange electron spectrometer of the reaction
232Th(oc,4n) at E a = 40 MeV.

With a transmission curve optimized for higher energies many other conver-

sion lines were found to appear clearly above the background. This part of the

spectrum (fig. 1) is dominated by the K line of the 2* -»• 2 + (mainly E0) 724.7
« 5 P 8

keV transition in "^Th through excitation in (a,a') reactions. A similar fea-

ture has been observed earlier in a 5 MeV proton experiment2^. Several lines in
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electron spectrum of 232u. Peaks are labe-
led with their transition energies in keV.

F i g- 2' 232Level scheme of Ü from
Th(a,4n) reactions. The data
for the 0+, 2 +, and 4 + levels
of the 3 band were taken from
the Nuclear Data Sheets.

this spectrum show also a predominant EO character and were assigned to other

interband transitions of the type J„ •»• J (states of equal spin and parity in
ir + 9*̂ 9 939

the quasi-beta (K = 0 ) band and the g.s.b., respectively) in "^Th and "*U

(fig. 2) on basis of the arguments given in the previous contribution to this

Annual Report. Lines from transitions in other bands were also recognised, such
~t~ + 939

a the 2 •*• 2 transition in Th. Remarkable is the strong appearance of the

R line of the 735 keV 0 + 0 transition in 98Mo through (a,fission) r&actions.

For the further study of the structure of U electron-electron and

electron-gamma coincidences were performed with a double mini-orange spectro-
n

meter system (details described in ref. 3) and a Ge(Li) detector. A 1.8 mg/cm
232J Th target was bombarded with 40 MeV a particles, "/he configurations of the

two magnet filters were chosen such that their transinission curves have their

maximum at -210 and -270 keV, to include all g.s.b. transition lins. Due to the

strong contribution of 6 electrons to the singles count rates in the Si(Li)

detectors (partially reduced in the spectrum by pila-up rejection techniques)

the effective coincidence count rate was limited co < 100 events per second.

Yet, we conclude that in-beam e-e and e-y coincidences can work as satisfacto-

rily as Y~Y coincidences.
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i)

ü)

The following new results were obtained from these measurements:

the existence of the 403.5 keV 18 + -> 16 + transition in 2 3 2U (tentavily
ë o

assigned in ref. 1) was confirmed from e-y coincidences;

previously unknown transitions of 662, 645 keV and 629 keV were observed

in singles electron spectra (fig. 1). Electron-electron coincidences gated

on conversion lines of the 4 + 2 and bo * 4 o transitions support their

placing in the level scheme of U (fig.

and 10 •*• 10^ transitions, respectively;

8 6 + +
2) as the 6^ •> 6 ,

P O :•

E0

iii) no gamma rays corresponding to the observed interband transitions were

observed in e-y coincidences which is in support of their (main)

character;

iv) no intraband transitions of the type Jo •* (J-2)o were seen as had to be
p P

expected from the Alaga rules in case the J_ •+ J transitions were not

mainly E0.

The intensity of the interband transitions in 2 3 2U was deduced to be <1% of

the 6 -*• 4 transition. Despite the very small feeding and despite the large

fission background, observation of these transitions remains possible through

their monopole character.

Several lines, both in singles and coincidence low-enery spectra may be

identified as to belong to transitions of 203, 244, 282 and 318 keV within a

band built upon the 5/2 ground state of " J U (excited by (a,3n) reactions) on

basis of the Coulomb excitation datt by Bettencourt et al.*\

1. R.V.F. Janssens et al., Phys.Lett. 908(1980)209.
2. F.E. Durham, D.H. Rester, C M . Class, Phys.Rev.Lett. _5_(1960)202.
3. J. van Klinken et al., to be published in Nucl.Instr.Meth. (1981).
4. J. Bettencourt et al., Proc.lnt.Conf.on Nuclear Structure, Tokyo, 1977,

p.461.
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III. HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS AND NUCLEAR ORIENTATION

Helium decoration of impurities in metals

H. de Waard1 and L. Niesen1

Helium decorated vacancies may be trapped to a high degree and with a high

binding energy by impurities in metals. The trapping and release of such

vacancies may be studied very selectively by measuring the hyperfine interaction

of the impurities. In a program' of such studies » , we have chosen indium,

antimony and tellurium as suitable vacancy trappers. In this report we only

summarize the results obtained for antimony. The radio-active isotope, in this

case 119Sb, was produced by the KVI-cyclotron.

The activity was obtained by irradiating samples of about 700 mg of natural

Sb with about 100 nAh of 45 MeV protons. The 38 h 119Sb activity, resulting from

the decay of 4.7 d 119inTe formed in the reaction 121Sb(p,3n)119mTe, is milked

from the longer lived parent and introduced as SbClj in the iosotope separator

for implantation. Typical primary source activities range from 10 to 20 mCi,
1 1 Q

while the implanted metal samples contain 30 to 100 (ACI of li:;Sb activity at

total implanted doses from 0.5 to 2 x 10 at/cm . The implantation energy is

ususally 120 keV. Part of the sources are pcst-implanted with helium, generally

to a dose of 2 x 101** at/cm2 and with an ion energy of 10 keV. This puts the

helium at the same average depth as the antimony.

The 119Sb decays to 11'Sn, an isotope eminently suitable for MSssbauer

spectroscopy. It has a 23.8 keV Ml transition between 3/2+ and l/2+ states,

yielding simple MBssbauer spectra (2 lines for electric quadrupole splitting, 6

lines for magnetic dipole splitting) with large resonant absorption.

So far investigations have been performed with samples of Sb implanted

in Al, Cu, Ag, Fe, Co, Ni, Pd and Pt. Large helium trapping effects are found in

Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Pt, smaller effects in Ag, no effect in Al and Pd. In most

cases samples with and without post-implanted helium were compared. In each

case, the samples were subjected to an isochronal annealing series, with

temperature steps of about 100°C and annealing times of 20 to 30 min. After each

anneal, a spectrum was taken. The most extensively investigated case is that of

Ai:JSbNi(He). Some of the spectra obtained for this case are shown in fig. 1. All

l~ of these could be fitted with two spectral components at most, a low-field

I component (1) with magnetic hyperfine field B ^ = 2.06(2) T and a high-field

i component (2) with magnetic hyperfine field B^^ ranging from 4.5 to 7.1 T. The

_ I low-field component corresponds to Sb atoms in normal substitutional lattice

| sites (site 1), while the high-field component probably must be interpreted as

I due to Sb atoms surrounded by a tetrahedron of vacancies (site 2).

Ê
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In samples without post-implanted helium the site 2 population rises to

about 60% at most for an annealing temperature of 540 K (see fig. 1A and B) and

rapidly vanishes when annealing at a higher temperature. In contrast to this,

the population of site 2 for helium post-implanted samples rises from about 30%

at annealing temperatures up to 600 K to almost 100% at T
ann=820 K (fig. 1C) to

vanish at Tann=1070 K. Even then, the spectrum does not return to normal, but

another component (3) with intermediate field (Bhf = 3T) shows up. This

component persists up to about 1400 K. The normal spectrum corresponding to

substitutional impurities is only fully restored (fig. ID) after annealing at

1470 K.

These results can be interpreted by assuming that helium atoms,

dissociating from previous traps (vacancies) around 600 to 700 K, travel through

the lattice and are caught by the impurities together with the vacancies that

they left behind. There, the vacancies are Immobilized by the helium. They can

only be desorbed after the helium leaves them.
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119
The high field for the vacancy-associated 1A Sn atoms is surprising at

first sight. It can, however, be understood quite well on the basis of the

conduction electron polarization model of Blandin and Campbell '.

1. Lab. voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen.
2. H. de Waard, F. Pleiter, L. Niesen and D.W. Hafemeister, Proc. V-th Int.

Conf. on Hyperfine Interactions, Berlin, July 21-25, 1980, in press.
3. H. de Haard, Proc. Materials Research Soc. Conf., Boston, Nov. 15-21, 1980,

in press.
A. H. de Waard, D.W. Hafemeister,' L. Niesen and F. Pleiter, to be published.

Electric field gradients in dilute alloys of Cu, Ag, and Au studied with *QQpd

A.R, Airends

DPAC measurements on the 2+ isomeric state (Q = 0.08 b) in 100Rh were

performed to measure the electric field gradient (EFG) at nearest-neighbour

distances from the impurity atoms Al, Zn, Ga, Cd, In and Sn, dissolved in Cu,

Ag, and Au. The isomeric state in 100Rh was populated via the decay of 100Pd (4

d), produced by the 1OORh(p,4n)100Pd reaction (Ep=45 MeV). The alloys,

containing tracer amounts of Pd, were made with impurity concentrations of

0.1 to 1.0%.

The attractive interaction between 10"Pd and the other impurities leads to

an enhancement of the population of sites with one impurity at a nearest neighbour

position. The spectra could be analyzed with two components, one showing a

distribution of weak quadrupole interactions, the other showing a stronger

interaction attributed to 100Pd with a single nearest-neigbour impurity.

ll02lv/m2l

HOST

• Cu left hand scale

* * 9 ) right hand scale
• Au >

36 8

Fig.l. Electric field gradient per net charge versus probe-impurity distance
(see text). Measurements from ref.l are included. Note the enlarged
horizontal scale.
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We find a strong dependence of the EF6 with the impurity net charge AZ, and

with the relative size of the impurity. In fig. 1 the largest component of the

EFG tensor, Vzz, divided by the impurity net charge, AZ, has been plotted versus

the distance between the probe and the impurity in 1/kp units (kp is the Fermi

wave vector). The distance has been determined by applying an isotropic-

elasticity theory-*). The theoretical curve is based on Friedel screening of the

impurity charge by the conduction electrons and was obtained by using the

screened charge density of ref. 4 and an enhancement factor OE=175 (see ref.3).

1. Lab. voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen, The Netherlands
2. K. Królas et al., Proc. Vth Int. Conf. on Hyperfine Interactions, Berlin,

1980
3. P.L. Sagalyn and M.N. Alexander, Phys.Rev. B15(1977)5581
4. J.S. Langer and S.H. Vosko, J.Phys.Chem.Solids 12(1959)196

*^Sn-M8ssbauer spectroscopy on ion-implanted and laser-annealed silicon

G.J. Kemerink

The 1 I-M8ssbauer spectra of silicon implanted with 129mTe an<j

subsequently laser annealed can be decomposed into four components with strongly

differing hyperfine parameters. Which component is observed in particular

depends on the type (n- or p-) and the concentration of the doping of the

crystals. These results can be explained by assuming either dope-dependent

charge states of the iodine atoms or dope-dependent defect configurations.

To discriminate between these two possibilities, we have implanted the

isotope ll9mTe, produced by the reaction 121Sb(p,3n)119mTe, into Si single

crystals «100>-orientation, F.Z., 20 Qcm). Some of the crystals had been

preimplanted with either boron or phosphorus. After laser annealing all ^^Sn-

Mössbauer spectra consist of a single line, the isomer shift and line width of

which do not depend on doping. The value of the isomer shift is in perfect

agreement with that reported for substitutional ^ S n in Si.

Considering the rather large sensitivity of the isomer shift of *^Sn for

changes in its chemical environment and the presence of only very little line-

broadening, the conclusion must be that in all cases the ^^Te-atoms are on

undisturbed substitutional sites. As a consequence, the components observed in

the x"I-Mössbauer spectra must be ascribed to iodine atoms in different

electronic states and not in different lattice configurations.

1. Lab. voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen.
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Dlffusion of In In Ni observed by low-energy electron spectroscopy

J. van Dijk1, F. Pleiter1 and W.J.J. Spijkervet1

The diffusivity measurements described in the last annual report2^ were

continued. For these measurements we used a position sensitive detector3' placed

in the focal plane of the double focusing (3-spectrometer. With this detector all

spectra could be recorded at a fixed setting of the spectrometer field.

We studied the diffusion of 11*mIn in Ni after isothermal, isochronal or

laser annealing of the samples. Fig.l shows the results that were obtained

CHANNEL NUMBER

114mT
Figl.
KLL Auger spectra of """"in implanted
in Ni before and after annealing of
the sample at 650°C.

CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig.2.
KLL Auger spectra of In implanted
in Ni. The sample was covered with
an evaporated Ni layer of different
thicknesses.

before and after annealing of a sample in vacuum at 650*C a number of times. The

change of the shape of the KLL Auger spectrum is due to diffusion of the In

atoms in the nickel foil. To show how sensitively the shape of the spectrum

depends on the depth distribution of the In atoms, we also measured the Auger

spectra of an 111In Implanted nickel sample on which a thin layer of nickel was

evaporated in a number of steps (fig.2). By combining these results we can in

principle determine the diffusivity of In atoms in nickel. The analysis of the

data is in progress.
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1. Lab. voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen,
2. KVI Annual Report 1979, p.87
3. W.J.J. Spijkervet, PhD Thesis, University of Groningen, 1980.

181 182
Nuclear magnetic resonance on oriented *Re and Ta

J. de Jong1, H.J. Ligthart1 and H. Postma2

Under the condition piH/kT = 1 nuclear spins will be aligned parallel to the

polarizing field H. This orientation can be observed through the angular

distribution of the y-radiation

W(9) = 1 + B2(|iH/kT)U2A2P2(cos 9 ) + higher order terms,

where B 2 is the orientation parameter, U2 the angular-momentum coupling

parameter due to preceeding transitions, A2 the anisotropy parameter determined

by multipolarity and initial and final spins of the observed y ray, and P2 the

Legendre polynominal.

By observing the temperature dependence of W(9) one can derive \xft of the

parent state within a few percent. Under certain conditions, however, a

radiofrequent field perpendicular to the polarizing field can be tuned to

satisfy hu = |iH/j. Then the anisotropy is resonantly destroyed, and (iH/j can be

derived with great accuracy.
181

NMR on oriented nuclei has been observed in sources of Re, recoil-
1 82

implanted into Fe, and of A 'Ta produced by thermal neutron capture in a TaFe

alloy. For 181ReFe the observed resonance at jiH/j = 730.05±0.09 MHz agrees with

an earlier measrurement by Hagn et al. '. A small discrepancy with their value

can be explained by assuming a small hyperfine quadrupole interaction which will

cause an apparent shift of the resonance at low temperature. We derive \i =

3.1510.06 n.m. which agrees very well with the systematics of odd-A Re Isotopes

(|iav=3.22 n.m.).

The system *°2TaFe resonates at 496.6±0.3 MHz. Using the most recent value

for the hyperfine field of Ta in Fe^' we find p,=2.91±0.06 n.m. The ground state

of 182Ta can be understood by the coupling {7/2+[404]ir - l/2~[510]v} 3~ .

Gyromagnetic ratios can be found from neighbouring odd-A nuclei. Decoupling

parameters for the neutron orbit are derived from B(M1) values in % . This

leads to5) u=2.86±0.09 n.m., which is in excellent agreement with the observed

value.

1. Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen,
2. Dept. of Applied Physics, Univ. of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands
3. E. Hagn, P. Kienle and G. Eska, Conf.Hyperfine Int. Uppsala 1974 Contr. papers

p.122
4. A.L. Allsop et al., Hyp. Int. JK1980)229
5. J. de Jong, H. Postma and R. Spanhoff, Hyp. Int. 7(1980)465
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IV. WEAK INTERACTIONS

Investigation of a pure Fermi (3* decay with a Bhabha polarlmeter

J. van Klinken, W.Z. Venema, K. Stam1 and D. Atkinson1

In some recent models of the electroweak interaction, parity non-

conservation occurs due to spontaneous breaking of an initially left-right

symmetric interaction. The degree of longitudinal polarization of beta rays

plays an essential role for tests- of these models and for a comparison with the

more conventional Weinberg-Salam model. This may be illustrated with a concise

presentation of bounds on the weak interactions, as presented by Beg et al. ' on

bases of eight interrelated experimental parameters: three types of electron

polarization (PF for Fermi-, P G T for Gamow-Teller-, and P„ for muon decay), u-

polarization in pion decay, and four additional parameters for the purely

leptonic muon decay. From this survey we cite the relevant bounds from (3 -decay

measurements:

PF (exp) =» 0.97 ± 0.19 (ref.3), lower bound: 0.939

PGT(exp) = 1,001=t 0.008 (ref.4), used as input value.

The upper bound of P values is unity. Pgip(exp) is from Groningen measurements

dating back as far as 1965. The value of Pj. is much less accurate, although it

is in the mean time improved by further Groningen measurements with tritium ̂

to: 1.01 =fc 0.11. The still large uncertainty leaves it open to discussion

whether or not the usual V-A description of charged current is a correct one.

Any departure from maximality can in principle be related"' to a non-zero

neutrino mass and to a V+A component for the charged weak interaction.

The possibility of V+A admixture. Weinberg and Sal am have opened the way to

unification of the weak interaction with evident non-conservation of parity and

the electromagnetic interaction with conservation of parity. Following the

experimental lead, one generally assumes that the charged current is V-A and

that the unification can be described by the group SU(2)LxU(l). However, within

boundaries of known facts the amount of leeway for a V+A admixture • ' is

surprising. Perhaps a more complex group like SU(2)LxSU(2)RxU(l) has to be used,

as Pati and Salam first suggested. The mass for the charged V-A vector boson m~

is not much smaller than the limit for the mass m + of a V+A boson set by present

experimental evidence: m"/m+ < 0.56, while this ratio is zero for a V-A current.

Speculations on a V+A admixture are made the more fascinating by recent searches

for neutrino oscillations.

In view of its relevance for unification theories with V+A admixture, we

consider the possibility of raising the accuracy of Pp.
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A Bhabha polarimeter; development and first tests. It is not without reason

that PF has not yet been determined with great accuracy; the sources are not

trivial and a p + polarimeter is difficult to make. We designed an arrangement

based on Bhabha scattering (fJ+-e scattering with aligned atomic electrons),

which can be tested with |3~ rays. The cross section for p -e scattering depends

on the parallel (o_) or anti-parallel (o"a) alignment of the spins. If a fraction

f of the electrons of the scattered is aligned with an angle of inclination a.

with respect to the incident p rays, then the polarization sensitivity is:

S = f.cosa (aa-ap)/(oa+ap)

The degree of longitudinal polarization follows from the asymmetry P.S =» (Na~

N )/(Na+N„), where N_ and Na are the counting rates for different alignments. We

aim at a comparison of PF with PGT, assuming the standard value PGT = 1. Then

the exact value of S is not needed.

KVI2I66

source
or

target

mini-orange detectors detectors as viewed
from scattering foil

Fig. 1 Sketch of the Bhabha polarimeter: a) along the axis, b) perpendicular to
the axis.

The design takes advantage of modern magnetic materials with rare-earth

components, using pressed foils ' of (SmCe)(FeCuCo)g of 50 to 100 mg/cm . The

foils can be permanently magnetised perpendicularly to their plane, with 2 to 3%

of their electrons being aligned. The scattering is done with periodically a =

0° and a = 180°. Typical values turned out to be: f =• 0.025, and S = 0.02. In

return for this low sensitivity the strict axial symmetry reduces instrumental

effects, allows the use of thicker scatterers, and offers a larger solid angle

for event detection.

The arrangement sketched in fig. 1 (not showing vacuum walls) is a c o mP a ct

one, due to the use of a Mini-Orange system for energy selection of t n e P rays.

The scattered and scattering electrons are observed pairwise by five plastic

scintillators in three basic combinations: A) central plus an outer detector, B)
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two neighbouring outer detectors, and C) two opposite outer detectors. During

counting, the foil is continuously rotated in its plane, so that inhomogeneities

and local thickness differences are averaged out. The pulse height spectra are

divided into eight energy bins (i and j) for pairwise detectors with equal

settings. Matrices of P.S^- can then be made for the three combinations A, B,

and C. In the future, relative measurements with e.g. F and GT sources may yield

ratios Py/PGT for various matrix elements, without requiring exact knowledge of

S^. The weighted average for Pp/Pgx will t h e n b e t h e f i n al outcome cf the

experiment.

Table 1. Asymmetries 200.PS.^ for coincidences between two outer detectors. Note
that all asymmetries are positive.

7 2.8±1.2

6 3,3+1.0 0.9±1.4

5 2.7±0.8 2.9±1.2 5.8+1.7

4 3.7±0,7 5.0+1.0 5.7+1.3 2.6+4.6

3 2.1+0.6 3.9+0.8 2.8±1.0 1.8±1.2 1.1±1.4

2 1.4+0.5 2.8±0.6 2.9±0.7 3.5±0.8 1.4±0.9 2.3±1.2

j / i 2 3 4 5 6 7

The polarimeter became ready for trial runs with a 5-mCi source of * 6Ru.

As an example, table 1 shows the P.S-H matrix for type-B coincidences obtained

in two days with a scatterer of 60 mg/cm and a mean incident energy of 2.7 MeV.

The eight bins covered a range from 0.3 to 2.7 MeV. There are no true

coincidences with E^+EJ>2.7 MeV, except for a minor cosmic-ray (muon)

background. Due to energy spreading and energy losses in scatterer and

scintillators, the elements below the diagonal EJ;+EJ=2.7 MeV still show

asymmetries. At present we investigate to what extent these off-diagonal

contributions can be of instrumental origin. Taking averages, a 10% or better

statistical accuracy in P.S was obtained in two days. In our opinion, this

implies the feasibility of further measurements on e.g. the 0.4-ms Fermi decay

of 46V. For this, the arrangement will be transferred to a beam line of the

cyclotron system to produce "V in situ with the reaction
46Ti(p,n)46V.

Data-acquisition. A data-acquisition system has been made operational in

the past year. It is based on a slow/fast coincidence circuit and contains
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several units which had to be home-made; energy-bin selection, routing, controls

etc. Coincidences, as well as singles spectra are stored in an Canberra S-80

analyser. Automatization and steering is done with a DEC PDP 11/03 computer

system, which is also used for on-line analysis of accumulated data. The setup

selects coincidences between any two of the five detectors. It writes the

information of detector pairs in a 13-bit word in a specific memory location.

Energy matrices of dimension 8x8 are updated for prompt and random coincidences,

for both orientations of the scattering foil and for all possible combinations

of detector pairs. At fixed time intervals, the data contained in the analyzer

are transferred to disc and acquisition is continued with a reversed orientation

of the scattering foil. At the same time, a first analysis is performed. Proper

functioning of all units has been checked during runs of several weeks.

1. Inst. for Theoretical Physics, University of Groningen
2. M.A.B. Beg et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 38(1977)1252.
3. J.C. Hopkins et al., Phys.Rev. 121(1961)1185.
4. J. van Klinken, Nucl.Phys. 75(1966)145.
5. F.W.J. Koks and H. Behrens, Phys. Lett. 79B(1978)199.
6. R.N. Mohapatra and G. Senjanovic, Phys. Rev. Lett. 44(1980)912.
7. We thank Dr. H. Zijlstra and the Philips Physics Laboratories for friendly

help and advice and for making this material available.
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V. THEORETICAL STUDIES

VI.1. IBA RELATED STUDIES

Algebraic approach to molecular spectra

F. Iachello

Since 1974 we have been attempting a description of rotation-vibration

spectra in nuclei in terms of the group U(6) generated by bosons with the

angular momentum J » 0 (s) and J = 2 (d). This description has proven very

useful in correlating a large amount of experimental data '.

A study of algebraic boson Hamiltonians suggests that in general it is

possible to construct algebraic descriptions of rotation-vibration spectra in r

dimensions by using the Lie algebra of U(r+1)2'. It thus appears that one can

construct an algebraic model of rotation-vibration spectra in diatomic molecules

by making use of the algebra of U(4), since in this case r=3. A convenient

realization of the algebra of U(4) is in terms of four boson operators, a

scalar, J = 0, boson, to be denoted by a, and a vector, J = 1, boson, to be

denoted by p.The parity of these operators is assumed to be (-) .

The algebraic U(4) structure can be analyzed using techniques similar to

those introduced in the nuclear case. There are, in the present case, two

possible dynamical symmetries, corresponding to the group chains

U(4) 3 0(4) o 0(3) 3 0(2)

U(4) = li(3) 3 0(3) D 0(2)

I

II

The corresponding energy eigenvalues are given by

E(N,oo,L,M) = A + BU>(ÜW-2) + C L(L+1), (1)

E(N,np,L,M) = A + Bnp + Cnp(np+1), (2)

where N, u, np, L, M are the quantum numbers which characterize the irreducible

representations of the groups appaaring in the chains.

It is hoped that the algabraic description based on the group U(4) will

play the same role for molecular rotation-vibration spectra as the group U(6)

has played for nuclear rotation-vibration spectra. In particular two possible

areas of application are being presently studied. First, the calculation of the

transition probabilities from one rotational-vibrational state to another.

This problem is very difficult to solve with conventional techniques and it has

become of considerable interest because of the possibility to perform

multiphoton excitations with laser beams. Second, the study of rotation-

vibration states in tri- or poliatomic molecules. Within the framework of the
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present approach, complex molecules could be treated as a set of boson-like

excitations, b+(a=l,..., 4), b, = a, b„ , , = TT. n ., as done here, but with an

internal quantum number, u, b (u=l,,,.) which describes the different

types of vlbrational degrees of freedom (for example, in triatomic molecules

u=l,2,3,). The corresponding equations could be solved either analytically (in

some simple cases) or on a computer.
3}

An account of this work is in press '.

1. See for example, "Interacting Bosons in Nuclear Physics", F, Iachello ed.,
Plenum Press, New York, 1979.

2. A.E.L. Dieperlnk, 0. Scholten and F, Iachello, Phys.Rev.Lett. 44(1980)1747.
3. F. lachello, Chemical Physics Letters, in press.

Supersymmetries in nuclei

I. Bars1, A. Baha Balantekin1 and F. Iachello

In the course of 1979 we have found that it is possible to obtain analytic

solutions for the energy levels of a mixed system of bosons (B) and fermions (F)

described by the Hamiltonian

H = HB + H F + VBF . (1)

These solutions correspond to dynamical symmetries of H of a "new" type. A

special example was constructed in which the bosons have 0(6) symmetry and the

fermions occupy a single particle level with j = 3/2, The corresponding group

structure was shown to be ̂

) D S0(B)(6) 3 SU(F>(4) => Spin(6) D Spin(5) D Spin(3) =. Spin(2)
(2)

The energy levels for this system were written as

E = f[a1(ff1+4)+a2(a2+2)+a3] + f [TJO

'

CJ(J+1), (3)

where o^, a2, 03, T^, T 2, J are quantum numbers which characterize the

irreducible representations of the groups appearing in (2).

It was found empirically that the coefficients A, B and C are approximately

equal for several even-even and odd-even nuclei. This suggests that these nuclei

belong to the same representation of a larger group. Since the representations

must contain both fermionic and bosonic states it cannot be a normal Lie group.

We have identified the larger group as the graded Lie group U(6|4)3^.

In the course of this year, we have classified the representations of this

supergroup and studied its application to the set of nuclei 75OS, 77lr,

* F r o m o u r study, it appears that supergroups may be relevant to
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physics. Our example is the first example of a supersymmetry occurin« in nature.

An account of this work is being prepared for publication.

1. Physics Department, Yale University, New Haven, Ct., USA.
2. F. lachello, Phys.Rev.Lett. 44(1980)772.
3. P.G.D. Freund and I. Kaplanski, J.Math.Phys. 17(1976)228.

Microscopic IBA calculations of magnetic moments in even-even isotopes

F. lachello and M. Sambataro

Although the Interacting Boson Model has been introduced phenomenologic-

ally, in the past few years its relation with the microscopic shell model has

been investigated and a correspondence between correlated nucleon pairs and s

and d bosons has been suggested '• The s bosons are now believed to correspond

to nucleon pairs coupled to J = 0 (S pairs) and the d bosons to pairs coupled to

J = 2 (D pairs).

The most important consequence of such a correspondence is that it provides a

way to derive, from a shell model basis, all the parameters attached to the

boson operators used in the model. This operation goes through three steps:

first, one has to truncate the shell model space from the complete valence space

to the subspace spanned by the S and D pairs; second, one has to map this space

into the boson s-d space and, third, owe has to construct the boson image of the

fermion operator. In the zero-order approximation in the boson space, which is

believed ' to be sufficient to describe fermion operators in the S-D subspace,

the boson image of a K-body fermion operator is defined as the R-body boson

operator whose matrix elements between states of the s-d space are the same as

the matrix elements of its fermion image between the corresponding states in the

S-D subspace.

In the most general case, in which several particles are spread over

several orbits, the last step presents rather severe mathematical difficulties

because no use of Racah seniority reduction formulas is possible. For this

reason, most of the microscopic calculations done until now have treated the

rather simple case of one single orbit or several degenerate orbits for which

these reduction formulas are known. However, when the fermion operator is an

irreducible tensor of degree 1, like the Ml operator, it is reasonable to

believe that a reduced matrix element of such an operator between n-particle

states will not depend on n in analogy to the case of a single or many

degenerate orbits. Magnetic moments, then, provide a good tool to investigate

the microscopic basis of the IBM in the realistic case of many non-degenerate

orbits, without running into too many mathematical difficulties.
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In order to define the S-D subspace, the following correlated pair operators

have been introduced

;./2 j+l [a+xa+]<°>S+=

The coefficients 2. have been determined by diagonalizing a shell model

hamiltonian with a residual interaction -4n Vo 6(r.-r2) in the basis

{|jj»j=o>} and, then, taking a.'s from the eigenvectors corresponding to the

smallest eigenvalue. The same procedure has been followed for the coefficients

p.., but here, of course, a basis {|jj1,J=2>,i*jf} has been used. The filling of

the orbits with more and more neutrons is expected to produce structural changes

in the JS> and |D> states. To reproduce the effect of this filling the

a.'s and p..,'s have been calculated at each n by letting the single particle

energies in the Hamilt.onian change as the experimental single quasi-partlcle

energies. The strength Vo oi. the 6-force has been fixed in such a way that the

differences in energy between the |D> and |S> states equal, for every n, the

energies of the corresponding first 2 + states in Sn isotopes. These energies

are, as it is well described in terms of generalized seniority, almost constant

through all the isotopes. The strength Vo has been slightly varied with t. 3

number of neutrons, according to values very close to those found in

litterature. As fermion Ml operator, the usual operator

= 3 •.
has been used. Its boson image is defined as

TM* = g [d + x d ] ( 1 ) + g [ d + x d ] ( 1 )

B °v v v Bit it it
and gv and g^ have been determined from the equality

F

Defining

h>,p = 8p <d.m=2|tdp x dp]
(1)|d,m=2> p-v,,

The following expression for nuclear magnetic moments for the first excited 2 +

has been obtained

1 v 12 D,v 1 v 1 D,Tt 1 TÏ 1

Satisfactory fits have been found for Ru, Pd, Sn, Xe and Ba isotopes.

In fig.1 those relative to Sn and Pd are shown. Some deviations have been found

for Cd and Te isotopes for which, probably, additional forms of excitations due

"i
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Fig. 1. Experimental and calculated magnetic moments of the 2^ states in Pd and
Sn isotopes.

to the near closed shell at N = 50 should be taken into account. Finally, it is

worthwhile to stress that no free parameters enter in these fits.

1. A. Arima, T. Otsuka, F. Iachello and I. Talmi, Phys.Lett. 66B(1977)205.
2. T. Otsuka, Ph.D. Thesis 1978, University of Tokyo.

I

Dynamical supersymmetries related to the SU(3) limit

R. Bijker and F. Iachello

The description of odd-A nuclei in the framework of the IBFA model involves

bosonic as well as fermionic degrees of freedom. In addition to supersymmetries,

which correspond to boson symmetry 0(6)*', it is also possible to construct

supersymmetries, which are related to the group SU(3) '. In these cases, the

fermion space is split into an orbital (L) and a spin (S) part in such a way,

that the orbital contribution has the same angular momentum content as a SU(3)

representation (\,p). As an example, we have studied the case in which the

fermions have j = 3/2, 1/2. The fermion space can then be split into an orbital

L = 1 part, with which one can associate the SU(3) representation (\,n)F = (1,0)

or (0,1), and a spin S = 1/2 part. The corresponding group chain is

Tj(B)(6) x U(F) ( 6 ) 3 S U ( B ) ( 3 ) x S U ( F ) ( 3 ) x S U ( F ) ( 2 ) _, S U(BF) ( 3 ) x SU(F)(2) 3

0<BF>(3) x SU<F>(2) 3 Spin(3) => Spin(2) (II.BF)

The states can be characterized by quantum numbers which label the irreducible

representations of the groups involved
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f

1

IU<B>(6);U<F>(6);SU<B>(3);SU(F)(3);SU<BF>(3);0<BF>(3);SU<F>(2);Spin(3) ;Spin(2)\

| ; (X,n)F ; (Xl(i)BF ; L B F ; S ; J ; Mm

An extra quantum number K^ Is needed ' in the reduction from Su' '(3) to

0<BF>(3).

The generators of the group SU^BF^(3) can be constructed as

DC
(1)

(2)

Those of 0^BF^(3) are simply given by ii . The + and - signs in Q^F' correspond

to (X,|x)F = (1,0) and (0,1), respectively.

Finally the generators of Spin(3) are

/W(d+x (3)

By writing the Hamiltonian H in terms of the Casimir operators of the groups

appearing in (II.BF):

H - -2K- O< 2 ) 0 ( 2 ) - *< L ( 1 ) L ( 1 ) - „» J(1) J(1) (4)
- ^K "j>F *" B F

 K
 B F * B F

 K ' »

we have been ; ble to construct an analytic solution for the energy spectrum

where C(X,y) = X2 + (*2 + X(i + 3(X-ty).

We have also derived analytic expressions for other properties e.g. electro-

magnetic transitions, magnetic moments and one-nucleon transfer.

Although at present no clear experimental example of this type of symmetry is

known, the formulas derived here may serve as a guide in searching for possible

cases. An account of this work is being prepared for publication.

1. F. Iachello, Phys.Rev.Lett. 44(1980)772.
2. F. Iachello, in "Interacting Bose-Fermi Systems in Nuclei", F. lachello

ed., Plenum Press, New York (1981)
3. A. Arima and F. Iachello, Ann.Phys. (N.Y.) 111(1978)201.

•U-J—JU
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Path-integral formulation of the tluie-dependent mean-field approximation

O.S. van Roosmalen and A.E.L. Dieperlnk

As an alternative for the standard hamiltonian description of quantum-

mechanical phenomena the path integral approach has been of much interest for

two reasons: it provides a clear link between classical- and quantummechanlcs

and it allows for a straightforward derivation of perturbation expansions.

Recently it has been shown1-) that the path integral representation of the

time-evolution operator provides a systematic expansion of (time-dependent)

many-body problems, which amounts in lowest order to a mean field description ox

the system. Although this approach is formaly very elegant, its application to

realistic many body systems is rather involved. However, the formalism can be

simplified considerably in cases where the hamiltonian exhibits a group

structure (as in the Interacting Boson Approximation model) by using coherent

states as a working bases ).

To solve the many-body eigenvalue problem one searches for the poles of the

evolution operator:

G(E)= T r ^ ) - i Fo dT e i E T Tr(e~iHT) (1)

One writes the trace in terms of a coherent-state integral and expresses the

coherent state matrix element in terms of a path integral^.This gives, up to a

normalization constant:

G(E) = i N]^ dT e i E T /D [Q] e i S [ S l (2)

where the path integral has the periodic bounds Q(0)=Q(T) and S[Q] is the

classical action over the trajectory in coherent-state space Q(t) :

S[Q] = f°o dT <Q|i|t-H|Q> (3)

The main contribution to the path integral comes from the classical

path Qci(t) obtained by minimizing the action (3) (stationary phase

approximation, SPA) 6S=0 . This yields the time dependent mean-field equations.

The poles of G(E) are found by applying the SPA to the time integral in (2). So

one selects the periodic classical trajectories with constant

energy E=><Qcl(t) H Qci(t)>j which implies a sum over multiple traverses of the

same periodic path with fundamental period Tf.

G(E)~ g em{S[Qc l(E)] + E Tf(E)} ( 4 )

This expression exhibits poles whenever:
Tf(E)

L dt « & (5)
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This is a quantization condition involving one "quantum number" n . Most

physical systems, however, are descibed by more than one quantum number. In

cases where the hamiltonian is separable, the path integral (2) can be

factorized and from each resulting path integral a quantization condition can be

found ).

For a system of N bosons described by an action (3) that is proportional to

N, the SPA is a 1/N expansion. This means that the mean field equations together

with the quantization conditions (5) give a better approximation the larger the

number of particles.

The application of these ideas will be the subject of a following

contribution.

1. S. Levit, J.W. Negele, and Z. Paltiel, Phys.Rev. C2JJ1980)1603,
H. Reinhardt, Nucl. Phys. A346 (1980) 1.

2. R. Gilmore, C. M. Bowden and L.M. Narducci, Phys.Rev. A12(1975)1019.
3. J.R. Klauder, Phys.Rev. 019(1979)2349 and references therein.
4. O.S. van Roosmalen, to be published.

Application of the time-dependent mean-field method to the Interacting Boson

Model

O.S. van Roosmalen and A.E.L. Dieperink

The mean-field technique as described in a previous contribution to this

annual report, has been applied to the Interacting Boson model ). The

motivations for doing so are the following:

(i) one can construct a classical limit for an IBA hamiltonian;

(ii) one can study phase transitions in systems with N bosons (N-*°) as a

function of the parameters in the hamiltonian^);

(iii) because the IBA model is solvable one can test mean field techniques

and understand the consequences of the presence of symmetries;

(iv) this technique can be useful to study time dependent phenomena (coulomb

scattering).

The procedure to arrive at the approximate energy eigenvalues consists of a few

main steps which we will sketch using the following IBA hamiltonian:

t-E) d+.3f +H= (d+.d+-s+s+)(3 .Ï -s s)

This hamiltonian describes the transition from the U(5) (vibrational) to the

0(6) y-unstable limit as £ runs from 0 to 1.

First one finds the classical limit of (1) by taking the expectation value

of the hamiltonian between the coherent state:

(2)
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where the a are 5 complex parameters. Expressing these variables in terms of 5

coordinates and momenta, suitably chosen in such a way that the time- dependent

mean-field equations are identical to Hamilton equations of motion, one obtaines

the following classical limit of (1):

H c l = <N,a(i(pi,q1)|H|N,a(1(p1,q±)>

m 2

(3)

Here is the classical limit of the 0(5) Casimir operator:

Mfc
2M sin2 <T - * * ) + P

2T5 = l M f cM sin <T )

and the M^ 's are the components of angular momentum in the intrinsic frame of

the nucleus; y and p can be interpreted as the conventional deformation

parameters and the expression (3) corresponds to a classical Bohr-hamiltonian in

which one clearly recognizes the vibrational and y~unstable part.

Secondly one solves the classical equations of motion corresponding to the

hamiltonian (3) and selects the trajectories which are periodic in phase space.

This is easily done by using the fact that Tj is a conserved quantity.

Finally one quantizes the classical problem by selecting only those

classical periodic solutions that satisfy a Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization

condition: ^ Pidqi= 2im± . These conditions provide the quantumnumbers n^.

Applying this procedure to the hamiltonian (I), one can obtain analytically

expressions for the energy spectrum in the limits £=0 and £=1. For the

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 Q4 OS Q6 0,7 0.8 09 10 01 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 07 0.8 03 10

Fig. 1. Some excitation energies, E(n,x) in the U(5)-O(6) transitional region as
a function of the strength parameter £ for N = 14. Exact results (left)
are obtained with the code PHINT, mean field results (right) are shown
for T5 = T/N (broken line) and T5 = (T+3/2)/N (full line).
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intermediate cases 0<£<l the requantization on <£ Po dp has to be performed nume-

rically with T5 =x/N (or (x+3/2)/N to approximate better the exact value of

T5
2 ). The results are shown in fig. 1 for some representative levels. The main

diacripancies between the mean field (semi-classical) approximation and the

exact results are due to differences of the type

x2<-+ x(x+3), o2<r+ o(o+4).

For N+» one observes in the system described by the hamiltonian (1) a phase

transition of ground-state and excitation energies as a function of the strength

parameter £ at 5=| so that one can identify a vibrational (£<i) and a rotational

regime.

1. O.S. van Roosmalen and A.E.L. Dieperink, 100B (1981)299 Phys.L.ett.B.
2. A.E.L. Dieperink and 0. Scholten, Nucl.Phys. A346(198Q)125.

Single particle transfer in IBFA

0. Scholten1 and A.E.L. Dieperink

Using a microscopic model ' of the interacting boson-fermion approximation

(IBFA) we have derived a single particle transfer operator of the form

(1)

(2a)

j

where

and

2 2
The constants v±, ( u. = 1-v.) introduced in eq. (2) measure the occupation

probability of the spherical shell model state |j>, and could be calculated for

example using BCS. If the bosons are particle-like the operator T. describes

single nucleon stripping, if they are hole-like T describes pick-up. The two

terms in T have been separated since A describes stripping leading from an

even-even to an odd-A nucleus, while B. describes stripping from odd to even in
A R

which instead N is increased by one unit. The normalization factors IT and W,

have been introduced in eq. (2) in order to obey the sumrules

In the microscopic theory the coefficients Pjj». appearing in eq. (2) are

closely related to the particle structure of the d-boson. Under certain

approximations they can be calculated as

3
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(4)
2

where the normalization Ho can be calculated from Ï p.., = 1 . In a more

phenomenological approach the p44» could be treated as free parameters. We are

presently investigating whether the operator (2) can describe accurately the

observed one-nucleon transfer intensities in medium-mass and heavy nuclei.

1. Present address: Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State University, East
Lansing, Mich. 48824, USA.

2. 0. Scholten, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Groningen, 1980.
0. Scholten and A.E.L. Dieperink, in "Interacting Bose-Fermi Systems in
Nuclei", F. Iachello, ed., Plenum Press, New York (1981).

A calculation of the odd-mass Eu isotopes in the IBFA model

N. Blast and 0. Scholten1

In the course of 1980 we have concluded the calculation of the positive-

and negative-parity levels of the odd-mass Eu isotopes which was initiated one

year earlier. As reported earlier ' the experimental excitation energies are

well reproduced in the calculation with parameters varying from isotope to

isotope as predicted by a simple microscopic theory. We have extended the

calculation to include quadrupole and magnetic moments for which there is a

reasonable account of experimental information. The results for the quadrupole

moments have also been reported earlier '.

For Ml transitions and magnetic moments one need to introduce the operator

( M 1 ) (1)

86 88 90 92

NEUTRON NUMBER

3 4)
Fig.1. Experimental ' and calculated magnetic

moments in odd mass Eu-isotopes.
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• f

where

S-i
rl(2j-l)g,+gs]/2j if j = A +

if j = I -
(2)

and gj is the g factor of the d-boson. The value of this factor was taken from a

calculation of the Sm isotopes (gd = 0.32 n.m.). The single-particle values for

g» = 1.0 n.m. and gs = 5.5855 n.m. Our calculation, presented in Fig.l, requires

a value of gs = 4.0 n.m. The quenching of gs that we observe is also suggested

by shell-model calculations ^. An extensive paper containing the results of our

calculations of energies, quadrupole moments, angular moments,

E2 and Ml matrix transition rates in the Eu isotopes, is in preparation.

1. Present address; Cyclotron Lab. Michigan State university, East Lansing,
Mich. 48824, USA.

2. 0. Scholten, in "Interacting Bose-Fermi Systems in Nuclei", F. Iachello,
ed., Plenum Press, New York (1981).
0. Scholten, in "Frontier Research in Nuclear Physics", D.H. Feng et al.,
eds., Plenum Press, New York (1981).

3. W. Klinger et al., Z.Phys. A290(1979)227.
4. Table of Isotopes, C M . Lederer and V.S. Shirley, eds., J. Wiley, New York

(1978).

Description of the odd-Pt nuclei in the IBFA model

R. Bijker and A.E.L. Dieperink

A previous study of the description of the even-even Pt and Os isotopes in

the framework of the IBA approach ' has been extended to odd-A nuclei, using the

recently developed IBFA model ', In the IBFA model the hamiltonian can be

expressed as

H = HB + VBF + HF , (1)

where Hg denotes the boson hamiltonian describing the even-even core, Hj. the

odd-fermion hamiltonian and Hgj. the boson-fennion interaction. The latter can be

very well approximated by the sum of three terms:

(2)

j*> denotes the strength of the quadrupole-where T

quadrupole interaction,

Aj'j' = " 2 / 5 A0 pjj"pj'j"
represents the strength of the exchange force, and A. the strength of a monopole

coupling. Furthermore:

1
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Table 1. Parameters used in the IBFA calculations x = i(x„+ X„) f o * al l nuclei. r 0 , Ao and A* are
given in MeV, x a°d V1 a r e dimensionless. Parameters which appear in HB are from the IBA-2
calculation of ref . l ) (after projection onto IBA-1).

187pc 189pt 191p t 193Pt 185Au 187Au
189A 193Au 185Ir 187Ir 189

l r
191

l t h9/2 Pt

Ir

I'd

X
A„

AJ

0

-0

1

0

0

.32

.40

.47

.65

.19

0.
-0.

1.

0.

0.

32

17;

60

70

19

0

-0

1

0

0

.32

.00

.80

.755

.19

0

0

2

0

0

.32

.075

,00

,785

.19

0

-0

0

0

.40

.55

-

.0

.38

0.

-0.

-

0.

0.

40

65

0

38

0

-0

0

0

.40

.40

-

.0

.38

0.

-0.

-

0.

0.

40

175

0

38

0

0

0

0

.40

.00

-

.0

.38

0.

0.

0.

0.

40

075

0

38

0.

-0.

1.

0.

0.

32

65

40

85

20

0.

-0.

1.

0.

0,

32

40

20

85

20

0.32

-0.175

1.10

0.90

0.20

0.

0.

1.

0.

0.

32

00

00

90

20

)<2> +d+xs

j j J J J
2 2

with v. = (1-u ) , the single shell occupancy.

For most applications we have restricted ourselves to unique j orbits, i.e.

the hg/£ an<* nn/2 P r o t o n orbits, and the 1^3/2 neutron orbit, in which cases

the paramester matrices I"..,, A.., and A become numbers. The main features of

the change of energy spectra from the heavier (A-195) to the lighter (A-185)

isotopes can be described in terms of an 0(6) to SU(3) transition of the core.

It is seen from table 1 that the three cases, mentioned above, can be described

by approximately the same values of the strength parameters T whereas the

exchange term for i^/2 changes smoothly.

As an example the energy levels of the positive parity states in the odd Pt

nuclei (vij^^) a*e shown in fig. 1.

109 III 113 115 109 III 113 115

NEUTRON NUMBER

Fig.l.
Comparison between experimental
and calculated positive-parity
levels in odd-Pt nuclei.

1. R. Bijker, A.E.L. Dieperink, 0. Scholten and R. Spanhoff, Nucl.Phys.
A344(1980)207.

2. F. Iachello and 0. Scholten, Phys.Rev.Lett. 43(1979)679.
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A double j-shell description of the IBM-2 parameters

Philip D. Duval1 and Bruce R. Barrett1

There is considerable interest in interpreting the IBM phenomenology from a

microscopic point of view. The most important parameters In the IBM-2

Hamiltonian are e, K, Xv> "it
 T h e dependence of these parameters on neutron

and proton number is explained fairly well by considering proton and neutron

bosons as fermion pairs which occupy a single j shell with degeneracy, 2j+l,

equal to that needed to fill the major shell (e.g. j = 31/2 for the 50-82

shell '• However, the parameter trends sometimes show marked deviations from the

predictions of a single j shell. This Is especially true for the quadrupole

parameter x* Iw a n effort to explain these deviations we have derived

expressions for K and for % for the case of two non-degenerate j shells.

We can find the number dependence of K and x by equating matrix elements

of the quadrupole operator in the boson space and the fermion space. That is, we

set

and

<s*

< s N " 1

* II

d 11

% 1

'^B
„ N - l
II s d > B =

<S N II

< s N - 1
D

IISN-1D>

N-
II 4p II S 1D> ,

where N is the number of bosons or fermion pairs. We assume that a D pair can

only be made from particles in the same j shell. If the shells are fairly well

separated this should be a reasonable approximation.The resulting expressions

can be shown to reduce to both the single j-shell result in the appropriate

limit.

As an example of our results we consider the 50-82 shell. When we look at

the single particle levels in the middle of the 50-82 shell^ we see that there

is a natural choice of j^ = 13/2 (corresponding to d5/2 and gy/2)
 a n d

J2 = 17/2 (s^/2» d3/2» nll/2^* I n fi8>l we show the effect of varying the

weighting factors for these two levels on the parameter xv«

A good estimate for the appropriate weighting factors can be made by

diagonalizing an effective interaction such as HQ + VQ 6(ri-r^) in the space:

|(JiJi> J=0> (where i± can be any of the levels in the 50-82 shell). The state

with the lowest eigenvalue corresponds to the s boson.

We have done this (with the help of M. Sambataro) and In fig. 2 we compare

our two j-shell prediction for xv with the single j-shell prediction and the

empirical value used for the barium isotopes.

We see that much of the deviation from the single j-shell result can be

explained by using 2 non-degenerate j shells.

\
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54 58 62 66 TO 74

NEUTRON NUMBER
Fig.l.
The parameter X a s a function of
neutron number in the 50-82 shell.
The weighting factor for shell j \
is a]. If a\ = 1.0, both shells are
degenerate. If otj > 1,0, shell jj is
energetically favored. The arrow
indicates mid-shell.

-0.5 -

54 62 70

NEUTRON NUMBER
78

Fig.2.
a) Single j-shell prediction for Xv versus neutron number.
b) Double j-shell prediction, c) Emperical result for Ba
isotopes. The arrow indicates mid-shell.

1. Permanent address: Dept. of Physics, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona,USA

2. Interacting Bosons in Nuclear Physics, ed. F. Iachello, (Plenum Press,
New York, 1979).

3. T. Otsuka, A. Arima and F. Iachello, Nucl.Phys. _A309_( 1978)1.
4. J. Rekstad and 0. Lovhoiden, Nucl.Phys. A267(1976)40.

Configuration mixing in the interacting boson model

Philip D. Duval1 and Bruce R. Barrett1

We have developed an extension of the Interacting Boson Model (IBM) of

Arima and Iachello^', which allows us to describe in a general and quantitative

manner the mixing of two different configurations of any arbitrary structure.

The method consists of first describing the general features of the two

different configurations in terms of two different IBM calculations and then

mixing the results of these two calculations using an appropriate IBM mixing

Hamiltonian.

We illustrate our technique by applying it to the light mercury isotopes,
184 188
80Hg104 t o 80Hs108" T n e s e a r e particularly interesting isotopes to study since

they simultaneously show one set of states which are distinctly rotational in

character and a second set which are vibratlonal in structure. We assume that
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the vibrational spectrum comes from the standard IBM picture of the interaction

of the one proton-hole boson (N,j = 1) in mercury with the valence neutron

bosons, Nv, since the K Q^.Qy interaction is small in this-case. The rotational

spectrum is assumed to arise from the excitation of a proton boson above the 82

shell gap, so as to produce a configuration of two proton-hole bosons and one

proton-particle boson (N^ = 3). The interaction through the K Q U«Q V term of

these three active proton bosons with the large number of active neutron bosons

near the center of the shell leads to a rotational spectrum. We then mix the

results of these two separate calculations with the following mixing Hamilton!an

We keep the parameters a and (3 constant for all isotopes. We also need another

parameter, A, which gives the amount of energy needed to excite a proton boson

into the next major shell. We keep A fixed at a value of A MeV for all Isotopes.

1 I I
2.0 h (a)

1.5

"eb

CD

Ë '0
•z.
ÜJ

O

0.5
o
X
UJ

O fi 6
+(3)

/ *

4 4+(3)

s\ /;° + ( 3 )

_" x
r7o o

0.0 L_L 1

KVI 20B9

104 106 108 104 106 108
NEUTRON NUMBER

Fig. 1. Comparison of theoretical versus experimental energy levels
(a) for no configuration mixing and (b) for configuration mixing, with
parameters a = 0.1 MeV and p = 0.2 MeV. Solid lines are the N^ = 1
configurations, labelled by (1); dashed lines are the N^ = 3
configurations, labelled by (3). Experimental states are ordered with
increasing angular momentum. Open circles are vibrational levels. Solid
circles are rotational levels.
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Fig. l(a) shows the results of the unmixed calculation, i.e. a = p = 0.

Fig. l(b) illustrates the results after mixing. The mixing is seen to cause the

states to move exactly as required by experiment.

Table 1. Comparison of experimental and theoretical B(E2) values

B(E2;Ji -»• Jf)/B(E2;J^ -> j p

188Hg

186Hg
184Hg

2 2 *

exp.

l 5 a )

>1200a>

——

4
°t
theory

U.I
6.8

1.48

exp.

-

<0.9a>

—

4
4
theory

0.16

0.54

0.28

4 2

exp.

81b>

—

•4
•4

theory

19.

•> 4 .

6.

5

5

2

exp.

1.35b)
3 O a)

—

«2

theory

4.

28.

84.

,8

,8

.2

a) ref. 3 b) ref. 4

Using the wave functions from the previous calculations, we can determine

the B(E2) values, which are given in table 1. The theoretical B(E2) values

compare very well with experiment, with the exception of the ratio

B(E2; 2* * 2|)/B(E2;22 -• 0+) for 1|oH81O6*
 I mP r o v i nS t h e f i t t 0 t h e energy

levels should improve the agreement of the calculated B(E2) values with

experiment.

In closing, we emphasize that our technique is quite general and is also

being applied to other nuclei, such as the platinum and molybdenum isotopes,

which also exhibit the mixing of two distinctly different configurations.

1. Permanent address: Dept. of Physics, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona, USA.

2. "Interacting Bosons in Nuclear Physics", ed. F. Iachello (Plenum, N.Y.,
1979) and references therein.

3. R. Bêraud et al., Nucl.Phys. A284(1977)221.
4. J.H. Hamilton et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 35(1975)562.

The Mo isotopes in the Interacting Boson Model framework

M. Sambataro and G. MolnSr

There are already many examples in which the Interacting Boson Model (IBM)

has been successfully used to interprete nuclear collective spectra. However,

when regions presenting shell or subshell closures are approached, some non-
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collective phenomena occur, like for instance, two-particle two-hole

excitations, which cannot be reproduced using such model. In order to over come

these difficulties, a new extension of the IBM has been developed recently by

Duval and Barrett2' and has been applied with good results to the Hg isotopes.

The Mo isotopes (Z=42) are expected to provide another significant test of this

new approach because there is evidence ^ for a subshell closure at Z = 40,

corresponding to the filling of fs/2» P1/2 a n d P3/2 l e v e l s l n t n e major shell

28-50.

The energy spectrum of these isotopes appears very complicated indeed and

different from a typical collective spectrum. The major features are: i) an

overall transition from a vibrational-like (N-54,56) to a rotational-like

spectrum (N-62,64) indicated by a steep decrease in energy of the 2^ (0.79 MeV

at N = 56 and 0.3 MeV at N = 60) together with a strong enhancement of

B(E2;2* -> 0*) values (from 20 single particle units at N = 56 to 76 at

N = 60); ii) very low excited 0 states in the region 54 to 58 connected by

strong E2 transitions to the 2. states. 0 states with similar puzzling features

are also observed in the Zr isotopes (Z = 40). Several explanations ' have been

proposed, but they are essentially qualitative and usually fail to predict

electromagnetic transition rates.

In the framework of the IBM a satisfactory explanation of energies and

transition rates has been achieved assuming the mixing of two configurations:

one characterized by two protons outside Z = 40 (conf. 1 with one proton boson)

is mostly vibrational, the other with four protons above and two holes below

Z = 40 (conf. 3 with three proton bosons in our calculations without

distinction between holes and particles) is mostly rotational. Each

configuration is described by the usual neutron-proton IBM hamiltonian

H = e(n, +aA ) + K 0 .Q + V + V + Mdie dv Tt xv nit vv •;

They are admixed by a term

itv

In this work, the value 0.16 MeV has been assigned to a and p for all the

isotopes. Another mixing parameter, giving the amount of energy needed to excite

conf. 3, has been varied in a rather linear way from the value 0.95 MeV at N =

54 to -0.65 MeV at N = 60. The decrease of this parameter, favours conf. 1 for

the lightest isotopes and conf. 3 for the heaviest ones. Its decrease reflects

the observed transition from a vibrational-like to a rotational-like spectrum.

The calculated energies (fig. 1) show good agreement with experimental values.

V.
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Fig.l.
Comparison between calculated (lines) and
experimental (points) levels in Mo isotopes.
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Fig.2.
Calculated and experimental ratios
B<E2'°2 * 2V in Mo isotopes.
B(E2;2j -• 0|)

The conclusions on the nature of the first excited 0 state produced by

these calculations are the following. In the lightest isotopes this state is

essentially the 0. of the conf. 3 with some small percentage of 0. of conf. 1,

+ +
and the experimental 0 states are almost completely the (h of conf. 1. In

the heavier isotopes at N = 56,58, the mixing between the 0 and the excited

0 states becomes stronger and stronger until the nature of these states changes
and the 0, component of conf» 3 in 0 becomes larger then the 0. component of

i g.s. J. ° state-conf. 1 (61% and 36% at N = 58). The opposite happens to the excited

At N = 60, the 0 state becomes mostly of conf.3 and the "intruder" 0+, now

weakly admixed, is not the first excited 0+ state, but the one at 1.3 MeV. At

N = 62 and 64 the 0 state is expected to be almost completely 0. of conf. 3.

Fig.2 shows how the strong 0„ •> 2. E2 transitions have been well

reproduced by this calculation. An account of this work is in preparation.

1. Permanent address: Institute of Isotopes, Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
H-1525 Budapest.

2. P.D. Duval and B.R. Barrett, to be published and this Annual Report, p.116.
3. J.L. Wood, to be published in "Frontier Research in Nuclear Physics", Plenum

Press, New York (1981).
4. T.A. Khan et al., Z.Phys. A283(1922)105 and H. Bohn et al., Z.Phys.

A224(1925)347.
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V.2. RELATIVISTIC HEAVY-ION REACTIONS

Multiple collision model based on the Boltzmann equation

Rudi Malfliet

The Boltzmann equation describes the evolution of the one-particle distri-

bution function N(r,v,t) and, in case of no external foree (no mean field), has

the following form:

?,^' t)W(v'v'|vv

j J - ' - J "J i 1

where W denotes the transition probability and p^ö the covariant inproduct
it ft + ±

p = Ê r- + P«»• This equation can be applied to the description of nucleus-

nucleus collisions when the bombarding energy per nucleon is well above the

fermi energy. It views the collision process (based on nucleon-nucleon inter-

actions) as a microscopic non-equilibrium phenomenon and it is referred to as

the nuclear cascade model if one uses statistical (Monte-Carlo) techniques to

obtain its solutions. These methods, although correct, are fairly nontransparent

and might suffer from insufficient statistics. Therefore we have developed

another method of solution which simplifies the original equation a great deal

while gaining on physical insight.

It is based on the following observations: in the cascade resulting from

the collision of projectile and target nucleons one can distinguish two mecha-

nisms: there is the direct production of cascade nucleons and the interaction

amongst them (rescattering) which will lead to faster equilibration and forma-

tion of light composites (though a coalescence mechanism). For the first

process, i.e. the "fast" producion of participants, we have developed an

iteration procedure which reduces the Boltzmann equation to a multiple scatter-

ing series in order of scattering n. The second "slow" process leading to local

thermal equilibration and formation of composites through the assumption of

chemical equilibrium is described in analogy with the Hagedorn model '. More

details and an extensive discussion of all the ingredients of the model can be

found in ref. 1.

The final momentum spectrum W (p) of particles of kind i (including

nucleons and composites) is then obtained, for a given projectile-target impact

parameter, from an expression of the form^:
+ - + .> -• .

W^Cp) = £ Jd\ F (\)L (p'+ p) f (p'|(i (\),T (\))

a V 2

exp [ (\-\L±
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where g., denotes the multiplicity of species i, \i. its chemical potential

(related to the nucleon chemical potential \i^ by p^ = A.|i. with A^ the number of

nucleons in the particle i). F (\) is a weight function, obtained from our

multiple collision model ', which counts all contributions coming from all

volume elemens to a given longitudinal momentum (represented by its rapidity A •

For each \ there is also a corresponding average transversal energy (also

obtained from the generating distribution function of fast nucleons) from which

the temperature can be calculated. V is the natural interaction volume, i.e. the

volume of the nucleus, and L. denotes the Lorentz transformation (for each \ )

relating the rest frame (p') to the moving frame (p).

10*

-\ r

30»

60 100 140 BO 40 80 120 40 80

E(MeWnucleon)

Fig.l.
Single-particle inclusive cross
sections for production of protons,
deuterons and tritons in 400 MeV/
nucleon Ar + Ca. The solid line
is based on calculations. Data
are taken from ref. 4.

This approach has been used to calculate a large body of inclusive particle

spectra at 250 MeV/amu and 400 MeV/amu bombarding energy . In fig. 1 we display

a typical result from which it becomes clear that the agreement with the data

varies from reasonable to good. The calculations were done without the help of

any parameter and treat both nucleon- and composites spectra simultaneously. The

necessary input: mass- and momentum distributions of the colliding nuclei and

nucleon-nucleon differential cross sections, was obtained from well-known

experimental data. Depletion- and Pauli exclusion principle effects were taken

into account.

1. R. Malfliet, to be published in Nuclear Physics A.
2. R. Hagedorn and J. Ranft, Suppl. Nuovo Cimento. J>(1968)169.
3. R. Malfliet, to be published in Nuclear Physics A.
4. S. Nagamiya et al., LBL-report no. 6770.
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V.3. OTHER THEORETICAL STUDIES

The iaoscalar dipole resonancet Form factor and energy-weighted sum rule

M.N. Harakeh and A.E.L. Dieperink

In view of the recent observation ' of isoscalar dipole excitations in

inelastic hadron and electron scattering it becomes important to derive the form

factor and energy-weighted sum rule (EWSR) for the isoscalar dipole resonance.

This has been attempted by Deal ' who derived the q-space representation of the

collective form factor for the excitation of the isoscalar dipole resonance.

Along similar lines to Deal's derivation but following a slightly different

approach, we have derived*' the EWSR in q-space for the isoscalar dipole

resonance. By a Fourier transform, the corresponding sum rule in r-space can be

obtained:

n ("rt

' 'where PQ and pQn' ' are the ground state and K=l, transition densities,

respectively•

The static isoscalar dipole EWSR is obtained in the limit of q + 0

32mji
UKr->-25/3<r2>2-ioe<r2>}

where is the reduced transition matrix element for the isoscalar dipole

operator pVi/=i I r| Y^ (r.) and e= ( f + if) 1mA wittl E2 a n d E0 t h e 8 i a n t

quadrupole and giant monopole excitation energies, respectively.

If the isoscalar dipole EWSR is exhausted by one state, then the transition

density of this state is:

.Ü), P
dr

d
dr

where = ̂ g - . 1 1 < ri t >_ 25/3<r^-10e<r^>
 >P1 b e i n g t h e c o l l e c t i v e coupling

parameter for ̂ :he isoscalar dipole resonances and R the half-density radius

of the Fermi mass distribution. *

The above formalism has been applied1^ to the case of the excitation of the

l~,T=0 (EX= 7.12 MeV) state of
 160 by inelastic a-scattering at Ex=104 MeV and

75 MeV. The angular distributions were nicely fitted. The percentage of the EWSR

obtained for this state is ~ 4.2%. In the case of the newly proposed candidate

for the 3fiw isoscalar dipole resonance observed ' in inelastic a-scattering at

Eff= 172 MeV, a reasonable fit was also obtained exhausting ~ 130% of the EWSR.
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Fig .1 .
The data obtained from ref .3 are
for the newly observed resonance

2 0 8Pb, Solid and
of DWBA

calculations for L=l and L=3 trans-
fer , respectively.

Ex=21.3 MeV in
dashed curves are resul ts
a t

0 5° |0« 15° 20» 25"

In this case, however, considering the uncertainties in the extraction of giant

resonance cross sections due to background subtraction one cannot definitely

exclude L=3 transfer to this new resonance. The data obtained from ref. 3 along

with the DWBA predictions for L=l (solid curve) and L=3 (dashed curve) transfer

are shown in fig.l. It is obvious that data in the neighbourhood of 2°-5° are

desirable to definitely differentiate between a L=l and a L=3 assignment.

1. M.N. Harakeh and A.E.L. Dieperink, Phys.Rev.C23 (1981)2329, and references
therein.

2. T.J. Deal, Nucl.Phys. A217(1973)210.
3. H.P. Morsch et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 45(1980)337.

I
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VI. CYCLOTRON AND BEAM LINES

Cyclotron operation in 1980

C. Snit and H.W. Schreuder

The basic operating schedule of 126 hours per week, including 8 hours for

maintenance, was again adhered to in 1980. Additionally, larger maintenance jobs

were done in one-week periods in April and December and in a two-week period in

August. Records concerning the availability of the machine are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Operational record for cyclotron anc

1. Planned maintenance and improvement

2. Beam preparation, ion source service etc.:

3. Beam available for user

4. Waiting, cyclotron off, but operable

5. Unplanned stops, failures

Total (number of hours on schedule)

Time scheduled for users (2+3+4+5)

Cyclotron operational (2+3+4)

1 beam

546

775

3866

368

827

: 6383

: 5838

: 5010

lines

h or

h or

h or

h or

h or

h or

h or

h or

•
8.

12.

60.

5.

13.

100

91.

78.

6 %

1 %

6 %

8 %

0 %

%

4 %

5 %

When compared to the data for previous years, it is seen that the amount of

beam time has again increased. Most of this increase can be attributed to the

practice of "freewheeling", i.e. operating the cyclotron past the scheduled stop

on Saturday afternoon by duly qualified experimentalists.

It is also seen that the reliability of the installation remains high,

notwithstanding its increasing size and complexity. This illustrates the

competence and the enthusiasm of cyclotron operators and other technicians,

whose number remained constant.

The distribution of beam time among different categories of users is

illustrated in Table 2.

,'4

Table 2. Distribution of beam time.

KVI nuclear physics : 4203 h or 72
tests of ion source, cyclotron,
beam lines, spectrograph etc. : 566 h or 10

LAN (Lab. v. Algemene Natuurkunde,

Groningen) , : 490 h or 8

CIL (Centr. Isotopen Lab., Groningen): 327 h or 6

Other users (V.Ü. Amsterdam, Utrecht
University. IKO Amsterdam) : 273 h or 5
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Cyclotron and beam line development

H.W. Schreuder

The new beam line G for Isotope production and other Irradiations was

completed and successfully tested with beam. Its control and interlock system I,

based on PLC (programmable logic control), was also built. The line has not yet

been regularly used, awaiting completion of a complementary high level

radiochemical laboratory and a remote controlled target transport system.

' Quite some effort was expended in writing software to be used for

developing PLC codes. As a result all such codes can now be prepared on the new

VAX computer and downloaded into a'PLC system.

Progress in the improvement of the power supplies for the cyclotron

correction coils was delayed because of postponed deliveries. A similar fate

befell the new extractor assembly, which could therefore not be completed. The

redesign of the control electronics for the 1200 A power supply for the

deflector progressed and is more or less finished.

Work was started on replacing the now obsolete series regulating tube in

the 300 kW power supply for the cyclotron RF system by a tube of the same type

as used in the RF oscillators. This necessitated the redesigning of the grid

drive circuit for the series tube. The new driver has been designed and built,

and is expected to be installed in 1981.

The main beam probe of the cyclotron has been fitted with a new head which

is provided with electrostatic beam pick-up electrodes. Traces of Internal beam

RF-phase versus radius have been obtained.

A great number of smaller improvements have been made e.g. to the cooling

of the dummy dee, vacuum feedthroughs, stability of several power supllies, etc.

Although significant advances were made in the realization of computer

control for the cyclotron, progress was slowed down by lack of manpower.

After installing its main components the work on the new beam line 8 had to

be given a low priority.

A microprocessor-based control system for step-motor driven beam scanners

was completed. One scanner was installed in beam line X near the cyclotron exit.

The system, described in more detail elsewhere in this report, has functioned

well. It will be extended with additional scanners for the existing beam lines

as well as for the beam guiding in the axial injection system.

This beam scanner has been used to test a logarithmic current-to-voltage

converter, which has a range of 1 nA to 100 (iA. Beam profile scans at a wide

range of beam currents can thus be made without switching the range of the ADC.

Near the end of the year a first batch of step-motor driven slits with

1
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remote position readout was delivered and installed in one of the beam lines.

CAMAC based control electronics was designed, built and tested in a very short

period of time. Full use of the new slits awaits completion of the CAMAC Serial

Highway, some electrical installations and some control software.

Several improvements and extensions were made to the cooling systems: The

system assigned to the axial injection system with its ion sources was expanded.

In nearly all other systems the pumps have been provided with standard

mechanical seals and low-noise motors. Also many control valves and pipes were

added or replaced.

Cyclotron computer control

H.W. Schreuder

Since the PDP-H/34 for cyclotron computer control arrived in the fall of

1979, ideas about the relative urgencies of the various possibilities of

computer control have changed. Whereas the possibility of computer aided

diagnostics was very much in the foreground when preparations for the system

were started, the immanent need for expanson of the controls for the cyclotron

caused by the continually growing accelerator installation has forced priority

towards realising computer control.

The problem of building a computer control system with the associated

control desk has already been solved at a number of installations, in different

ways. Much has been learned from the examples set by HMI Berlin, MPI Heidelberg,

CERN SPS and especially CERN LINAC. In 1980 progress was made in a number of

directions: basic software, trials at control desk ergonomy, some application

programs and installation of hardware.

In the field of basic software a standard device driyer was written for the

CAIIFP CAMAC interface delivered by DEC. This driver handles all CAMAC I/O

directed to CAMAC crates connected to the Serial Highway. Additionally, a

beginning was made of a library of general purpose routines. Routines for

servicing serially connected crates have been tested.

In order to optimize the human interface to the control system, a number of

test and demonstration programs have been written. These programs have been used

for selecting the resolution of knobs, for the lay-out of a status display, for

the format of TV displayed beam current measurements, etc.

Application programs have been written for the step-motor driven beam

scanner system and for the (really off-line) task of bookkeeping the time usage

of the cyclotron. These programs, as well as the demonstration programs

mentioned in the preceeding paragraph, have been written in FORTRAN.
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Regarding hardware, a test section of 100 m of the CAMAC Serial Highway was

(and still is) used for many of the above mentioned programs. The Highway is

operated bit-serially at a speed of 5 Mbits/s. Part of the final Highway cabling

has been placed. Further transmission tests will be done when the installation

is completed. A new control desk with place for all displays, knobs etc., has

been designed and ordered. Delivery is expected in February 1981.

The heavy-^ion Penning source

O.C. Dermois and H. Fraiquin

The assembly of the source, in a version with shorted arc length, has been

completed and the source has been tested in the test bench with satisfactory

results and without substantial problems. The power supplies of the test bench

were somewhat difficult to adjust and; did not allow to start the source as a

cold cathode source. Additional heating power for the cathodes had to be

improvised. From the various possible filament-cathode geometries only that one

could be used which heats the cathode most effectively by electron bombardment.

Some initial problems with arcing between the hot filament, the heated cathode

and the surroundings could be solved.

One of the aims of the tests was to investigate the possibility of using

the source in the cyclotron with the power supplies of the light-ion source and

with additional unstabilized supplies for heating of one cathode. This turned

out to be possible: the source did work, and the beam could be accelarated. The

arc current was between 2 and 3 A with a controlled arc voltage of 700

to 1000 V. The additional power needed for heating of the cathode amounted to 1.5

or 2 kW.

The power supply of the heavy ion source gave a large number of rather

trivial but time consuming difficulties.

Fig.l.
The heavy ion source after
its first succesful run in
the cyclotron.
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The axial beam line

O.C. Dermois

Several details concerning the periodic focussing system (KVI Ann. Report

1979, p.133) have been studied more extensively, such as:

- the influence of gaps in the structure of magnetic lenses

- the integration of buncher systems

- the influence of space charge

- nonlinear behaviour

- the matching of the beam to the cyclotron centre

Gaps in the structure are needed to create space for mounting of vacuum pumps,

bunchers and beamdiagnostics. The magnet configuration around these gaps is

changed to minimize the influence on the beam properties. The total increase of

the beam emittance is less than 6 % for 8 gaps including the bunchers. It is

decided to use two gridded bunchers powered with a symmetric sawtooth voltage

from a commercially obtained wideband transistor amplifier.

The influence of space charge is small for the beans under consideration:

for an 1.2 mA beam of 20 keV deuterons the beam diameter increases from 17 to 20

mm while the axes ratio of the eigenellips changes with /2 for 600 mm mrad.

At a radius between 6 and 10 mm the change of jB^dz over the length of one

element is mainly quadratic; for 20 keV deuterons, 600 ran mrad the increase of

the emittance is 7.5 % but this contains less than 4 % of the beam (see fig. 1).

.1

Fig.l.
Increase of the beam emittance of a 600 mm mrad
20 keV deuteron beam after three periods of
radial movement (about 7.5 m). The dotted ellips
is the original eigenellips for linear movement.
The full line is the distorted eigenellips in
the third period. In the shell between these
ellipses the density varies linearly
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In fact, all the above mentioned effects are far withir the accuracy by which a

beam emittance can be measured and matched to the system.

The beam will be matched to the centre of the cyclotron by two cylindrical

magnetic lenses. The last one will focus the beam just: before the transition

into the main field with a maximum divergence of 90 mrad. For the first harmonic

mode the matching to horizontal and vertical acceptance of the central region is

nearly ideal, for the third harmonic mode the total transmission is more than 50

% for 600 mm mrad and 30° HF fase.

The axes of our injection line coincides with the axis of the cyclotron.

There are indications that this has more advantages than disadvantages.

The ECR-type ion source and beam lines for axial Injection

A.G, Drentje, H.W. Schreuder and J. Sijbring

The "Axial Injection Project", outlined in last years KVI Annual Report

(1979, p.131), incorporates the construction of an external source set up, a

beam transport line and ir-flector in the cyclotron centre. The first external

source set up is a large gap magnet in which the presently available internal

cyclotron sources, including a newly developed PIG type heavy-ion source can

operate.

Additionally an ECR-type ion source (a socalled Micro Mafios) has been

ordered1^. This implies that in the future heavy ions of considerably higher

charge states, hence higher beam energy, will become available. The expected

energy performance of the KVT cyclotron with ECR and PIG sources is shown in

fig.l; capabilities of other accelerators are given for comparison. Beam current

on target is given for the ECR source. In case of the PIG source we expect at

least IOOTIA, which implies that it is possible to use this source in conjunction

with high resolution experiments.

The lay-out of the source area is shown in fig.2. Beams from the ECR source

are charge state analysed by a 110° magnet and are transported by means of two

quadrupole triplets to a vertical 90° bending magnet. Two axial magnetic adaptor

lenses will match the beam phase space (700 mm. mr.) to the acceptance space of

the periodic focusing system, described elsewhere.

The double focusing 110* analyzing magnet (radius 40 cm) can separate ions

with mass-tc-charge ratio differences of 1.2%. In this case entrance and exit

slits of 1 cm can be used. Consequently, different charge states of one isotope

(and also possible contaminant beams like 1 2 C 5 + during the production of 2 2Ne 9 +

ions) can be separated in all cases. The separation of ions of some high charge

state of neighbouring isotopes (eg. 1 3 1Xe 1 8 + and 132Xe18+) is not sufficient
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Fig.l. A comparison of the performance of the KVI cyclotron with a PIG and an
ECR-type external source, and with other accelerators. Beam current on
target is shown for the Micro Mafios source; the curve for the PIG source
corresponds to expected beam currents of at least lOOnA. Other
facilities! MSU1 and MSU2: Michigan State University Superconducting
cyclotron and coupled cyclotrons; GANIL: Double cyclotron set up at Caen;
Unilac: Darmstadt linear accelerator; Superhilac: Berkeley linear
accelerator; ORNL I: phase I of heavy ion facility at Oak Ridge,
including 25 MV tandem and ORIC cyclotron; Daresbury: New tandem at
N.S.F., Daresbury. The Berkeley 88" cyclotron, when equiped with the same
external sources is to a great extent comparable with the curves labeled
KVI.

with 1 cm slits. The resolution can be improved by decreasing the slit widths

which results in a 50% reduction of the beam current. The other possibility is

to use the cyclotron as final separator, and leave the analyzing slits at its

normal width. This is, of course, also the only way to separate ions like C°

and 1 6 0 8 + , which differ in mass-to-charge ratio by 0.03%.

The beam line elements have been designed to transport a beam of 700 mrn.mr

with energy spread of AE/E = 5.10~-, Diagnostic facilities are foreseen near the

exit slit, at the double waist in front of the vertical bending magnet, and also

before and after the adaptor lenses in the vertical line.

The momentum dispersion in the vertical line, produced by the bending

magnet can be tolerated because of the intrinsic large beam emittance; therefore

we did not choose a more complicate and expensive achromatic system with two A5°

magnets and quadrupole lens.
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Fig.2. Proposed lay out of the source area. The beamlines are approx.9 meter
above the cyclotron median plane.

In view of interest shown by atomic physicists, space has been created for

their experiments with beams of both ion sources. The analyser can handle all

possible ion beams, except Xe , when the source is at 5 KV.

1. R. Geiler, I.E.E.E. Nucl.Sci.26, 2(1979)2120; N. Chan Tung et al, Nucl.Instr.
and Meth.174(1980)151; V. Bechtold et al, Nucl.Instr. and Meth.178(1980)305

Design of the central region for axial injection

W.K. van Asselt

The ion orbits are calculated by integration of the equations of motion,

using r.f.-field data obtained with the magnetic analogue method '. For bending

the axial injected beam into the median plane we will use a hyperboloid

inflector2'. The fact that the axis of the hole in the cyclotron coincides with

the axis of magnet makes that the beam, after leaving the inflector, Is off-

centered. In order to obtain a sufficiently centered beam we started with the

design of a central region based on centering the beam with an electrostatic

deflector positioned at the first half revolution. In this case the drift length

to the first accelerating gap is so large that an additional lens for the

vertical motion Is necessary for matching the beam to the vertical acceptance of

the central region. With the electrodes on positive high-voltages a very

i
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crttical central region would result. Therefore we have looked for a more simple

solution for centering the beam*

In this second approach the inflector is positioned in such a way that in

about a quater of a revolution the ions have reached the first accelerating gap

and that their orbits are aligned along the accelerating gap. Fig.l shows the

KV! ma

10*

n

r

—«-x(mm)

Fig.l.
Vertical acceptances for dif-
ferent first gap geometries.

Fig.2.
Beam quality in a central region with
a field bump.

vertical acceptance as a function of the first gap geometry. In the left case

the vertical acceptance is determined by the electrode boundaries on the first

revolutions, while in the other case, where the lens has been weakened by

shaping the electrodes, the acceptance depends on the r.f. phase. With starting

phases close to 0° the acceptance is also determined on the first revolution.

For starting phases up to 40° the acceptance determining electrodes are shifted

to the region where vz is minimum. The figure shows that shaping of the first

gap electrodes is essential.

With this inflector position it is posible to center the ion orbits along

the Dee-gap by using an off-centered magnetic field bump. Model measurements

have shown that about 6000 Ampere turns will be needed. The orbit centre of a

central ray normally shifts along the Dee-gap with varying starting phase. With

a field bump, however, particles accelerated far from the top make more

revolutions in the field bump and the shift of their orbit centre is larger than

the shift for particles accelerated near the top. For first harmonic

acceleration the sum of these two effects is illustrated in fig.2. Here the

coordinates of the beam centers are given after 15 revolutions, where the

influence of the field bump has vanished. The initial conditions are: emittance

400 mm.mrad, orbit centre x =-15 mm, starting phases -10°, -20°, -30° and -40°.

i-
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It is seen that the resulting beam is well centered (due to the acceleration the

orbit centers jump around the origin, the last jump to the left). The position

of the center of gravity of the beam appears to be almost independent of the

starting phase. This is also the case for variation of the Dee-voltage,

The influence of the field bump on the vertical motion is small, but will

be futher studied in detail.

1. W.K. van Asselt, J.I.M. Botman, K.VI Annual Report 1979, p. 135
2, R.W. Mueller, Nucl.Instr.Meth. 54(1967)29
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VII. DATA ACQUISITION AND DATA ANALYSIS

VII.1. INTRODUCTION

P.A. Kroon and F. Sporrel

In July 1980 the data-analysis facilities at the KVI were considerably

enhanced by the arrival of a VAX-computer system. This system consists of a VAX

U/780 processor, 512 kb of memory, 2 disc drives of 67 Mb capacity each, a 125

ips, 800/1600 bps magnetic tape drive, and 8 terminal lines. A lineprinter was

added in a later stage. This printer is of the impact matrix type and is able to

produce spectrum plots in a sufficiently high resolution to replace the slow

incremental pen plotter which is currently in use. The installation and

acceptance of the VAX system was completed within three weeks after arrival.

Apart from some inital hardware problems the system is running very reliably.

Since the majority of interactive data-analysis programs for the PDP-15 has been

written in assembly language for the sake of speed and memory usage, and since

it contains parts that have been written specifically for the PDP-15 hardware,

the conversion of these programs to the VAX will not be finished before the

second half of 1981. However, programs written in the PDP-15 Fortran dialect,

although most of them required many changes, usually were converted within a few

days. This is mainly due to the powerful debugging facilities available under

VAX/VMS.

The number of PDP-15 systatus in operation has been reduced to two due to

severe hardware problems. Currently, one PDP-15 is available for data-

acquisition, a second one will remain in use for off-line data-analysis until

the data-analysis has been completely moved to the VAX.

For more details about the hardware development see chapter VIII.

- i

V.
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VII.2. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Data acquisition and data analysis.

P.A. Kroon and F. Sporrel.

Software for multiplicity experiments (with D. Hageman). The programs for

acquisition and analysis of data in multiplicity experiments MTAKE and MPLAY

have been revised to the same level as the programs TAKE and PLAY and various

new features were added. This makes future modifications in and additions to

TAKE and PLAY more easily applicable to the multiplicity programs.

Software for the PACAM-80 interface. Driver software has been written for a

CAMAC ADC system based on the new PACAM-80 interface which allows data-

acquisition using the Tennelec Pace system in combination with CAMAC ADC's,

TDC's and bitpattern modules. This in contradistinction to the older Pacam

interface which restricted the number of ADC inputs to the 8 inputs of the Pace

. system. The driver software and the PACAM-80 interface have now been tested.

Implementation in the data-acquisition software is in progress.

Testing of new high-resolution CAMAC ADC's. Software has been written for and

tests have been performed on the LRS type 3511 and 3512 high resolution CAMAC

ADC's. These tests were designed to run under realistic conditions, with many

other active modules in the same CAMAC crate. The average results of tests for

these ADC's were significantly worse than those fcr the Tennelec Pace system.

File transfer between PDP-15 and VAX. Two programs have been written for the

PDP-15 to support transfer of textfiles between PDP-15 and VAX on magnetic tape

in the VAX/VMS structure which is based on the format defined by the ANSI X3.27-

1978 standard.

Filtering of event data. A special version of the multlparameter coincidence

event replay program PLAY (called PLAYF) has been written which allows filtering
? of event data. Datafiles can be created which contain only subjects of interest

;, from the original datafiles. The events which will be written on the output file

: must meet a given set of conditions (1- and 2-dimensional gates), and/or

I combinations. Since this option required only minor modifications when

. implemented in the acquisition program TAKE, it has been added as a standard

; feature. PLAYF is frequently applied to data containing only a small friction of

Ï elastic events in a large number of events originating from inelastic

j scattering.
I

I Spectrum storage on the VAX. With our PDP-15 systems spectra are stored on

i. dectape and accessed by a blocknumber. The capacity of one dectape is

I approximately 150 Kchannels of 18 bits each. For the VAX system the most natural

|; choice is the disc as working storage medium (not for archiving) with 32 bits
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for the size of one spectrum channel. Since the major part of the spectra

contain many channels with very few counts, it has been investigated how coding

or compression of spectrum data on a storage medium can result in higher storage

efficiency. Some statistical information on a large number of existing spectra

shows that the average savings amount to less than 25 percent, and does not

justify the introduction of all necessary complications. A second consideration

is whether each spectrum should occupy one file, or more spectra should be

combined into one file. The first alternative has the advantage that VAX file

manipulation utilities are available to handle individual spectra, while the

subdirectory concept of VAX/VMS offers the tool to keep groups of spectra

logically separated. The disadvantage is that considerable amounts of storage

space are wasted at the end of each file due to the disc block clustering.

Therefore the second approach is more attractive. It resembles the Partitioned

Data Set (PDS) idea as described by Comfort ', but requires considerable

effort for the development of the required software package. However, with the

release of version 2 of the VAX/VMS operating system the concept of a "text

library", resembling the PDS concept, 1J> introduced. Standard subroutines and a

librarian utility are available to maintain such libraries. It was decided to

base the procedures for spectrum storage and I/O on these text libraries.

1. J.R. Comfort, Comp.Phys.Comm.16(1978)35
2. J.R. Comfort, Comp.Phys.Comm.19(1980)43
3. J.R. Comfort, Comp.Phys.Comm. 19(1980)51
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Data link between the PDP-11/34 and the VAX (with H. Schreuder). A simple data

link between the PDP-11/34 used for cycloton control and the VAX system has been

constructed. Both systems are linked together by the interconnection of a 9600

bps terminal port on both systems. The software written consists of a process

called CYCLINK in the VAX and a task VAXLINK in the PDP-11/34. The link

currently allows file transfers from the PDP-11/34 to the VAX with optional

spooling to the VAX lineprinter.

Accounting on the VAX. The VAX/VMS system provides in an accounting facility

which keeps record of the use of all the VAX resources in a so called accounting

file. Since the need for information from this file is Installation dependent,

no standard utilities are supplied with the system, for examining or printing

file contents or summaries. Some utilities for this purpose have been written.

Graphics terminals and software. For the representation of spectra, twinkle

plots etc. during interactive data-analysis some form of graphic output is

undispensable. The PDP-15 systems used Tektronix 611 storage displays which were

directly interfaced to the computer's I/O bus and provided high dot-plotting

rates. The simplicity of the interface, however, required that vector and

character generation, and cursor manipulation all had to be done by the

software. This is undesirable in a multi-user system. Furthermore considerations

like resolution, vector generation speed, the advantage of a rasterscan display

over a storage screen, the way in which cursor manipulation is driven, made us

decide to standardize on the T5600 series of graphics terminals produced by

SIGMA Electronics Ltd. A package of subroutines has been written to drive this

terminal from the Fortran level.

Event I/O. The format of event-data magtapes as produced by the current PDP-15

data-acquisition programs is based on the 18-bits format in which event

descriptors are delivered by the Pace system through the old PACAM interface.

Both the availability of the new PACAM-80 interface (see above) and the

introduction of the VAX system asked for a new standard for the event-data

files. A preliminary new internal KVI standard has been defined. A program has

been written to convert old style PDP-15 event tapes to VAX files conforming
; this new standard.

1 Microprocessor development cross-software. The 8080 cross assembler which is

|- available on the PDP-15 systems has been rewritten for the VAX. A utility has

. | been written to load programs assembled by this cross-assembler into a the
'è

" * target microprocessor system by connecting the microprocessor's terminal port to

a VAX terminal port. To enhance the cross-development facilities a software

package has been purchased from from Whitesmith's Ltd. It allows programming in

either PASCAL, the C language or A-natural. These programs can either be run on
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the VAX for debugging or be loaded as described above into the target

microprocessor system. No experience has yet been gained with this package.

KINEMA, a relativistic kinematics program (with F. Zwarts). KINEMA is an

entirely rewritten and improved version of the PDP-15 program E3EFI. It performs

various relativistic kinematic calculations for two-body nuclear reactions

including decay of one of the reaction products and correction for energy loss

in various types of targets. In addition the settings for the analysing magnet

and the magnetic spectrograph can be calculated and peak positions can be

calculated from excition energies and vice versa.

A general purpose isotope mass file (with F. Zwarts). In many programs it is

required to have accurate masses of isotopes available. A file has been created

containing the number of nucleons and the mass excess for almost 2000 isotopes.

Subroutines are available to lookup a given isotope in the random access file,

and to roughly estimate masses for those isotopes which are not in the file. It

is intended to rewrite the subroutine package to access the isotope mass data as

an indexed sequential file with multiple keys for isotopename, mass and number

of nucleons. An example of the use can be found in the program KINEMA.

CIO, a package of subroutines for conversational terminal I/O. CIO is a package

of subroutines serving as a man-machine interface for interactive programs,

which requires input of parameters and answers to questions from a user

terminal. Usually the program guides the user through a series of questions on

("prompts") which tell him what is required, in which units, what the limits

are, etcetera. In Fortran programs which require the input of many parameters,

this often leads to very long and almost unreadable sequences of WRITE, READ and

FORMAT statements. If in addition limit checking and the provision of defaults

is desired many IF statements are also needed.

Practised users of a particular program also feel it as a disadvantage that,

once they have seen the first question, they know most of the questions that fol-

low but still have to await the prompt for each parameter before its input can be

entered.

The CIO package has been designed such that most of the disadvantages can

be avoided. In addition many other useful features are implemented:

-Input of the value of a parameter, including the optional use of all features

described below, requires only one single call to the proper entry in the CIO

package.

-Type ahead: the specified prompt string is only displayed if the user has not

already typed the required input in advance on one of the previous prompts.

Optional specification of a default value for the parameter.
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-Optlonal specification of a lower and/or upper limits for the entered value, to

be checked by CIO.

-Free format input with soft error recovery. Erroneous input results in

understandable warnings and does not abort the program.

-A mechanism to optionally provide the user of alternative paths through the

dialogue.

-The possibility to run programs using CIO in batch mode without modification.

-A sample but efficient help-facility, intended to be extended to the level of

the VAX/VMS help system.

-A multi-level alternative input file facility. At any place where input is

requested the user may enter a file specification causing the input to proceed

from that file.

SUMRUL. A sum-rule model program

J. tukasiak

A program has been written (in Fortran-IV-PLUS for the PDP VAX-780 computer) to

calculate cross-sections in incomplete-fusion reactions according to the sum-

rule model '. The sum-rule (eq.7 of ref.l) requires that all possible reactions

channels are taken into account. To relieve a user from the task of preparing

voluminous input data (threshold energies Qgg as well as A and Z for all nuclei

involved), use has been made from the information contained in the mass table

file available in the KYI VAX system. Besides the model parameters (Ac, qc, T)

the user only needs to specify AN and AZ to include all the reaction channels

with ejectiles in the range N e. < N . + AN and Z ej e < Z Q* + AZ for which

Qpp. can be calculated from the experimental masses.
oo

For all reaction channels the program prints out Q , the change in the

Coulomb interaction due to the charge transfer Qc, the relative reaction

probability exp['°-gg~°-c)'T], and the limiting angular momentum. Besides this,

there are several output options available, permitting to obtain the energy and

angular momentum dependence of the cross section for selected reaction channels

and/or a concise summary of cross sections and mean A-values for all channels at

one beam energy.

1. J. Wilczyrfski, K. Siwek-Wilczyri'ska, J. van Driel, S. Gonggrijp, D.C.J.M.
Hagetnan, R.V.F. Janssens, J. iukasiak, R.H. Siemssen, Phys.Rev.Letters
45((1980)606
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VII.3. HARDWARE MAINTANANCE

T.F.L. Annbrust, H.A.P. van der Duin, D. Kamphuis, H.A.P. Lohrengel.

The PDP-11/34 cyclotron computer, the 11/04 remote batch terminal and the

this year installed VAX-11/780 installation are now all covered by a Digital

maintenance contract. Maintenance on the PDP-15 computers as well as regular

daily maintenance on all computer installations is performed by our own staff.

Serious problems with the fixed head disc's of the on-line PDP-15 data-

acquisition computer and intermittent failures in one of the two PDP-15 off-line

analysis computers has decreased their availability considerably. In general the

at present poor performance of the PDP-15 computer installations is caused by

integrated circuits which became unreliable and were in many cases the source of

intermittent problems.

Because the off-line work will be shifted towards the new VAX-11/780

installation we decided to compose a "new" PDP-15 on-line machine out of

reliable parts of the two broken-down computers. After installation some ECO

problems had to be solved. The remaining parts will be reserved as spare parts

for the two PDP-15's.
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VIII, ELECTRONICS

Electronics ,(

T.F.L. Armbrust, W.T.L. Bisseling1, H.A.P. van der Duin, D. Kamphuis, H. Kooi,

D. Kuipers, H.A.P. Lohrengel, J. Mulder, H» Pater1, B.D. Taenzer1.

W.J. Uytenbogaardt

I. Development of beam-line electronics and computer control of the cyclotron

A program has been written to produce documentation about the local and

remote control system of beamlines which are controlled by PLC's (Philips

Programmable Logic Controllers). Communication software is implemented into the

beamline control program, using the EH 565 serial i/o modules for the data

transfer between the control room and the beamline. A communication link between

the VAX computer and the PLC program development station, (fig. 1) became

available for program development, maintenance and storage.

Fig.l. PLC Program development station

A considerable part of our activities was related to computer control of

the cyclotron. Ideas were worked out for a new control desk and the installation

of a CAMAC serial highway has been started. Furthermore, a start is made to

specify the conditions by which equipment can be connected to the serial
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highway. The power units for the concentric and valley coils are the first

major parts of the cyclotron installation which will be interfaced to this

serial highway. In view of this we redesigned the control electronics of the

power units and developed interface hardware to CAMAC DAC's and ADC's.

2. Electronics for the beam scanners

The beamscanners, model "Vader" (KVI Annual Report 1973, p.78) are now

controlled by a CAMAC ICC (Intelligent Crate Controllers) (Annual Report 1975,

p.85). Fig.2 shows the hardware set-up.

Fig.2. Beamscanner electro:.ics — Stepping motor controller

[—Output register

I p Digital voltmeter

KVI 2113

— Communication interface

p 31K memory module

r- Intelligent
t I crate controller

CAMAC
CRATE

To cyclotron computer

Power unit

Motor control unit

Only one CAMAC stepping-motor-controller is used to supply the timing

signals to a motor control unit. This unit selects a relay module depending on

the information supplied by a CAMAC output register. The relay module will

activate the beamscanner stepping motor. An isolated wire scans the beam and the

measured current is converted into a current-to-voltage converter and is

transmitted to a CAMAC digital voltmeter with an autorange option. Up to 16

relay modules can be selected by one motor control unit. The CAMAC ICC handles

the beamscanner electronics and communicates with the PDP-11/34 cyclotron

computer via a CAMAC interface. Software for the ICC-8080 micro-processor is

wricten. It controls the beamscanner logic, the DVM and the communication link.

Accepted software commands are:

R to inform if the system is ready.
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M(00..16) for a scan with one of the 16 beamscanners.

W(00..63) transfers the desired data word to the cyclotron computer.

B(00..64) transfers blocks of 16 data words.

Z transfers the zero offset of the DVM.

An "error" is transferred to the cyclotron computer when an undefined command is

received by the ICC.

The complete hardware has been installed and operates with beam currents

from 20 nA. However mainly because of the unreliability of the DVM module we

will replace the current-to-voltage converters in the relay modules by a

logarithmic amplifier and the DVM by a CAMAC ADC with fixed input range.

3. Remote control of beam-line slit systems

The beam-line silt systems are now under control of the PDP-11/34 cyclotron

computer. Commands are transmitted via the CAMAC serial highway to a slit-system

control unit, which can select up to 256 slit-heads. Each silt head Is activated

by a stepping motor and can be moved with a speed of 0.4 mm/sec. Their positions

are detected by linear potentiometers connected to a CAMAC ADC via relay units.

One, or simultaneously two slit-heads may be selected and set to a new

position. Also a slit head can be selected to readout its position only. A

provision is made for a limit switch input on the CAMAC module which can be used

Reloyunit_

18 position
I outputs

From previous rshiy unit
lo next relay unit or

CAMAC ADC

Fig.3. Block diagram slit-system controller

&
ii,
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Fig.4.
Test set-up for the
slit-system controller

to stop the selected stepping motor(s). For local control a portable unit can be

connected to the slit system control unit. Fig.3 shows the slit-system control

unit including the CAMAC module, the motor control unit and the relay unit.

The CAMAC module contains a 12 bit address register which selects and

controls the desired slit head(s). The first word loaded into the address

register is copied into register A, the second word, to activate a second slit-

hea, is copied into register B of the motor control unit. Another register, the

stepcounter, stores 12 bits by which the new position is specified. A status

register informs about errors in power supplies, the control of one or two slit-

heads, command errors and the limit-switch position. The cyclotron computer can

use a set of CAMAC functions to control the beam-line slit system, these

functions are used to read or write the address register and stepcounter, to

read the status and the limit register A and B and to clear all the registers to

initialize the entire system. The motor control unit compares the contents of

both registers A and B and sets a error bit in the status register when equal
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information was loaded into these registers. The stepping motor controller,

which supplies timing information to the stepping motors, drives the bus lines

together with the information supplied by the registers A and B. Several relay

units can be connected to these bus lines; each of them can select up to 8

stepping motors and also up to 8 associated linear potentiometers. The position

of each relay unit in the cabinet specifies which group of 8 stepping motors is

selected- The analog information from the potentiometers is transmitted via

relay contacts to a desy-chained cable which is connected to the CAMAC ADC. The

limit registers A and B are loaded with the actual slit-head positions during

their movements. As soon as the limit switch becomes active, these two registers

are no longer updated and the corresponding stepping motor is stopped. A read

function to these registers supplies the user the latest position of the slit-

head after which he can deside how to procede. One cabinet can house the motor

control unit and up to 5 relay units. A driver module is made which extends the

bus to one or more extension cabinets.

4. Nuclear electronics

Two new NXM-modules have been developed:

i) A temperature meter (KVI Model 88) is a simple digital display module which

displays temperature in degrees Celsius of a PT1OO sensor from -100°C to +100°C

with an accuracy of ±1°C.

ii) A pico-Ampere meter (KVI Model 89) is designed to measure low bias currents

of Ge(Li) detectors at high voltages. It has a 500 pA and a 5 nA range, can be

used at voltages of at least 2000 V and is battery operating. ;:|

Furthermore several previous designed NIM modules have been duplicated: ;'

lx KVI model 1, pre-amp power supply. "

3x KVI model 74, fast delay and pulse former. .:

4x KVI model 82, light pulser. .;

7x KVI model 83, spectrum stabilizer. j

5. A new CAMAC based ADC-computer interface fi

A new CAMAC module, FACAM-80 (KVI model 96) has been developed as an 3

interface between the Tennelec ADC (PACE)-system and the on-line PDP-15 ]
5

computer. This module will replace the existing PACAM (KVI model 28, see KVI j

Annual Report 1973,p.81) which now connects the Tennelec PACE system onto the ;
•1

PDP-15 computer. The advantage of the PACAM-80, is the event readout of several ;

CAMAC ADC's and TDC's together with the PACE system in one block transfer. The 1

maximum number of analog inputs to be handled by one DMA transfer is now limited \
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by the existing ADC/TDC hardware and the limitations of the CAMAC branch highway

driver. The first built PACAM-80 (fig.5) has been tested and worked succesfully

with a test program on the PDF-15 computer.

Fig.5. PACAM-80, a CAMAC ADC interface

6. Description of the PACAM-80 (see fig.6)

The PACAM-80 memory consist of eight 14-bit data registers, one for each

ADC stretcher. There are 13 bits of ADC data and one overflow bit loaded into

the 14 bits data registers. An "event size" register should be loaded by the

maximum stretcher number. This register then defines the latest stretcher which

will be read out by the PACAM-80. A DATA LAM is set after the last specified

stretcher has been red out and its associated data is stored into the

corresponding data register. This DATA LAM can be used to initiate the DMA block

transfer. The PACAM-80 has no facility to clear the linear stretchers and does

not use the HALT REQUEST/GRANT logic of the PACE system to initiate a stop mode.

These functions are now realized by simple START-STOP logic which inhibits

events to all CAMAC and PACE ADC's during data processing and during the time

the PACAM-80 is in the stop mode.The START-STOP logic is a part of the PACAM-80

module.
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Fig.7. Data acquisition configuration with PACAM-80's
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Besides the DATA LAM the module has a second LAM. the STATUS LAM, which is

set after status information is changed. The status of the ADC START/STOP

controller switch, the ADC STOP/CONVERT switch, the ADC POWER OK and the PACAM-

80 DTL switch can be read by one CAMAC read status function.

Two PACAM-80's (the second module will become available in 1981) together

with our present electronics create a flexible and large data acquisition

configuration with more than 40 linear analog input channels. A possible

configuration is shown in fig.7.

The MULTI-EVENT-SELECTOR (M.E.S.) (KVI model 64, see KVI Annual Report

1976, p.117) accepts 8 different events and generates 8 different groups of gate

outputs corresponding to each event input. These gates may be connected to both

PACE ADC systems, to the LRS 2259 gate, to the ADC AD811 strobe input or to the

gate inputs of other CAMAC ADC's. Furthermore these gate outputs may be used for

TDC start signals. One PACAM-80 START-STOP logic section is used to recieve the

master event signal from the M.E.S. unit. From this START-STOP logic the event

signal is sent to all active ADC's and TDC's. Its function is to inhibit events

to ADC's and TDC's during data processing and after a computer stop command. It

can also be used to "Inhibit" sealers in the data acquisition stop mode.

1. Cyclotron operators for 50% of their time.
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IX. INSTRUMENTATION

The QMG/2 spectrograph and its detectors

A.G. Drentje, A.M. van den Berg, J.M.R. van der Blij, M.N. Harakeh and

J. Sijbring

The spectrograph has been used - without major breakdown - in a great deal

of the experiments performed at KVI. In particular we mention the increased

interest in coincidence-type experiments. The Faraday cup, located inside the 40

cm diameter scattering chamber and therefore close to the detectors, has been a

restricting factor in ^coincidence measurements. For this reason experiments

with the spectrograph at zero degrees have become popular, because the beam is

than stopped somewhere in the first magnet, far from the target. Design work has

been started in order to increase the distance of the Faraday cup from the

target in a range of forward angles.

As part of a program to improve the total experimental resolution some

properties of the 105° cyclotron bean analyzing magnet have been studied; in

that case the spectrograph at zero degrees, equiped with a viewing target in the

focal plane was used to detect momentum aberrations.

600

400

200

0 n

Ru(d,6Li)
Ed=45MeV

jft -
UiT 1 A

Fig.l.
Particle identification in a Ru(d, Li) experiment,
using a AE detector in between the position
sensitive detectors.

0 50 00

CHANNEL

In experiments like the (d, Li) - reaction particle identification is

difficult by means of time of flight, and also by means of the scintillator

signal, since the light output deteriorates with increasing ion charge in

particular in the presence of intense background. Substantial improvements have

been made after the construction of AE detectors, located in between the two

position-sensitive detectors of each system in the focal plane. In fig. 1 the AE

spectrum, obtained in a recent RuCd.^Li) measurement, indicates that a clear

particle identification is now possible.

The manufacturing of a 120 cm focal-plane detector along the same principle

as the two 50 cm detector systems presently in use, is close to completion.

1. P. Nammensma et al., K.V.I. Annual Report 1979, p. 144.
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Mini-Orange-Four, a system for multiple electron detection

W. de Goede*, H. Kleiman1, J. van Klinken, S.M. van Netten, S.P. Steendam ,

W.Z. Venema and H. Wieringa1

Successive Mini-Orange "generations"' show a steady evolution towards

higher transmissions and greater flexibility, so that experiments of increasing

complexity could be handled. The 1979 Annual Report ' mentioned the completion

of a dual Mini-Orange system. When in the past year this dual system was used

for studies of actinlde nuclei, It soon became clear that a further step into

the direction of multi-electron detection would be of general importance:

i) Singles spectra for several different energy regions can be recorded

simultaneously,

li) Various electron-electron coincidences (eet, eyt and higher fold) can be

registered.

Ill) The system can be used for spectroscopy based on internal pair creation,

iv) By using different magnet systems and Si(Li) detectors (e.g. for extremely

low or extremely high energies) the system can offer desirable stand-by

options. The reliability for actual electron-measurements is increased.

The two Mini-Oranges of the existing dual system are placed horizontally at

±135* with respect to the cyclotron beam (The backward angle is chosen in view

of minimum influence of y rays). Simple geometrical considerations, however,

show the possibility of inserting two additional Mini-Oranges, also at 135° but

in the vertical plane. This plane is less convenient than the horizontal one,

but the inherent problems of detector cooling and magnet mounting can be solved.

The resulting design of a Mini-Orange-four system is based on a vacuum chamber

M F

Fig.l. Mini-Orange-Four in statu nascendi.

from an octahedron of aluminium. This octahedron can be recognized in fig.

mr Mini-Orange systems (A shown; B, C and D "removed") can be connected via

V-t
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VAT valves to four adjacent sides of the octaheder in such a way that they are

grouped around the incident cyclotron beam. Through the opening B, the Mini-

Orange magnets M of system A are just visible. The target sledge is symbolically

indicated by the strip F.

It is hoped that this system will be operational in the course of 1981.

1. Lab. voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen.
2. R.V.F. Janssens et al., A double Mini-Orange Spectrometer, in preparation.
3. K.V.I, Annual Report 1979 p. 148; this Annual Report p. 87 and 89.
4. J. van Klinken, S.J, Feenstra and G. Dumont, Nucl.Instr.Meth. 51(1978)433

New experience with the sputtering of powder

A.H. Bennirik

The preparation of targets by means of sputtering has been of increasing

importance during the last years. One of the main disadvantages of the

sputtering method, however, is the low sputtering yield for most solid

materials. Up to a certain angle this yield increases with increasing sputtering

angle; above this angle this yield decreases again in most cases »^. Therefore

the most effective way for sputtering is to place the material at 50° - 60° with

the incoming heavy-ion beam.

The mechanical structure of the sputtering unit at the K.V.I, did not allow

this when using powders, the form in which most of the enriched isotopes are

commercially obtained. In the cases of platinum and tungsten we have solved this

problem by pressing the fine powders to a thin metal bead using a hydraulic

press. Then the procedure as normal for solid materials was followed, resulting

in 200-500 |ig/cm selfsupporting foils. By placing these materials at 45° the

obtained yield- is 5 to 10 times higher than in the case of using powered

materials.

It is obvious that not all materials can be pressed into a metal bead.

Therefore we changed the setup in such a way that the ion source can be placed

at an angle with respect to the vertical direction. This will give better j

results for most materials. f
I

1. I.N. Evdokimov and V.A. Molchanov, Can. J. Phys. ̂ 6_ (1968) 779. ]
2. R. Behrisch, Erg. Exakten Naturwissenschaften 35 (1964) 295. j

• I

t )
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Target production

A.H. Bennink and T.W. Tuintjer

Over 150 targets have been prepared this year. Most of them were

selfsupporting foils, made from isotopically enriched materials. Since many of

these materials easily oxidize in air, a considerable percentage of the targets

were produced, handled and stored under vacuum or argon.

The various specifications and details of the targets are indicated in the

following table.

Target element

natSi

4°Ca
t»atSc

naty

64Ni

63,65Cu

78,80,82Se

104,105,108pd

106,108,110,112,116

142,144,146,148,^

144,148,150,154Sm

">o G d
natTb

164Dy

natTa

182,184,186W

natw

191,193Ir

154pt

natAu

natTh

starting

material

Si

CaCo3

Sc

V

NiO

Cu

Se

Pd

Cd CdO

Nd2O3

Sm203

Gd2O3

Tb

Dy2O3

Ta

W

W

Ir

Ft

Au

Th

method

a

a

b

c

b

b

b

c

b,d

a,c

a,c

a,c

c

a

c

1

c

1

1

c

c

backing

f

f

e"

f

f

f

f

e,f

e.f

f

f

f

e'

f

e

f

f

f

f

f

thickness

(ng/cnr)

0.2

0.3-0.5

0.2

0.2-1.5

0.1-0.2

0.1-0.2

0.2

0.2-1.6

0.1-2.0

0.3-0.5

1.0-2.0

1.0-2.55

2.0-6.0

2.0

0.2-0.5

0.5-3.0

0.1-0.2

0.2

2.0

0.5 1.0

remarks

g.J

Al-sandwich, h

special, h, i

g

g

g

g

k

a) Simultaneous reduction and evaporation using electron- gun.
b) Vacuum evaporation using resistance-heating.
c) Rolling.
d) Electrolytlcal reduction.
e) Carbon backing 20 ug/cm , e': 50 ug/cm , e": formvar
f) Selfsupporting foils.
g) Target handled under vacuum or argon.
h) A.H. Bennink and T.W. Tuintjer, Newsletter Int. Nucl. Target Dev. Soc., July

1979, p. 11.
i) K.V.I. Annual Report 1978, p. 146.
j^ This Annual Report p. 15U
k) This Annual Report p. 152
1) Heavy-ion sputtering.

,'-•» .\iMi- -:
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Preparation and handling of metallic calcium targets

A.H. Bennink and T.W. Tuintjer

Over the last three years a method has been developed for the preparation

and handling of metallic rare-earth foils '. The same technique has now been

extended to produce clean and oxygen-free metallic calcium targets, with

thicknesses ranging from 300 to 1500 p,g/cm2.

The decomposition of calcium carbonate and the reduction of calcium oxide

is done in two steps. We first converted the carbonate to the oxide via the
900 9C

reaction: CaCO» ---•# CaO + CO_t by heating in a platinum crucible to 900° C in

an air atmosphere for 2 hours. The completenessy of the decomposition was

checked by weighing the sample before and after the reaction. For the reduction

to calcium metal, the oxide was thouroughly mixed with 1.2 times the

stochiometric amount of zirconium powder and put into a tantalum crucible '.

Above this crucible we placed at a distance of 6 to 8 cm a substrate on which

the Ca finally will be evaporated. This substrate, consisted of a high-gloss

chromium coated metal plate (normally used to give mirror surfaces to

photographic prints). This plate was cleaned using substrate cleaner ; and

clamped onto a block of copper. After evacuating the system to a pressure of

10~" torr, the source temperature was slowly raised to the reduction !

temperature, for the reaction: 2CaO + Zr —•• ZrO- + 2 Cat . We found that the

evaporation of pure calcium metal started at 1300"C. The temperature readings

were taken with an optical pyrometer. The thickness of the evaporated calcium ;

layer was monitored using a home-made quartz crystal thickness monitor^'. £

Because of the spreading of the beam of the evaporant and the limited dimensions '.'.\

of the substrate, we put a glass shield around the substrate in order to reclaim :r.

as much of the isotopic material as possible. After the foil had obtained the f

desired thickness the substrate was taken out of the bell-jar via the vacuum )

interlock system and transferred to an argon-filled glove box. There the j

finished foil wa.s cut into sections, lifted from the substrate with forceps, and ft

mounted on its target frame. |

1
1. A.H. Bennink and T.W. Tuintjer, Proc. 1979 Ann. Conf. Int. Nucl. Target Bev. |

Soc., N.E.N., Boston, U.S.A. •]
2. Balzers Union A.G. |
3. A.H. Bennink and T.W. Tuintjer, Newsletter Int. Nucl. Target Dev. Soc., July f

1979, p.U. I
i

* I'
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Construction of a foil stretching apparatus

W.J.J. Spljkervet1 and R. Roode2

To prepare very thin polypropylene foils by stretching, we have built an

apparatus similar to the one described by Barras and Blake '. The foils are

meant to serve as entrance window of a position sensitive detector ' in the

focal plane of a double-focusing B spectrometer.

The essential part of the stretching apparatus is a slightly curved

aluminium disk with a diameter of 45 cm and a curvature radius of 250 cm. The

disk is coated with teflon to reduce friction between disk and polypropylene and

to avoid sticking of the stretched foil. The disk is heated by means of a 500 W

Chromalox heater ring held in a groove on the rear side of the disk. The heater

ring is powered with a manually controlled triac switching circuit. The

temperature is sensed by thermocouples at 3 different positions on the disk. By

trial and error it was found that a temperature distribution with 90 °C near the

centre and 82 °C near the rim of the disk gives good results.

A piece of 25 (im non-oriented polypropylene foil^ EBB/25 is clamped

between two rings and the foil is stretched by pushing the heated disk through

these rings until the desired film thickness is obtained. The disk is raised by

a hydraulic cylinder, with a stroke of about 60 cm. Oil is pressed into the

hydraulic cylinder through a needle valve by pressurized air. The system permits

a smooth and uniform movement of the disk with a speed from zero up to about 8

mm/s. Normally, a speed of 4 rnrn/s is used.

The stretched film is removed from the disk with the aid of a ring that is

covered with double face paper tape. The stretched films have an area of 400 cm2

and a uniform thickness of 100±10 jig/cm . Further stretching will result in an

inhomogeneous foil thickness. If supported by a tungsten mesh, the stretched

foils can stand a pressure of 0.6 bar.

1. Lab. voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen
2. D.M. Barras and R.L. Blake, Rev.Sci.Instr. 48(1977)116.
3. KVI Annual Report 1979, p. 156.
4. British Cellophane Ltd., P.O. Box 68, Haren, the Netherlands
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X. MEDICAL PHYSICS

Short-lived isotopes for medical application

H.D. Beerling, A. Feenstra, E.J. de Graaf, T. Kuilman, A.MtJ. Paans,

A. Rijskamp, W. Vaalburg, J. Welleweerd, J.F, van der Werf, T. Wiegman,

Department of Nuclear Medicine (Head: Prof.Dr. M.G. Woldring), University

Hospital Groningen and Organic-Chemistry Laboratory, University of Groningen

(Head: Prof.Dr. H. Wijnberg)

In the course of this year the new beam line, the G line, and the new

irradiation cell were completed. The beam line was succesfully tested with

different beams. The official go ahead for the construction of the B laboratory

and associated facilities from the Ministry of Education and Science was

obtained. The B laboratory will be connected with the irradiation cell by means

of a target transport system. In the laboratory four hot cells will be

installed.

Carbon-11 labelled radiopharmaceuticals for brain studies.

(in cooperation with J. Korf, Biological Psychiatry, and J.P.W.F. Lakke,

Neurology. The research is supported by ZWO-FUNGO, project 13-31-48)

The cerebral distribution of ^C-DOFA was studied in the dog. From earlier

studies in rats ' it appeared that in the carbidopa treated animal brain

structures with high DOPA-decarboxylase activiy, especially the striatum, showed

lower accumulation of the label, leading to an uneven distribution of

radioactivity in the brain. In the present tomographic studies with the dog a

non-uniform distribution of the radioactivity in the brain area is observed, as

shown in figs. 1 and 2. The attention is focused on a region with a lower

concentration of radioactivity, probably at the position of the striatum. This

has to be confirmed by further experiments. As outlined above the brain

structures of interest, the dopaminergic structures, will be localized with **C-

DOPA as regions with a relative low concentration of radioactivity. Because this

Fig.l.

Tomographic image of the sagittal midplane of the
dog's haad after intravenous injection with 300 yCi
nC-DOPA in the carbidopa treated animal.
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Fig.2.

The region of minimal activity is
marked by the white area in the cen-
tral brain region. The position of
the ears and eyes are marked by the
two bright spots. The curve repre-
sents the activity in the marked
region in the different tomographic
planes.

'cold spot' detection has some disadvantages also a 'hot spot' approach in which

the structures of Interest will be detected as sites of higher radioactivity is

started. ADTN and a number of its N-alkylated derivates have shown to bind with

a higher affinity to dopamine receptors. A rapid synthesis to label these

compounds with C is in progress.

1. J. Korf, S. Reiffers, H.D, Beerling, J.P.W.F. Lakke, A.M.T. Paans,
W, Vaalburg, M.G. Woldring, Brain Res. 145(1978)59.

Carbon-11 labelled DOPA, a melanin precursor for the detection of eye melanoma

(in cooperation with A. van Langevelde, Pharmacology Lab., Univ. of Leiden)

In order to develop a radiopharmaceutlcal for the detection of eye melanoma

the biodistribution of C labeled L-tyrosine and L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine

(L-DOPA) was investigated in Syrian Golden hamsters with Greene melanoma.

According to the Raper-Mason scheme, melanin synthesis starts with L-tyrosine,

which is converted into L-DOPA. L-DOPA is converted into dopaquinone which,

after several steps, polymerizes to melanin. L-DOPA is also converted through

dopamine into epinephrine, which accumulates in the adrenals. Animal studies

with C labelled DOPA showed a high accumulation in the melanoma. Only in

liver, kidney, adrenals and urine a higher uptake was found than in the tumour.

The accumulation of DL-(1-C-11)DOPA in melanoma was proven by injection of this

compound in hamsters wit transplanted melanoma, as shown in fig. 3. C labelled

DOPA shows to be a promising radiopharmaceutical for the external detection of

ocular melanoma.

Carbon-11 labelled steroid hormones as receptor-binding radiopharmaceuticals

In the last decade it has been shown that the response of a.' mammary cancer

to endocrine therapy is correlated with the concentration of estrogen receptors

in the tumour and the binding of steroids to these receptors. Our effort to

develop radiopharmaceuticals, which can be used for the localisation of hormone
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Fig. 3. Image of hamster with a melanoma in the right eye, 20 min after
injection with 100 uCi 11C DOPA. The accumulation in the tumour is
obvious when the activity in liver, kidneys and bladder is neglected.

sensitive tumours and for the in vivo measurement of tumour response to

alternations in the hormonal environment are based on these findings. Besides

our research with C-17oc-ethynylestradiol and C-moxestrol, we became

interested in the possibilities of C-17oc-methylestradiol as receptor-binding

radiopharmaceutical. To investigate the biodistribution of 17a-mehylestradiol we

prepared the •% derivative by methylation of H-estrone following a method

described before . Loading-dose studies showed that, using a specific activity

of 5 Ci/mmol, 30 minutes after injection, an uterus to blood ratio of 17.6 ±5.2

was found. The organ uptake was 1.2 ± 0.3 % dose/g wet tissue. These data

suggest that 1C-labelled 17a-methylestradiol, with specific activities as low

as 5 Ci/mmol, has a potential as receptor binding radiopharmaceutical.

Distribution studies of this *^C-compound and other ^ C steroids with positron

emission tomography in ratsbearing DMBA-induced tumours are in progress.

2. S. Reiffers, W. Vaalburg, T. Wiegman. H. Wijnberg, M.G. Woldring, Int. J.
Appl.Radiat.Isotop. 31(1980)535.

Short-lived radioactive gases for pulmonary studies

(in cooperation with the Lungfunction Laboratory. Head: Dr. R. Peset. Research

supported by the Stichting Medisch Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek FUNGO)

The regional pulmonary studies with 1 3N 2 and
 1 1C0 2 have been continued. A
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completely remote controlled system for the production of 13NH3, which serves as
13

a starting material for the preparation of N2» has been installed in a hot

cell. Up to five batches of a sterile and pyrogen free product can be prepared.

The steam distillation of the iradiated water has been replaced by a

distillation under a helium flow. The amounts of NaOH and Devarda's alloy have

been optimized for a maximum yield.

Cobalt-55 labeled bleomycin.

(ir. cooperation with O.E» Nieweg. Research supported by the Stichting Koningin

Wilhelmina Fonds, Nederlandse Organisatie voor de Kankerbestrijdlng)

Since the positron camera became operational Co was produced on a regular

basis. By installing the iron target (thickness 1.25 mm) just in front of the

gas target and using a beam of 35 MeV Co and C can be produced

simultaneoulsy. The radionuclidic purity of the 55Co is 99 % at the end of

bombardment. Only 56Co «1%) and 57Co «0.01%) could be detected after the

separation of the cobalt from the target material. The value of Co-bleomycin

in the detection and staging of lung cancer is well established '. The long

halfsterile and pyrogen free product can be prepared. The steam distillation of

the iradiated water has been replaced by a distillation under a helium flow. The

amounts of NaOH and Devarda's alloy have been optimized for a maximum yield.

Cobalt-55 labeled bleomycin

(in cooperation with O.E. Nieweg. Research supported by the Stichting Koningin

Wilhelmina Fonds, Nederlandse Organisatie voor de Kankerbestrijding)

Since the positron camera became operational Co was produced on a regular

basis. By installing the iron target (thickness 1.25 mm) just in front of the

gas target and using a beam of 35 MeV Co and C can be produced

simultane oulsy. The radionuclidic purity of the 55Co is 99 % at the end of

bombardment. Only 56Co «1%) and 57Co «0.01%) could be detected after the

separation of the cobalt from the target material. The value of 57Co-bleomycin

in the detection and staging of lung cancer is well established '. The long

half-life of 57Co (270 d) however, is a mayor drawback for its widespread use.

The purpose of this investigation was to study 55Co, (Ti=18.2h) as a label for

bleomycin. A quantity of 1 mCi 55Co-bleomycin was injected intravenously. The

positron imaging was performed 24 h after injection. Eleven patients with

histologically proven lung cancer and two patients with a brain metastasis of
lun8 cancer were studied. In ten patients the tumour in the lung was shown on

the Co-bleomycin tomograms. In one patient the tumour, a small size adeno

carcinoma (2.5 cm), was not visualized. In both patients with a brain metastatis
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Fig. 4. Tomograms of a patient with a brain metastasis of lung cancer. The
distance between the different planes is 1 cm

this was clearly demonstrated on the tomograms (see fig. 4).

3. J.J. Rasker, H. Beekhuis, M.A.P.C. van der Poll, A. Versluis, H. Jurjens ,
Nuklearmed. 17(1978)238.

Multi-wire counter

(in cooperation with W.J.J. Spijkervet, Lab. Alg. Natuurk.,Univ. of Groningen)

The one dimensional position sensitive multi-wire counter with delay-line

read out"4' ' was extensively tested not only for its applicability as a focal

plane detector in a double focusing beta-spectrometer but also for a reliable

design of the two dimensional counter.

The influence of the energy of the incident electrons on the momentum

resolution of the system was determined. Therefore, the conversion spectra of

137Cs (E=660 KeV) and U 1 I n (E=170 KeV), and the KLL Auger spectrum of 1 UIn

(E=20 keV) were measured. Each spectrum was recorded at a fixed setting of the

spectrometer field. The entrance window of the detector was a polypropylene foil
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with a thickness of about 100 ^g/cm . The further details of the detector and

the spectrometer are described elswhere '. The obtained results indicate that,

at least for electrons with energies > 100 keV, the momentum resolution is not

worsened by using the postition sensitive detector instead of a GM counter. For

electrons with energies < 100 keV, the momentum resolution becomes worse mainly

due to scattering of incident electrons by the entrance foil of the detector.

The efficiency of electron detection should be constant over the whole

length of the position sensitive detector and the line position in the recorded

electron spectrum should at least be a smooth function of the electron energy.
137

To check this, we measured the K-conversion line of Cs varying the

spectrometer field by 10 % in a number of steps. The measured dispersion,

derived from the measured shift of the line position and the width of the K

line, turns out to be ' in fair agreement with the one calculated by Venema '.

Though the line shape and the efficiency are smooth functions of the positions

in the focal plane, they are sensitive to the position of the source and to the

setting of the diaphragms in the spectrometer.Based ,on the experience gained

with the one dimentsional counter the wire frames for the two dimensional

detector have been designed and are under construction at the moment.

4. KVI Annual Report 1979, p.156.
5. E.J. de Graaf, A.M.J. Paans, M.G. Woldring and W.J.J. Spijkervet,

Nucl.lnstr. Meth. 166(1979)139.
6. W.J.J. Spijkervet, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Groningen, 1980.
7. W.Z. Venema, Internal Report, Lab. voor Algemene Natuurkunde,

Groningen, 1977 (unpublished).

Positron camera.

The positron camera, consisting of two uncollimated scintillation cameras,

became fully operational in the first half of this year. The energy signals from

both detectors are used to select the coincident photo-peak events by a

coincidence/antl-coincidence (C/AC) unit. Its time window can be varied between

10 and 90 ns. Its AC-output is used to reset the electronics on each detector.

If pile-up is detected by the electronics on the detector this information

passed on to the C/AC unit to inhibit the coincidence output. The coincidence

output is used to start the ADC system in the PDP-11/34 computer. From the

coincident photo-peak events an image is constructed by back-projection. With

respect to the back-projection process the system has two options:

i) Hardware construction of one focal plane on-line.

11) Software construction of multiple focal planes off-line

Using the first option the coincident data Is back-projected by the focal

plane construction unit. Its output signals are treated as ordinary gamma camera

signals. Using the second option the coincident position signals are passed on

1
"j

i
i
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' to a sample and hold circuit. This circuit is adapted to the characteristics of

}- the AR-11 ADC system, which is activated by the C/AC unit. The AR-11 contains a

' 10 bits, 16 fold multiplexed, ADC. The data acquisition is controlled by the

program POSDAT running under the RT-11 operating system. Multiple focal planes

are constructed aferwards by a back-projection program. The performance

j parameters of the system are given in table 1.

The system is in use for studies with short-lived positron emitting

>: Table 1. Performance parameters of the positron camera.

: Crystal diameter 39 cm

Crystal thickness 1.27 cm

Maximum single count rate per detector 200 kHz

I Spatial resolution 5.5 mm FWHM

: Temporal resolution 6.5-12 ns FWHM

% Point source sensitivity8^ 200 Hz/|iCi

I' Sensitivity for extended sources^ 50 Hz/|iCi

: Maximum coincident count rate 7.5 kHz

a) at a detector separation of 50 cm

radiopharmaceuticals like 11C-D0PA and 11C-steroids in animals. The high

sensitivity of the system in the testing of new radiopharmaceuticals is

advantageous. The first clinical application being for this system was the

imaging of the thorax 24 h after the intravenous injection with 1 mCi ^Co-

bleomycin into the patient.

b- Computer system

• After the installation of the gamma camera interface the computer system

Ï; became fully operational as data acquisition and analyzing system for the

'; positron camera. The core memory was increased to 64 kw. A gamma-11 V3.0 system

j was installed. The data acquisition of one, in hardware constructed, focal plane

• is possible under the Gamma-11 package with a matrix size of 128x128 at maximum.

f The program P0SÖAT acquires data from the positron camera on an event by event

£ basis. The four position signals are digitized by an AR-11 ADC system and stored

| on disk for a deferred selection of multiple focal planes. The maximum count

rate on the four channels is 7.5 kHz. The programs STATIC, MBACK and AUTORE

construct one or more focal planes of one or more studies by simple back-

projection. The tomograms are stored on disk together with the patient
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administrative data for further analysis of the images with the Gamma-11

package. Since also time information is written on disk FOSDAT it is possible to

construct dynamic studies from the acquired data. For the non-uniform response

of the positron camera is corrected by the program FLDCOR. From the flood source

image at the plane of interest this program calculates a correction matrix and

corrects the image. The program BLKIO was written in order to have a versatile

program for the creation of new files and to transfer data on a block by block

basis,
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M.N. Harakeh, A. van der Woude
"Gesamtkinetische Energien der Spaltfragmente in den Reaktionen
232Th, 238U('*He,'»HeIf) für E x von der Spaltschwelle bis zur GQR"
"Die Winkelverteilung der Spaltfragmente in den Reaktionen
232Th, 238U(4He,'»He'f) für E x von der Spaltschwelle bis zur GQR"

G.T. Emery, R.V.F. Janssens, J. van Klinken, W.Z. Venema
"K-forbidden transitions and band structures in 178Hf"

F. Schussler, E. Monnand, J.A. Pinston, G. Sung, E. Koglin, B. Pfeiffer,
G. Battistuzzi, K. Kawade, H. Lewin, K. Sistemich, R.V.F. Janssens,
J. van Klinken
"Excited O+ states around A=98"

Meeting of the Am.Chem.Society, Houston,Texas, 23-28 March 1980

F. Soga, R.D. Bent, M.C. Green, W.W. Jacobs, T.P. Sjoreen, T.E. Ward,
A.G. Drentje
"The 12C(p,it )13C reaction to states of quite different nuclear structuie"

Spring Meeting of the Dutch Physical Society, Utrecht, Netherlands,
8 and 9 April 1980

E.H.L. Aarts, R.J. de Meijer, S.Y. van der Werf
"The kick-out of the 3He for a proton"

2.H.L. Aarts, R.J. de Meijer, S.Y.. van der Werf
"Analysis of the (3He,t) reaction"

H.D. Beerling, E.J. de Graaf, T. Kuilman, A.M.J. Paars, A.J. Rijskamp,
W. Vaalburg, J. Welleweerd, J.F. van der Werf, 1. Wiegman, M.G. Woldring
"Cyclotrons en nuclaire geneeskunde"
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J. van Driel, S. Gonggrijp, R.V.F. Janssens, J. Lukasiak, R.J. de Meijer,
R.H. Siemssen, K. Slwek-Wilczynska, S.Y, van der Werf, J. Wilczynski
"Sequential breakup in 14N+159Tb reactions"

G.T. Emery, R.V.F. Janssens, J. van Klinken, W.Z. Venema
"K-forbidden transitions and band structures in 178Hf"

C, Gaarde, J.S, Larsen, E.H.L, Aarts, A,G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh,
R.J. de Meijer, S.Y. van der Werf, A. van der Woude
"Study of the Gamow-Teller resonance in 208Bl via the 208Pb(3He,t) reaction"

J.M. Galema, H.H. Hofker, P.E.M. Huygen, R.V.F, Janssens. G. Jung,
J, van Klinken, E, Koglin, E. Monnand, J.A. Pinston, B. Pfeiffer, F. Schussler
"Excited 0 + states of nuclei with N>50 and Z>50"

D.C.J.M. Hageman, J. Lukasiak, R.V.F. Janssens, M.J.A. de Volgt, Z. Sujkowski
"Experimental study of 152Dy and 156By nuclei at high angular momentum"

J. van der Plicht, M.N. Harakeh, A, van der Woude, P. David, J. Debrus
"The (a,a'f) reaction on 232Th and 2 3 8U"

0. Scholten
"Odd-A nuclei In the IBFA-model"

Int.conf. on Nuclear behaviour at High Angular Momentum, Strasbourg, France,
22-24 April 1980

K. Cornells, R. Holzman, M. Huyse, R. Janssens, G. Lhersonneau, J. Lukasiak,
C. Michel, Z. Sujkowski, M.A. van Hove, J. Verplancke, J. Vervier
"K-shell ionization yields for C0Ar,4n) reactions leading to the nuclei
152Dy and 162Yb

A.P.S. Spring meeting, Washington D.C., April 1980

F. Iachello (invited talk)
"Isotope and isomer shifts in the Interacting Boson Model"

R.C.N.P. Int. Sypm. on highly excited states in nuclear reactions, Osaka, Japan,
12-16 May 1980

M.N. Harakeh (invited talk)
"Fission decay of the isoscalar giant resonances in the actinide region"

Symposium on Recent Developments in Physics (on the occasion of the retirement
of Prof. H. Brinkman), Groningen, Netherlands, 14 May 1980

H. Brinkman
"Some aspects of X-ray spectroscopy in solid materials"

R.H. Siemssen
-; * "Recent developments in nuclear physics"

? Microsymposium on 11C,12C,13C,1'*C, Wageningen, the Netherlands, 27 May 1980

'- W. Vaalburg
[" "Carbon-11 labelled steriods and amino acids: labelling and application"
i

L BNMS Annual Meeting, London, U.K., June 1980

; D.A. Piers, O.E. Nieweg, H. Beekhuis, A.M.J. Paans, W. Vaalburg,
j, A.M. van der Wal, M.G. Woldring, H.J. Sluiter

"Superiority of Co-bleomycin over Ga-citrate scintigraphy in long tumours.
Advantage of 55Co over 57Co as labelling agent" (Nucl.Med.Commun.1(1980)182)
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Third Int. Symp. on Radiopharmaceutical ChemiBtry, St . Louis, USA, June 1980

W. Vaalburg, A. Feenstra, T. Wiegman, H.D. Beerling, S. Reiffers, A. Talma,
M.G. Woldring, H. Wijnberg
"Carbon-11 labelled moxestrol and 17a-methylestradiol as receptor binding
radiopharmaceuticals" (J. Lab. Comp. Radiopharm. 18(1981)100

Seminar on "Interacting Bose-Fermi systems in nuclei", Erice, S i c i ly ,
12-19 June 1980

F. Iachello
"Bose-Fermi symmetries in nuclei"

A.E.L. Dieperink
"Shape phases and shape phase transitions in the IBA model"

0. Scholten
"Odd-A nuclei in IBFA"
"Derivation of the boson-fermion interaction"

Nobel Symposium 50-Nuclei at Very High Spin-Sven G6sta Nilsson in Memoriam,
Orenas, Sweden, 23-27 June 1980

D.C.J.M. Hageman, R.V.F. Janssens, J. Lukasiak, W.J. Ockels, Z. Zujkowski,
M.J.A. de Voigt
"Nuclear structure effects in the quasi-continuum deexcitation process of
152j)y an<j 156Qy nuciei produced in complete and incomplete fusion reaction"

17th European Cyclotron Progress Meeting, Karlsruhe, W. Germany,
25 and 26 June 1980

W.K. van Asselt
"Central region design study"

W.K. van Asselt, A.G. Drentje, O.C Dermois, H.W. Schreuder
"The axial injection project"
"Ion optics of the axial line"

Workshop on High Resolution Experiments with Magnetic Spectrographs, Bad Honnef,
W. Germany, June 1980

A. van der Woude
"Giant resonances decay experiments"

Summerschool on Nuclear Structure, Dronten, Netherlands, 12-23 August, 1980

F. Iachello
"The interacting boson model"

A. van der Woude
"Giant resonances"

Int.conf. on Nuclear physics, Berkeley, California, USA 24-30 August 1980

E.H.L. Aarts, N. Blasi, R.J. de Meijer, S.Y. van der Werf
"Combined breakup and transfer in 3He induced reactions"

A. van den Berg, G.T. Emery, R.V.F. Janssens, A. Saha, R.H. Siemssen
"First excited 0 -states in the Germanium isotopes via the Se(d,6Li) reaction"

R.K. Bhowmik, E.C. Pollacco, J.B. England, N.E. Sanderson, G.C. Morrison
"Alpha emission with 10 MeV/A 14N projectiles

D. Chmielewska, Z. Sujkowski, R. Janssens, M.J.A. de Voigt
"K-shell ionisation yields for (h.i.,xn) reaction products"
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P, David, J, Debrus, H. Janszen, J, Schulze, J. van der Plicht, M.N. Harakeh,
A. van der Woude
"Total kinetic energy release in the reactions 232Th(4He,4He'f)and
238U('*He,'*He'f) and the symmetrie mass split of 232Th"

J, van Driel, S. Gonggrijp, R.V.F. Janssens, R.H. Siemssen,
K. Siwek-Wilczynska, J. Wilczynski
"Sequential break-up vs. fragmentation in 1J*N+159Tb collisions at 10
MeV/nucleon"

W.W. Jacobs, A.G, Drentje, P»H. Pile, P.P. Singh, T.P. Sjoreen, S.E. Vigdor
"Comparison of (d,p) and (p,p ) on 2°Si at similar momentum transfers"

J. JSnecke, E.H.L, Aarts, A.G, Drentje, C. Gaarde, M.N. Harakeh
"Isobaric analog state in rare earth nuclei and hexadecapole deformation"

J. Janecke, F.D. Becchetti, D. Overway, J.D. Cossairt, R.L. Spross
"Observation of selective excitation in actinide nuclei via alpha-pickup"

J. van der Plicht, M.N. Harakeh, A. van der Woude, P. David, J. Debrus,
H. Janszen, J. Schulze
"The fission of 238U induced by inelastic scattering of 120 MeV alpha-
particles"

J. Wiggins, P.P. Singh, A.G. Drentje, M.N. Harakeh, S. Karlas, M. Saber,
T.P. Sjoreen, A. van der Woude
"Decay modes of isoscalar giant resonances through (a,a'y) coincidences"

J. Wilczynski, K. Siwek-Wilczynska, J. van Driel, S. Gonggrijp, D. Hageman,
R.V.F. Janssens, J. Lukasiak, R.H. Siemssen
"Incomplete fusion in ^N+l^Tb collisions: links to ordinary .8.-matched binary
reactions"

Workshop on Future Directions in Electron Scattering, Saclay, France, 29
September 1980

F. lachello (invited talk)
"Electron scattering and the interacting boson model"

Nucl. Interaction Group Meeting of the Royal Phys. Soc., Bradford,
England, September 1980

R.J. de Meijer (invited talk)
"The neutron transfer studies with the (a,2He) reaction"

S.E.P.C.R. Conference, Sheffield, U.K., September 1980

A.E.C. Rookmaker, H. Beekhuis, A. Kiers, Th. W. van der Mark, A.M.J. Paars,
R. Peset, W. Vaalburg, M.G. Woldring
"Regional ventilation measured with xenon-133 and nitrogen-13"

Nucl.Phys.Div. of the Am.Phys.Soc., Minneapolis, USA, 9-11 Oct. 1980

F.Soga, P.H. Pile, R.D. Bent, M.C. Green, W.W. Jacobs, T.P. Sjoreen,
T.E. Ward, A.G. Drentje
"Energy dependence of the reaction 12C(p,n )12C to different final states"

Autumn Meeting Nuclear Physics Section of the Dutch Physical Society, Petten,
Netherlands, 17 Oct. 1980

E.H.L. Aarts, R.K. Bhowmik, N. Blasi, P. Grasdijk, R.J. de Meijer,
S.Y. van der Werf, F. Zwarts, L.P. Kok
"Quasi-free reactions"
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H.J.M. Aarts, M.J.A. de Volgt
"Gamma-gamma coincidence measurements with two Compton suppression
spectrometers in the reaction *59Tb+95 MeV 14N"

R.K. Bhowmik, J. van Driel, S. Gonggrijp, R.V.F. Janssens, R.H. Siemssen,
K. Siwek-Wilczynska, J. Wilczynski
"Heavy-ion production in ll*N+l59Tb collisions at 5-15 MeV/A"

A.E.L. Dieperink
"The c l a s s i c a l l imit of the interacting boson model"

D.C.J.M. Hageman, R.V.F. Janssens, J. Lukasiak, Z. Sujkowski, M.J.A, de Voigt
"Nuclear structure effects in the quasi continuum y-ray deexcitation process
of 152Dy and 156Dy nuclei produced in 12C induced reactions"

O.S. van Roosmalen
"A large N Approximation for boson hamiltonians"

Meeting of the Ital ian Phys. Society, Baru, I ta ly , 16-21 Oct.1980

R. de Leo, G. d'Erasmo, A. Pantaleo, H. Pignanel l i , M.N. Harakeh,
S. Micheletti
"Proton excitation of 2HMg, 26Mg and 3 2S y-bands"
(Bull .Ital .Phys.Soc. 121(1980)137)

Syrop. on Perspectives in Klectro-and Photo-Nuclear Physics, Saclay, France, 29
Sept.-3 Oct. 1980

A.E.L. Dieperink
"Electron scattering in the IBA"

Symposium on Spin-vibrations in Nuclei, Copenhagen, Denmark, 5-6 Nov. 1980

S.Y. van der Werf
"Dec?y of the Gamow-Teller Resonance"

Workshop on ECR Ion Sources, Darmstadt, W. Germany, 8 Dec. 1980

A.G. Drentje
"An ECR source for the KVI"

t

XI.3. INTERNAL REPORTS.

KVI-72i E.H.L. Aarts, S.Y. van der Werf
"Quasi-Free reactions"

KVI-73i J. van Klinken
"Mini-orange sketches"

KVI-74i W.J. Uytenbogaardt
"Count rate effects on spectral resolution of modern shaping
amplifiers"

\J
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X I I . SEMINARS

XII.1, SEMINARS AT THE KVI

Jan. 15 P.T. Debevec (Louvain-la-Neuve)
"Application of PCAC to nuclear charge exchange"

Jan. 22 Y. Iwasaki (K.V.I.)
"Quadrupole, octupole and hexadecapole excited-core states in Cu
studied by the reactions 63Cu(p,p')63Cu and 65Cu(p,t)6JCu"

Jan. 29 R. De Leo (Bari, Italy)
"Possible Giant Resonances contributions to proton elastic scattering

• at E p = 35 MeV"

Febr, 5 Recent research at the K.V.I.:
J, van Klinken (K.V.I.): "Experiments on EO transitions"
M.N. Harakeh (K.V.I.): "Angular correlations"

Febr. 12 J. van Driel (K.V.I.)
"Sequential break-up In the 1AN + 159Tb reaction at E1AN = 140 MeV"

Febr. 14 G. Schatz (Karlsruhe)
"High resolution laser spectroscopy of short-lived nuclides"

Febr. 19 Z. Sujkowski (Swierk) ;
"Angular momentum transfer in collisions of complex nuclei" ƒ

Febr. 26 W. Sterrenburg (Utrecht) •
"(p,n) experiments at Michigan State and Indiana University"

March 4 H.C. Britt (München)
"Potential energy surfaces associated with fission"

March 18 R.J. Vader (K.V.I.) ^
"Single turn extraction for the K.V.I.-cyclotron" ;t

March 25 A. Dudek (Warsaw) |
"The Z=64 gap and its relation to yrast spectra in neutron deficient ?
nuclei" ::

April 14 D. Townsend (Geneve) j
"Proportional Chamber positron camera and image reconstruction" :)

•f 'i

} April 15 K. Heyde (Ghent) |
': "Microscopic particle-core coupling calculation _ Application to odd -1
L Sb nuclei" J
: 'j'

\ April 22 J. Vary (Heidelberg) }
| "Particle production mechanism in re la t iv l s t i c heavy-ion collisions" I
r i

I '
i May 1 Teng Lek Khoo (Argonne) i
f "The link between the yrast line and the continuum at high spin"

I May 6 G. Baur (Basel)
f "Fragmentation processes In nucleus-nucleus collisions"
f

I

: i
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May 20

May 29

June 3

June 17

June 24

June. 30

July 1

Aug. 5

Aug. 26

Sept. 16

Sept. 23

Oct. 7

Oct. 14

Oct. 21

Nov. 4

Nov. 7

Nov. 11

G.C. Morrison (Birmingham)
"Nuclear reaction studies with polarized 3He"

D,A. Lind (Colorado, U.S.A.)
"Neutron time of flight studies:
a) neutron density distributions from IAS by the (p,n) reaction
b) some new giant spin flip resonances"

T. Otsuka (Tokyo, Japan)
"Effective Hamiltonian in the proton-neutron IBA-model"

J.W. Nelson (Florida State University)
"Accelerator method in quantitative analyses"

M. Sakai (K.V.I.)
"Binding energies of the lgq/2 and '
effective interactions V and V "

neutron and average two-body

pn nn

H. Ejiri (Japan)
"Pre-equilibrium neutron emission in highly excited continuum region
covering giant resonances"

R. Betts (Yale University)
"Resonance behavior in 28Si+28Si interactions"

S. Micheletti
"Excitation of the isoscalar E2 in 1 2C by proton inelastic scattering"

L.G. Band (University of Pennsylvania)
"(t,p) reactions in s-d shell nuclei"

K.W. McVoy (Heidelberg)
"Projectile fragmentation reactions at 10 to 20 MeV/nucleon"

H. Sakai (K.V.I.)
"Vector and tensor analyzing powers for continuum spectra"

I. Katayama (Jülich)
"The isospin mixing in the single and double hole analogue states"

H. Freiesleben (Bochum)
"N/Z equilibration in quasi-elastic reactions"

B.R. Barrett (Arizona)
"Microscopic versus empirical effective interacties in a single j
shell"

H. Ikegami (Osaka)
"Spectrographs free of kinematical effects"

M. Greenfield (Florida State University)
"Analysis of Gamow Teller Resonances observed in the (p,n) reaction at
medium energies"

H. Gemmeke (Heidelberg)
"Fast neutron emission in deep-inelastic collisions"
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Nov. 20 Y. Alhassid (California)
"Information theory approach to nuclear reactions"

Nov. 21 S. Polikanov (CERN)
"Some aspects of fission"

Nov. 25 D.C.J.M. Hageman (K.V.I.)
"On Y~ray multiplicities in complete and incomplete fusion reactions"

Dec, 2 U.Lynen (Heidelberg)
"Experiments with 100 MeV/A 12C"

Dec. 9 0. Hansen (Copenhagen)
"Inelastic scattering experiments with heavy ions"

Dec. 11 J . Wood (Atlanta, U.S.A.)
"Collective states in the odd-Au nuclei in the interacting boson-
fermion model"

Dec, 16 B. Metsch (Utrecht)
"Shell model calculations in the sd- and fp-shell"
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: X I I . 2 . SEMINARS PRESENTED BY STAFF MEMBERS OUTSIDE THE KVI

B.R. Barrett
"The interacting boson model: its formulation, application and renormalisation"

Max Planck Inst. für Kernphysik, Heidelberg, W. Germany, 29 Sept.
C.N.R., Lab. de Physique Nucléaire, Strasbourg, France, 1 Oct.
Universiteit Tubingen, W. Germany, 2 Oct.
Universitê de Paris, Orsay, France, 27 Oct.
C.E.N., Saclay, France, 28 Oct.
Ruhr Universiteit Bochum, W. Germany, 3 Nov.
Inst. of Nuclear Research, Warsaw, Poland, 20+22 Nov.
Charles Uniersity, Prague, Czechoslovakia, 25 Nov.
Universitat Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlangen, W. Germany, 27 Nov.

"Experimental and theoretical effective interactions in a single j-shell"
University of Utrecht, Netherlands, 31 Oct.

"The significance of effective parameter in the shell model and collective model
of the nucleus"

Free University, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 17 Dec.

A.E.L. Dieperink
"On the interacting boson model"

Centrum voor Kernenergie, Mol, Belgium, 17 Jan.

P.D. Duval
"IBM calculations for the Ag isotopes"

Max Planck Inst. für Kernphysik, Heidelberg, W. Germany, 25 Nov.

M.N. Harakeh
"The spectrograph focal plane detection system at the KVI: present and future"

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, W. Germany, 16 Jan.
"Recent experimental results on decay of the giant resonances in the actinide
region"

Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan, 19 May.
Institute of Nuclear Studies, Tokyo, Japan, 30 May.
Tokoku University, Sendal, Japan, 3 June.

"Recent experimental results on decay of the giant resonances in the sd-shell
region"

Osaka University, Osaka, Japan, 23 May.
University of Tokyo, Hongo Campus, Japan, 26 May.
Institue of Physical and Chemical Research, Saitama, Japan, 27 May.

• University of Tokyo, College of General Education, Japan, 28 May.
Tokyo Institute for Technology, Japan, 29 May.
Cyclotron Lab., Tokoku University, Sendai, Japan, 4 June.

"Fission decay of the isoscalar giant resonances in the actinide region"
Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark, 3 Nov.
Istituto de Scieuze Fisiche, Milan, Italy, 5 Dec.

: F. Iachello
"The Interacting boson model"

; University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada, 14 March.
I Universidad Autonoma-da Mexico, Mexico City, 17 March.
j University of Maryland, College Park, Md, USA, 2 May.
{ University of Groningen, Netherlands, 22 May.
: University of Utrecht, Netherlands, 11 Sept.
j "The Interacting boson-fermion model"
| McGill University, Montreal, Canada, 12 March.
.j M.I.T., Cambridge, Mass., USA, 22 April.
1 Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark, 31 Oct.
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University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, W. Germany, 24 Nov.
University of Mainz, Mainz, W. Germany, 25 Nov.
Unlversitê de Paris-Sud, Orsay, France, 4 Dec.

"Dynamical symmetries in nuclei"
Princeton University, Princeton, N.J., USA, 3 April.
National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C., USA, 17 April.

"Supersymmetries in nuclei"
Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris, France, 5 Dec.
C.E.R.N., Geneva, Switzerland, 10 Dec.
UniversitS di Torino, Turin, Italy, 16 Dec.

J. JBnecke
"Alpha-clustering in heavy nuclei and direct oc-transfer"

University of Birmington, U.K., 7 May.
University of Manchester, U.K., 8 May.
Daresbury Laboratory, U.K., 9 May.
University of Oxford, U.K., 14 May.
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, W. Germany, 28 May.
Max-Planck Institut fur Kernphysik, Heidelberg, W, Germany, 30 May.
Universitat Siegen, W. Germany, 2 June.

J.F.W. Jansen
"In-beam gamma- and electron spectroscopy in the actinide region"

Indiana University, Bloomington, USA, 26 February.
Oak Ridge National Lab., Oak Ridge, USA, 3 March.
Pittsburgh University, Pittsburgh, USA, 6 March.

R.V.F. Janssens
"Recent experiments with a mini-orange spectrometer"

Pittsburgh University, Pittsburgh, USA, 3 March.
"Nuclear spectroscopy with a mini-orange spectrometer"

Indiana University, Bloomington, USA, 4 March.
"Recent experiments with a mini-orange spectrometer"

Argonne Nat. Lab., Argonne, USA, 11 March

R.J. de Meijer
"Breakup related processes in 3He induced reaction"

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA, 14 July.
University of Colorado, Boulder, USA, 22 July.
Florida State University, Tallahassee, USA, 30 July.
Centre de Recherches Nuclêaires, Saclay, France, 3 Oct.
University of Birmingham, Birmingham, U.K., 20 Oct.
Kings College, London, U.K., 21 Oct.
Daresbury Laboratories, Daresbury, U.K., 23 Oct.

H. Sakai
"Vector and tensor analysing powers of the continuum spectra"

• Kernforschungsanlage Julich, Jülich, W. Germany, 30 Sept.
,. Max-Planck Institut für Kernphysik, Heidelberg, W. Germany, 24 Oct.
' Surrey University, Surrey, U.K., 29 Oct.

[ 0. Scholten
I "The interacting boson fermion model"
i Weizmann Inst., Rehovoth, Israel, 29 May.
{ Univ. of Jeruzalem, Israel, 30 May.

V
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R.H. Siemssen
"Kernfysica inet zware ionen"

Univarsity of Amsterdam, Netherlands, 17 April.
"Incomplete fusion and breakup processes with light heavy ions"

Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind., USA, 30 June.
Argonne Nat. Lab., Argonne, 111., USA, 3 July.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA, 18 July.
Brookhaven Nat. Lab., Upton, N.Y., USA, 29 July.
Univ. of Stonybrook, Stonybrook, N.Y.., USA, 30 July.
Univ. of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA, 21 August.

"Unvollstandige Fusionsreaktionen und Aufbruchreaktionen mit schweren Ionen"
G.S.I. Darmstadt, W. Germany, 16 Dec.

S.Y. van der Werf
"The Gamow-Teller resonance in charge exchange reactions"

Inst. for Nucl. Physics Research, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 29 May
University of Utrecht, Netherlands, 30 May.

J. Wilczynski
"Incomplete fusion reactions"

University of Utrecht, Netherlands, 21 Nov.

A. van der Woude
"Excitation and decay of giant resonances"

Inst. of Nucl. Physics Research, Amsterdam, Netherlands, June.
Universitat Bonn, W. Germany, Oct.
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XIII. PERSONNEL

SCIENTIFIC STAFF

Drs. E.H.L. Aarts
Ir. W.K. van Asselt
Drs. A.M. van den Berg1

Dr. R. Bhowmik
Drs. J.M.R. van der Blij (since June 1)
Drs, R. Bijker (since July I)1

Drs, N. Bias! (since October 16) *
Drs, S. Brandenburg (since Dec. 1)
Prof. H. Brinkman (until Sept. 1)
Ir, 0,C. Dennois
Dr. A.E.L, Dieperink
Dr. A.G. Drentje
Dr. J. van Driel (until Sept. I) 1

Drs. S. Gonggrijp1

Drs. B, ter Haar (since November 1)
Drs. D.C.J.M. Hageman
Dr. M.N, Harakeh
Prof. F. Iachello2

Dr. y. Iwasaki
Dr. J.F.W. Jansen
Dr. R.V.F. Janssens (until November 1)

,1

Dr, J. van Klinken
Dr, P.A. Kroon
Dr. J. Lukasiak
Dr. R.A.R.L. Malfliet
Dr. R.J. de Meijer
Dr. J.P.F, Mulder
Dr.Ir. J. van der Plicht (until August 1)
Dr. L.W. Put
Drs. O.S. van Roosmalen
Dr. H. Sakai (since June 1)
Drs. M, Sambataro (since Oct. 16)
Ir. H.W. Schreuder
Dr. 0. Scholten (until September l)1

Prof. R.H, Siemssen, director
Dr. W. Sterrenburg (since July 1)
Drs. R.J. Vader (until April l) 1

Drs. W. Venema (since May 1) 1

Dr. M.J.A. de Volgt3

Prof. A. van der Woude
Drs. F. Zwarts

1. Graduate student
2. Until May I on leave of absence at Yale University, New Haven, USA
3. Until September 1 on leave of absence at the Free University, Amsterdam.

VISITING SCIENTISTS (for more than one week)

Prof, A. Arima

Prof. B.R. Barrett

Drs. N. Blasi

Dr. P.D. Duval

Prof. J. Janeeke

Drs. H. Janssen

Prof. R. de Leo

Prof. S. Micheletti

Dr. G. Molnfir

Dr. W.J. Ockels

Drs. B. Pyszkiewicz

University of Tokyo, Japan
Oct. 1 - Oct. 15
University of Arizona, Tucson, USA
Sept. 1 - Dec. 31
University of Milan, I taly
Until Oct. 16
University of Arizona, Tuscon, USA
Sept. 4 - Dec. 18
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA
Sept. 15 - Sept. 22
University of Bonn, Germany
June 23 - June 29
University of Bari, Bari, Italy
June 24 - Sept. 30
University of Milan, Italy
July 1 - Sept. 1
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary
Nov. 17 - Nov. 28
NASA/Johnson Space Centre, Houston, USA
Febr. 10 - Febr. 22
Ins t . for Nuclear Physics, Swierk, Poland
May 30 - June 11

V
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Mrs. E, Ruchowska

Drs, M, Sarabataro

Dr. 0. Scholten

Dr, J. Schulze

Dr. K. Siwek-Wilczynska

Prof. Z. Sujkowski

Prof. I. Talmi

Dr. J, Wilczynski

Dr. Yang Jingang
Dr. Yang Zhonghan
Dr. Pen Hua Shou
Dr. Li Zhichang

university of Warsaw, Poland
Until May 1
University of Catania, I taly
Until Oct. 16
Michigan State University, USA
Dec. 22 - Jan. 15 1981
University of Bonn, Germany
June 23 - June 29
University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland
March 3 - March 30, Nov. 10 - Nov. 30
Institute for Nuclear Research, Swlerk, Poland
Jan, 28 - Febr. 25, April 26 - May 5
The Welzmann Institute of Science, Israel
Sept. 1 - Dec. 31
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Cracow, Poland
March 3 - March 30, Sept. 24 - Dec. 31

Institute of Atomic Energy, Peking, China
Until April 1

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

G. Balster
R, Bijker
H.J Freije
P. Goldhoorn
P. Grasdijk

B. ter Haar
P. Huygen
H. Koeslag
S. van Netten
F. Scholing

W.Z. Venema
B. Visscher
J. Welleweerd
W. Wempe
P. van der Zee

fv-.
•it

TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

COOLING, CRYOGENICS, VACUUM
H. G o r t e r
P . W. S c h m i d t
E. de Wilde
J. Wieringa1

H. Wortel (since Nov. 1)

CYCLOTRON OPERATION
W.T.L. Bisseling
H. Pater
H. Post
F. Rengers
C. Smit
B.D. Taenzer
H.J. Timersma
J.N. de Vries

DRAFTING ROOM
Ing. A.H. ter Brugge
G. Grave1

L. Slatius

1. personnel not on research contract.

ELECTRONICS
T. Armbrust
Ing. H.A.P. van der Duin

1

D. Kamphuis
H. Kooi1

D.J. Kuipers1

H.A.P. Lohrengel
Ing. W.J. Uytenbogaardt

ELECTROTECHNICS
E.A.M. Broekhof (since Nov. 16)
D. Damstra
P. Wieringa

ENGINEERING & DEVELOPMENT
H. Fraiquin
Ing. J. Mulder
F. Sporrel
J. Sijbring
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TARGET PRODUCTION
A.H. Bennink (until Dec.
Drs. Tj. W. Tuintjer1

31)

ADMINISTRATION
Mrs. M.C, Christen
Mrs. E.G. Hoeffnagel (since Oct. 16)
B. Koop
O.S. Kramer-
E r Latumalea (since August 16)
Mrs.rL. Peterson (since Nov; 16)
Mrs. W.T. Snijder-Tlmmers (until Nov.
Mrs. J.J.WBhler (until March. 1)
Mrs, I.I.M. Sibers (May 1 - August 1)

1)

MECHANICAL WORKSHOP
G, Blaauw
F.W. Buitenwerf
H. Dost
R.J. Dussel
A.A. van Essen
M. Lap
K.F. Lindeman
J.M. Luidens
W.W.P.Olthuis
R. van der^Ploeg
G.J. Sa
I.-, Snld
D.J.M. TÜman1

RECEPTION AND CAFETARIA
Mrs. R. Carol1

Mrs. W. Dussel-Weitering
G. van der Es* . . .
N. Huisman .... . „/...

1. personnel not on research contract.

APPRENTICES (for 6 months periods)

H. Bandsma
J.H. Bijl
C. Boerma
J. Boersma
A.H. Koops

J. Munneke
H. Pieterman
J. Popta
W.K.J. Stiekema
M. de Zwart


